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Federa,i vote soon, says MP 
TERRACE - There'll have to 
be a federal election and a 
Quebec provincial election be- 
fore any attempt at further con: 
stitutional~ movement akes 
place,says Skeena NDP lVlP Jim 
Fulton. 
Speaking after voters rejected 
the Charlottetown Accord Mon- 
day evening, Fulton said Prime 
Minister Brian Mulroney will 
have no choice but to soon go to 
thepolis. 
There's a need to clear away a 
lot of the emotional debris 
created by the process that's just 
taken place," he said. 
The same is true in Quebec 
where Premier Robert Bourassa 
faces a strong opposition, Fulton 
added. 
And he's predicting there will 
be a new kind of method taken 
to bring about constitutional 
change. 
That could be a constituent 
assembly, a gathering of perhaps ~ 
a 1,000 people elected from 
across the country to discuss 
constitutional changes, said 
Fulton. 
The federal Skeena riding re- 
jected the Charlottetown Accord 
by 72;84 per cent. Of 176 of 186 
polls rePorting Monday evening, 
23,959 people said 'no' and 
8,790 people said 'yes'. Just or 
78 per cent of registered voters 
cast ballots. 
All areas of the riding solidly 
rejected tha accord with the ex- 
ception of the Nass Valley. 
And  one  po l l ,  at  the  
Ellisworth Camp up Hwy.x37, 
was unanimous in approving the 
accord with 63 'yes' votes. 
Across B.C., 67.9 per cent of 
voters said 'no' while 32.1 per 
cent said 'yes' in a turnout of 77 
found so many reasons to vote 
'no' in what was a complicated 
package," he said. 
The MP did acknowledge that 
there were what he called ap- 
prehensions and misapprehen- 
sions concerning native self- 
per cent of registered voters, government i  the northwest. 
Fulton said B.C.'s rejection of "That certainly came up at 
the accord should not be consid- the 43 meetings I held (on the 
ered as anti-native or anti- constitution), There were a con- 
Quebec. stellation of reason," he said. 
"There were five main corn- Despite the defeat of the ac- 
ponents to vote 'yes' to. People cord and its native self-govern- 
mona provision, Fulton said land 
claims in B.C. can be addressed 
by a treaty commission estab- 
lished in September.~ : i' 
But he doubted if Prime 
Minister Brian Mulroney would 
undertake any futher discussion 
on native self government out- 
side of any constitutioanl ar- 
ragement. 
Fulton said Muironey will 
campaign on the economy but 
won't be succussful. 
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UP SHE RISES: Harry Nyce looks on as a new totem pole is pulled skyward in Gitwinksihlkw. 
For more on the Nass Valley totem pole raising, see page BI. 
Police set for Hallowe'en 
TERRACE ~ Youths won't run 
riot in the downtown streets this 
Hallowe'en if RCMP Inpsector 
Larry Yeske has his way. 
The. city's top police officer 
says the local detachment will 
field m0re~than the 20 officers'it 
sent out last Oct 3 i '  'to face the 
ghouls andgi~bl~s~ • = 
"We're going t0?,have a lot 
more of our own pe6ple out there 
this year," "Yeske':said.. "And 
we'll bring in more from other 
detachments if we need to." 
Last Hallowe'en, police officers 
were outnumbered by a mob of 
150 young people who barricaded 
Lakclse Ave. with shopping carts 
and rampaged through the 
downtown, smashing windows, 
throwing eggs and shooting 
fireworks at passing cars. 
Police could only hold back and 
watch, and drew sharp criticism 
"from merchants whose stores 
were vandalized. 
"We want to make sure there's 
no repeat of this nonsense we had 
last year," Yeske said. 
He said he's meeting With the 
Fire Department and other agen- 
cies to make preparations. 
Yeske would not say what 
measures he will authorize to dis- 
perse youths this year. 
It's hoped school dances will 
keep many local young people 
busy this Hallowe'en. 
"When there's nothing to do 
that's when somebody starts 
some mischief," he said. " I f  we 
have thingsto keep them inter- 
ested elsewhere, hopefully they'll 
go and enjoy themselves there in- 
stead of run the risk or running 
afoul of the law." 
Yeake said he is also encourag- 
ing downtown merchants o lock 
up shopping carts and to maintain 
some kind of presence that night 
to deter vandals and thieves. 
"We want to make sure a lot of 
the shenanigans don't get a 
chance to start." 
Claims deal held 
up as negotiators  
scrap in public 
TERRACE - -  Nisga'a land 
claim negotiations are at an im- 
passe because Canada won't sign 
an agreement that sets terms for 
resource use prior to a final settle- 
ment. 
Word of that came out when a 
dispute between the federal and 
provincial negotiators surfaced 
unexpectedly at what was billed a 
media briefing session last Fri- 
day. 
Sharp words from chief federal 
negotiator Gay Reardon and her 
provincial counterpart, Jack Eb- 
bels, provided the first ever idea 
of how the talks are going. 
It became clear the federal 
government will not sign the 
agreement without written as- 
surances from the province that it 
Jack Ebbels 
that'the document was discnsse:Z 
with and supported by those who 
had adequately consulted people will be affected. 
in this area on the terms of the Without the federal signature, It sultation in ~e entire negotiation 
agreement,., .,. ',- ,:,:~ i.....,.,..:-is.not,knowii.~when.-it,.mig~t, be,-,, .puffed e~...the-iinterim,prbtec~d6'n 
At issue is the interim pro- released to the public, measures until after it had bee~ 
Although Ebbels' predecessor, 
Tony Sheridan, did give verbal 
assurance this has taken place 
with third party interests, Ebbels 
said it will not be provided in 
writing. 
Both Reardon and Ebbels 
reacted slxongly at the comments 
by each other, saying this was the 
first time they had heard them. 
"Federal representatives were 
at these meetings (with third 
parties). They can advise Canada 
whether they were adequate or 
sufficient," said Ebbels. 
"At no time did we receive a 
Gay Reardon 
request from Canada that we 
were asked for wr~'tten assurances 
that there had been adequate con- 
initialled. Until after' it had be~n 
signed by the province and the 
trial council,, he continued. 
'Ebbels, appointed just this sum- 
mer as the provincial govern- 
ment's chief negotiator, described 
a series of meetings over the past 
year with third parties who will 
be affected by the interim agree- 
ment. He said were no strong ob- 
jections to its content. 
"Canada can draw its own con- 
clusions. Canada had a full and 
complete opportunity o do all the 
consultis~ it wants if you look at 
tection measures agreement 
signed by the Nisga'a and the 
province, but missing the signs- 
turn of Canada that will 
determine what level of mining 
and logging can go on between 
now and the final settlement of 
the 25,000-square-kilometr  
Nisga'a land claim. 
The agreement is also expected 
to yield clues as to the shape of 
the final agreement 
But Reardon bluntly stated Fri- 
,day Canada will not sign the 
agreement without he provincial 
govcrnnent's written assurance Cont'd Page A2 
City wants opinion 
on stat shopping 
Kitimat is open, we should be' the 
same," he continued. 
Talstra said he did not know 
when council would again discuss 
the matter but wanted to contact 
the chamber of commerce and 
other interest groups tint. 
"We don't want to act in isola- 
tion," he said. 
The latest move surrounding 
statutory holiday openings comes 
at a time when four large stot~s 
here are being charged under the 
provincial Hol!~y.~::~Shopp'mg 
Regulation Act .  . . . . .  - . 
The provincial government '~S 
alleging that Safeway," Over- 
waitea, KMart and Woolworth 
opened on July:/1, = ! statiitory 
holiday, r ~" " f '~  " t" " . . . .  " 
Representatlves: of those stores 
are scheduled to/make a a first 
appearance in '.l~rovlnbial . court 
here Nov. 4. . ' ! .  
TERRACE m Council's going 
to ask the business community 
what it thinks of the idea of hav- 
ing large stores open on statutory 
holidays. 
That will come before council 
contemplates going to 
referendum on the matter, mayor 
Jack Talstra said last week. 
The issue came up this spring 
when the larger retail stores, 
backed by the city's economic 
advisory commission, asked 
council to allow openings on 
statutory holidays. 
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Ebbels said he did send a letter Reardon said that since the in 
thp:rti~amT=rrrky agreemnse~tb°nt~s to Reardon giving an outline of 4332 LAKELSE AVE. TERRACE, B.C. 
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tedm protection agreement falls 
to the degree they feel is ap -d i scuss ions  the province had with under provincial responsibility, A reminder,hat Christmas is just ahead - book now for your parties. ] . . . . . , . . . , . , - - . , . . ,  O R S E H t A N  
propriate," he said, third party groups, the province and the Nisga'a And a suggestion for that person on your Iistwho is hard to buy for- a N 
gift certificate fern special evening of d i n i n g . .  WIMI ' I I=i l}  I~ l i l t  l a l¢  Resrdon •said shesent a letter to 
Ebbels the third week of Septem- 
ber asking for a written as- 
surance. 
"Since I wrote the letter about a 
month ago I had fully anticipated 
that I would be getting a reply to 
it. So to hear today at a media 
briefing that I'm not getting such 
a reply, I'm nther shocked," said 
Reardon. 
She added that since the interim 
agreement covers land and 
resources, which fall under 
provincial responsibility, it was 
up to the province to determine if 
adequate discussion with third 
party groups had taken place. 
And she said the negotiations 
and the final outcome are at risk 
if the province has not taken the 
proper steps to discuss the interim 
agreement with those affected. 
"I couldn't comment on 
whether they were adequate or 
satisfactory. Whether they're 
ultimately adequate or satisfac- 
tory will depend in large part on 
the people we talked to," said 
Ebbels. 
Nisga'a Tr ial  Council execu- 
tive member Harry Nyce said he 
was disturbed at the outbreak be- 
tween Reardoa nd Ebbels. 
"Protecting the resources of our 
territory (is what) we're discuss- 
ing. It's unfortunate officials 
can't get around the issues," said 
Nyco. 
"While we negotiate, the 
resources are marching out of our 
territory. Look outside this com- 
munity and see how many trucks 
are coming in with the resources 
that we're talking about," he 
added. 
could implement it on their own, 
without federal agreement. 
Mount Layton Hot Springs ~~ 
would I!ke to announce tha, : ' 
NOVEMBER 2 TO DECEMBER2 ~ 
I We apologize for any  : .... , 
inconvenience this may cause _ , .~ 
Th ings  bet ter ,  MOU T 'CrON - 
ays  the  mayor  ° P,,NGS S .,; ~ ~ ~ .~ RESORT LTD. 
TER]L&CE - -  Mayor Jack Tal- what ,s 't taking" place behind ....... i:.,-~..~ ............ ; .................................. 
stra isn't sure what's going on closed doors, improvemenB on ~ 
with the Nisga'a land claims ne- 
gotiations but he does know that 
things are getting abit better. , 
Talstra, whose been critical 
about the lack of local involve- 
meat in the talks between the 
Nisga'a, the federal and provin- 
cial governments, said a provin- 
cial civil servant has now been 
named to keep in tough with local 
governments. 
But he adds that the provincial 
government has a way to go in 
terms of tolling local people what 
is going on and taking their 
opinions into account. 
Talstra was commenting on the 
provincial refusal to say in writ- 
ing that there has been an ade- 
quate consultation process on the 
interim protection measures 
agreement. 
That's become arequirement of
the federal government before it 
will sign the agreement. 
"I think thee has been, if your 
issue is openness and communi- 
cation wi~ local govenunent on 
i 
the provincial side over the last 
few months," said Talstza after 
meeting with federal and provin- 
cial negotiators last week. 
"My sense is that the federal 
side is more open and more 
agreeable to openness but their 
topics of negotiation are more 
limited," he said. 
"The feds seems to be more 
willing to communicate with all 
of the population up here. I f  
that's what they have in mind 
with the interim protection 
measures (agreement) I can see, I
can understand that point," said 
Talstza. 
A reminder  
TERRACE ~ A reminder that 
the next meeting of the Ladies 
Auxiliary, Royal Canadian 
Legion Branch 13, takes place 
Tuesday, Nov. 3. 
The meeting begins at 8 p.m. 
All members please attend. 
We will Match or ~ 
any advertised price in 
B.C. 
On the same manufacturers I~roduct. 
Bring in a copy of anyone's 
price and we will match or 
beat it. 
"Yes, our , weningjet to 
Vancouver le 'es first." 
t i j  
Pinned ~ j ~  
for Studs 
SEE US FIRST! 
Our Prices Include our. 
exclusive Customer 
Protection Policy. 
Ve sell chains & batteries. 
Cedar!and Tire 1 
Service Ltd. / 
4929 KetthAvenue, Terrace, B.C. | i 
/ 
You don't get to 
be the leader by s~ding ' 
still. AirBC is always on 
the look out for ways to . . . . . .  
hnprove our schedule, our service and 
our fleet. Case in point: To jet you into 
Vancouver sooner, we've moved up our 
evening departure. You asked for this 
latest change for the better and now : : 
we'd like to hear from you again. Ca l l '  
your travel agent or Air Canada: 
635-7069. ' • r i 
WEEKDAYS FROM TERRACE TO VANCOUVER 
8:50am 5:,tSpm :~,:' 
: Weeke~lservicevaries. 
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FOURCITIZENS from the remote Chinese province of Yun- 
: nan were inthe area recently to investigate small tourism de- 
velopment projects. Part of the tour included a trip to 
Gitanyow and to the Queen Charlotte Islands. They are, from 
Chinese probe native ways 
the left, Guo Dalie who is a vice-director of the Ethnology 
Society of Yunnan, engineer He Jiangyu, group interpreter He 
Zhixiong and He Xiaochun, the leader of the Baisha township 
in Yunnan. 
Toward self-sufficiency 
TERRACE - -  People from a 
remote province in China are 
reaching back 50 years to 
organize locally-owned 
businesses. 
And they've been touring 
B.C. for ideas on how to estab- 
lish themselves. 
One group of four from Yun- 
nan province recently visited 
Gitanyow (Kitwancool) and 
the Queen Chadotte Islands as 
part of their research. 
Three of the four on the tour 
are Naxi (pronounced Na-jee 
with a soft 'j'), one of 56 na- 
tional minority groups in 
China. The fourth is Han, the 
predominant ethnic group in 
that country. 
They came interested in the 
Canadian co-operative move- 
ment and in seeing how natives 
in this province fit in socially 
and economically. 
Those two factors are consid- 
ered important for the Naxi 
who want to develop their own 
small businesses and preserve 
and enehance their culture. 
Co-operatives are not a new 
thing in Yunnan. A number 
were organized in the 1930s 
and into the 1940s as a means 
of resisting Japan which oc- 
cupied China before and dur- 
ing the Second World War. 
The co-operatives were taken 
over by the Chinese Com- 
munist Party at the end of the 
country's civil war in 1949. 
There are a lot of similarities 
between B.C. and Yunnan be- 
cause in both, logging and 
milling form an important part 
of the economy. 
One idea being pursued is 
ece-tourism, already a small 
but thriving industry in Yun- 
nan. 
It's considered i eal because 
not a lot of money is required 
and the people involved in eco- 
tourism co-operstives can be 
kept small. 
Lijiang County, the home of 
the Naxi in Yunnan, is prized 
because of its scenery and mild 
climate. 
Developing those co- 
operatives will not only im- 
prove local economic condi- 
tions but it will take advantage 
of changing policy in China, 
says He Zhixiong, one of those 
on the tour. 
"Before it was central plan- 
ning. Now we are looking at 
market driven," he said. 
He Jiangyu, an engineer, said 
eco-tourism will benefit the 
Naxi who make their living in 
agriculture as opposed to 
forestry. 
"When you cut down the 
trees, it is important to balance 
the cutting of trees and the 
growth rate of t~ees," he said. 
Even though co-operatives 
developing eco-tourism may 
not require a lot of money, 
help is still needed because the 
agricultural base of the Naxi 
people does not provide ready 
I 
investment capital. 
Providing help in that area is 
Simon Fraser University's Of. 
rice of International Co- 
operation which helped 
organize the tour. 
Key to the development of 
the co-operatives is having the 
Naxi people involved from the 
start, said He Jiangyu. 
He Xiacchum, the magis~ate 
or mayor of Baisha Township, 
said one key aspect is having 
young people learn English so 
they can act as tour guides. 
Tourism is expected to grow 
not only because of the efforts 
toward developing locally- 
owned co-operatives but be- 
cause of development of an in- 
ternational irport. 
Last year, 10,000 foreigners 
visited the Naxi area surround- 
ing the city of Lijiang. 
An increasing amount of 
Chinese are also becoming 
toudsts in their Own country. 
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! News in brief 
It's Immigration Week 
Nearly 32,000 immigrants came to British Columbia in 1991, a 10 
per cent increase from 1990, report the provincial and federal 
governments. The number epresented 14 per cent of the national 
immigrant total. 
These and other figures form part of the governments' efforts to 
promote Immigration Week, Oct. 26 - -  Nov. 1. The number com- 
ing to B.C. is less than 1957 when 37,000 immigrants arrived in 
B.C. but higher than 1961 when only 6,500 newcomers settled here. 
The largest percentage ofarrivals in B.C. in 1991 - -393  per cent 
were spouses, fiancees, ummarried children, parents, grand- 
parents and children sponsored by a Canadian citizen or permanent 
resident. 
Entrepreneurs, investors and self-employed people represented 19 
per cent of 1991 immigrants. Government figures indicate that this 
is more than double the percentage amount of similar immigrants 
who settled in other parts of Canada. 
Highway signs to disappear 
People with unauthorized signs on highways ministry rights-of-way 
will have them removed if they aren't aken down within a month 
after being notified. 
The order from highways minister Art Charbonneau is in response 
to what he said were substantial complaints. "These signs block 
drivers' vision and detract from the province's natural scenery," he 
said. 
Signs not considered to block vision are the blue and White ones 
brought in by the ministry three years ago as a way of standardizing 
tourist and other information. 
There is one exception and that is for larger ones of a surface area 
greater than three metres. They'll be allowed to stand for up to six 
years ~ order to give their owners a chance to recoup their invest- 
ment. 
Truly a bright idea 
B.C. Hydro says its Power Smart program has saved enough elec- 
tricity to power more than 70,000 new homes for one year since it 
was brought in three years ago. 
The program encourages electricity consumers to save on power 
use with the idea that conservation is cheaper than having to build 
more hydro-electric dams. 
The provincial crown corporation has been selling its Power 
Smart program to other electrical utilities. 
But B.C. Hydro has been less than successful in picking the night 
on which it wants residents to turn offnnnecessary lights. 
Last year, the night coincided with the provincial election. This 
year, it coincided with Game Four of the World Series. 
B.C. Hydro says preliminary indications are that participation 
dipped by 10 per cent to 61 per cent. Awareness of what it bills as 
Power Smart Night remained at last year's level of 78 per cent. 
"Although people were aware of Power Smart Night, it is under- 
standable that some who would otherwise participate were celebrat- 
ing the Blue Jays' victory," said B.C. Hydro official Ian Rankine. 
More teachers hired 
THREE EXTRA teachers here and one in Hazelton have been 
hired after more students enrolled than expected. 
Schools superintendent Frank Hamilton said 5,458 are now en- 
rolled in the district-- up 76 from what was projected. 
The year's budget was drawn up based on education ministry 
projections of 5,422 students. 
The extra 36 students means an extra $250,000 or so in grants for 
the districL . . . . .  ~:.. 
But Hamilton said that money will go to pay for ~e new teachers 
.... the district had t6 fii~e. ' ~ ' .v  :. ~, : ; : ' "  . . . . .  
Happy Halloween Northern 
The Staff of Northern Computer would like ~_  
to wish you a Safe and Happy Halloween. 
Watch out for the Little Ghosts & Gobblins. 
REMEMBER 
4720 Lazelle Ave. Terrace B.C. Ph:638-0321 
Fax:638-0442 
rrz  
I.ovem er , . . . . .  
R.E.M. LeeTheatre 
Doors Open 6:30 p.m. i ,,E 
Tickets available at 
L All Seasons Sports 
Sight & Sound 
& Shames Mountain 
Downtown Office 
Tickets: $7.00 Adult, 
Sponsor: 
i ~ ,ii! '~i 
~i ~i / i i! ~ 
,L ~ : 
/ 









SKI AREA FOR $7,0O 
OFF ONE DAY 
LIFT TICKET 
VALID', NOV. 18/92 
TO DEC. 18192 
not to mention 
everything you owr 
MPV-LX 
whie ld r~ l l ,  ~1 I l t re ,  V -6 ,  Automlmt lo= 8 p I l i enger ,  tour l f l~] l~  I ~ /  
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Test Drive the NEW I ,j,jgo:? 
stattlng at: 
,1 
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WE WON'T  B E  UNDERSOLD!  
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A civil invasion 
Roll out the red carpet. Hang out the wel- 
come sign. We're the target of a friendly 
invasion. 
Very soon a group of civil servants will 
be moving up from Victoria. They belong 
to the economic development ministry. It's 
decided to send people out into the regions 
instead of having them hunker down in the 
capital. 
The idea is that people who make deci- 
sions about economic development in the 
regions should also live in those regions. 
They'll then have the kind of first hand 
knowledge and experience needed to make 
their decisions the right ones for "the 
regions. 
This decentralization concept is not new. 
Governments continually talk about it and 
some have made tentative moves. Yet the 
concept always seemed to fall apart when 
it came down to who makes the final deci- 
sions ~ the people in the regions or their 
masters who remain in Victoria. 
The previous Social Credit government 
tried decentralization five years ago. It set 
up an economic development officer in 
each region and established regional ad- 
visory councils made up of people from lo- 
cal governments. A cabinet minister or 
MLA was involved in the advisory coun- 
cils, providing a direct political ine to Vic- 
toria. 
This time, the NDP want to ,station a 
senior economic development official in 
each region backed up by  a staff of ex- 
perts. It's a more bureaucratic structure 
than the one tried by the Socreds and 
removes that political connection. 
There's a tendency for anything 
bureaucratic to become bogged down in 
paperwork and inaction. The success of 
this venture depends upon the amount of 
authority and power given these civil ser- 
vants who live in the region. They'll also 
have to learn to listen to those who live in 
the regions. 
MOM;DAD.,.I'VE l)I
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in B.C, depends 
it's not on excuse on diversification 
It was only one of many stories involving 
an act of violence to make the news around 
the province last week. A man was arrested 
and locked up. Later, a police officer 
noticed the man was on his Stomach and 
was not moving. Upon entering the cell, 
that the man's judgement may have been 
impaired. He may not have been able to 
form the intent behind his actions and so 
could not be responsible for what hap- 
pened. 
This is not an unusual occurrence. It 
VICTORIA ~ Forestry and 
mining may not be sunset in- 
dustries yet, but nobody can 
deny that heir economic 
viability in British Columbia's 
economy isbecoming more 
the man attacked the police officer with a makes little sense to prosecute people who and more marginal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , , - 4 "=d ~' ,  .~9.xeasons'are manifold:.- ~ 
~pa[r,.o[ .smal[ s cjssgrs. ~e  ~officer was~z: ,9o  not , rnox~,~vnat~ne~,~ e?~one.~,!~]is.6fti~|0b/~l/ii/irkets~ di plado 2',~ 
o - . '~! J '~ : J~ luOO'au~' , , i . a . : .~  : ; ' . . . . . , "  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .:" , ' dO tO , "  Ut  rOE- : ' .~ . . '  . ,6~,  • , . ,  , . , ,  ~ , ' . ,~ . ,  ! " ,sl~s~e~ across t~e ~/ice an/:], st~bbed m the . ,  eve~ person, must,D~a!l~,  =P Z- ~ .:. - meat ofwood products by.' 
dlest. Doctors told the officer the chest ward the most vigorous or aerences, t~ut it man-made plastics, and last 
wound came within centimetres of his does not make any sense at all to let al- but not least, a strong environ- Columbians. And don't ell me 
heart. cohol or drug abuse become a reason for 
avoiditig responsibility. 
A person who drinks or takes drugs must 
take responsibility for any and all sub- 
sequent actions. The intent to drink or to 
take drugs cannot be used as an excuse. 
Anything else provides a large hole that 
does society a disservice. 
The man was charged with attempted 
murder. That charge was reduced to ag- 
gravated assault and the man pleaded 
guilty. Why? Prosecutors doubted the 
original charge would stick because the 
man had been drinking. The reasoning is 
Picture perfect 
I/[/,' BifOcals by Claudette Sandecki 
store's policies -- including 
customer satisfaction guaran- 
teed or money refunded. A 
store till receipt is a contract 
with the store. 
Problems with the portrait 
people or any other licensee 
can be taken up with the 
store's manager. 
Customers have up to 90 
days in which to order from 
the Ontario head office where 
negatives are kept. Phone 
number and address appear on 
the sitting receipt. But prices 
are even more expensive. 
The store backs customers' 
right to have money refunded 
at any time if dissatisfied with 
a purchase, including portraits. 
The Fonz never hinted any 
of these routine safeguards ap- 
plied to his customers. 
mental lobby waging world- 
wide war on the province's 
resource-extraction industries. 
Just recently, a British com- 
pany cancelled a multi-million 
newsprint contract with 
Fletcher Challenge, after the 
president of the firm saw a 
film about forestry practices in 
British Columbia's old-growth 
forests. 
The Western Canada Wilder- 
ness Committee announced 
last week that it will send 
speakers to Europe to 
"counter themisinformation 
campaign" recently launched 
by the B.C. f6rest ministry. 
"We intend to take the big- 
gest Wilderness Rescue Tour 
the world has ever seen to 
Europe in September of
1993," WCWC campaign co- 
ordinator Joe Foy said. 
Regardless ofthe rights or 
wrongs of such tactics, make 
no mistake about hem, they 
are effective and they will help 
accelerate he decline of the 
province's resource industries. 
And whether we like it or not, 
we had better prepare for the 
day when the last mine closes 
and clearcuts are a thing of the 
past. 
The transition period will 
hurt like hell. Many com- 
munities will come perilously 
dose to becoming host 
towns. Some will die. Even 
thinking about it is scary, but 
that doesn't change the in- 
evitability of it. 
In the long run, the only ans- 
wer is diversification. We 
must find new and innovative 
ways of employing British 
it's not possible. We are a far 
cry today from the hewers of 
wood and drawers of water we 
once  were .  
Last week, a number of Brit- 
ish Columbia companies 
received B.C. Trade Export 
Awards for excellence in
marketing. They serve as great 
examples of that his pro- 
vince's entrepreneurs can do if 
they put their minds to it. Meet 
some of them. 
Take HA. Simons Ltd. 
Never heard of it? Most Brit- 
ish Columbians haven't, but 
the Vaneouve/-based company 
employs about 1,500 people in 
Canada nd 3,000 world wide. 
Since starting out in 1944, 
H.A. Simons has been provid- 
ing project and engineering 
management forclients in the 
pulp industry, completing 
more than 10,000 projects to 
date. The company has ex- 
ported its expertise to dozens 
of countries, including Chile, 
Pakistan, Thailand, Norway 
and Russia. 
And Tom Simons, president 
of H.A. Simons, believes that 
government can and should 
play a major role in helping 
B.C. industries invade off- 
shore markets. 
"When companies go off- 
shore, especially the first time 
out, government can help by 
identifying opportunities and 
support," he says. 
And who would have 
thought that a growing con- 
cern about eating the right 
food could become amajor 
export opportunity. Arran 
Stephens did. 
an Oscar the Grouch puppet. 
Three weeks later mothers 
were met by a male salesper- 
son. He offered no leeway in 
pickup date, no chance to take 
pictures home to consult fam- 
ily, ("She's had three weeks 
to get her family here to help 
select pictures"), mothers 
were expected tO make a snap 
choice while juggling new- 
borns and catching toddlers. 
His attitude was pure Fonz. 
"October 19. 2:15. Be there." 
The store's selection was 
$14.99. Second and third 
poses - more natural and far 
cuter - cost between $29.99 
for a 10x13 picture and 
$239.00 depending upon pie- 
ture sizes and combinations. 
Noting a pack of Players in the 
handbag of a mother who 
regretted being short of money 
for the cuter, more expensive 
photo, the Fonz said, "All you 
have tO do is quit smoking and 
you could buy the pictures." 
Mothers of young children 
are inexperienced consumers, 
too busy taking care of kids to 
fight for fair treatment from 
intimidating salespersons. Not 
us grandmothers. 
I've since learned hcensees 
who rent space in this store 
must •adhere to al l  o f  the 
Customer trust is slow to 
build but quick to destroy. 
Recently a roving photog- 
rapher epresenting an Ontario 
company rented three days' 
space in a local department 
store to take childrens' 
portraits. The store's promo- 
tional ad promised "Super 
package offer now only 
$14.99. Package offer features 
our selection (one pose) on 
traditional blue background." 
Sitting fee for each child of 
$2 plus PST and GST was 
rung up on the store's till. 
Parents received a printed 
receipt showing sitting number 
and an appointment for pick- 
ing up the finished photos 
three weeks later. 
The receipt read in part, 
"Parents or grandparents must 
come to select your portraits. 
Additional portraits are avail- 
able for your selection at rea- 
sonable prices." 
Kids, perched on a small 
table, were photographed 
facing a black tripod camera 
amid a snarl of electrical 
cables, racks of jackets and 
curious customers. 
For the first pose taken 
against the traditional blue 
background - the store's elec- 
tion - many children were as 
apprehensive asa felon facing 
a firing squad. 
In second and third poses, 
against backgrounds of pup- 
pies, teddybears, and sunny 
meadows, children re l ied  
and were pre0ccUpled catching 
bubbles blown;by the female 
photographer or  reaching for 
Stephen's B.C.-based Na- 
ture's Path Foods has become 
the manufacturer of one of the 
most popular lines of all- 
natural breakfast cereals in the 
world. 
Stephens started his business 
in a tiny place in Richmond in 
1985, making Manna Breads 
of all.things. By 1988, the 
company marketed cereal pro- 
ducts in the U.S. In 1989, it 
moved to a new 33,000 square 
foot plant, expanding to a 
55,000 square foot plant he 
following year. And even 
that's fast becoming too small. 
Today, four of the compa- 
ny's cereals are in the top ten 
of the 150 cereals old in the 
$4 billion a year natural food 
market. 
Spectrum Signal Processing 
Inc. of Bumaby,'f0unded in 
1987, is fast be~i ing  a world 
leader in technology..The 
company manufacture circuit 
boards and markets them 
across North America. 
Spectrum's products have • 
found their way into numerous 
applications for digital signal 
processing technology, from 
cellular phones, digital audio, 
and defense communications 
to compact discs, high- 
definition television and a 
wide variety of industrial uses. 
These are just a few exam- 
ples of the modem pioneer 
spirit that offers the best hope 
yet for British Columbia's fu- 
ture. The bad news is: we 
won t be able to rely in- 
definitely on our resource in- 
dustries for economic stability. 
The good news is: we don't 
have to. 
TERRACE 
It's a potential blueprint of the Terrace of 
the 21st century. 
The city has now released its draft land 
use  plan for the community. 
And it is just a draft plan at this stage. 
Although the precise format of the meet- 
ings has yet to be decided, the public will 
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get a chance to have theft say on the plan. 
Below is an brief outline of some of the 
proposals contained in what is officially 
called the Comprehensive Development 
Plan Phase I1: Land Use Options. 
If you want a closer look at the document, 
"contact City Hall. 
 'Mayor urges attention to details 
TERRACE -- When residents'look at the tion meant, council has decided what the final land use expand the industrial tax base meant 
In the absence of a city planner follow- 
ing Marvin Kamenz's resignation last 
month, Talstra said the consnltants u ed in 
drawing up the land use plan would be 
called back to guide it through the public 
input sessions. 
But just what form those sessions would 
take had not yet been decided, he added. 
The options, he explained, were to hold a 
single public meeting covering the entire 
plan, several such meetings or a series of 
them each looking at a specific neighbour- 
hood only. 
Emphasizing the consultants knew 
"most of the background" to the plan, 
Talstra also suggested it was perhaps a 
good thing to use them as a "buffer be- 
tween the politicians and the public". 
Once the public have had their say and 
designations are to be, it will then bring in homeowners would continue to bear the 
a new Official Community Plan (OCP) by- brunt of the local tax burden. 
law. Another problem the city has to deal 
However, while there is a case for then with is the areas where many people 
moving quickly to rezone properties o would prefer to live and those where city 
they comply with the new OCP, Talstra 
said council would have to exercise cau- 
tion. 
"We don't want huge areas becoming a
non-conforming use," he explained. 
For example, even if the Kalum St. com- 
mercial zone idea was approved, the city 
would not immediately rezone it as such. 
While pleased with the land use plan, 
Talstra noted it had once again pointed to 
the lack of available land for future indus- 
trial development. 
"That continues to bca  problem," he 
said, agreeing the lack of an opportunity to 
services, particulady sewers, are located 
do not always match. 
For example, Talstra pointed out the ser- 
vice infrastructure was in place on the 
south side of the city but people were not 
building on vacant land there as quickly as 
the city had hoped. 
Instead, there was a strong preference for  
areas on the Bench, a large part of which 
had no sewer service at present. 
Sewer installation being an expensive 
proposition, council had to decide "how 
quickly we want to move the Bench to 
residential," he added. Jack Talstra 
new land use plan rdeased by the city, 
they should take special note of suggested 
options for two areas of the city, says 
mayor Jack Talstra. 
The first is north of Lazdle Ave. be- 
tween Eby and Kalum Sts., earmarked for 
the projected expansion of the downtown 
commercial core. 
The other "critical" area is either side of 
Kalum St. north of the courthouse. 
The land use plan puts forward two op- 
tions for this area, one ofwhieh targets the 
area for commercial expansion (see story 
below). 
Talstra also hoped people would look 
beyond the land use map and check out 
"the fine print" accompanying it. 
He pointed out that offered a fuller ex- 
planation of what each auggested esigns- 
OPTION 2 Neighbourhood by 
sees co m m erci aN . . . . .  neigh bourhood 
sector take over 
TERRACE -- It's called Kalum of the area turning into a corn- 
Street Option 2 and it's the most inertial centre in years to come, 
sweeping change suggested in the the report does recognize there's 
city's recently released land use a downside to the concept. 
report. "The one major concern with 
The area in question is the this option is the unavoidable dis- 
stretch of Kalum from Davis to placement of the residents living 
the foot of the escarpment, in the mobile home parks and 
"This neighbourhood presents townhouses," it concedes. 
an interesting planning aitua- For that reason, the city would 
tion," says the report, have to ensure alternate and af- 
"It is an area with high traffic fordable housing was available 
volumes and apparent commer- for those people. 
cial potential and the existing That could include non-profit 
residential development east of housing projects on either the for- 
Kalum St. shows signs of aging," ty acre parcel of land east of 
it adds. Mountain Vista on which the city 
Gig, en the above and laek of has already placed a reserve, or 
large parcels of commercially city-owned land extending from 
designated land close to the exist- the arena to the courthouse. 
ing downtown,~ core, the repoq. A further,alternati,;'e would be 
. " . ,¢  • 's~ ..... s~ts.moLt;:o f the land :0~n ih~ ,:; :~.e, ~,~.:m,obil~ ~ !~ot~e; p a.rl~..~.,tha~t 
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Key to planning map 
A (non-shaded areas) ............................. Residential, apartments 
A (shaded areas) .......................................... Commercial, arterial 
C ........................................................................ Commercial, core 
R ............................................... Rural, five acre minimum lot size 
T .............................................................. Residential, townhouses 
Striped ............ Mixed use, municipal use and non-profit housing 
Unmarked ............................ Residential (one and two family) or 
existing parks, schools and public buildings. 
east side of Kalum between the 
courthouse and Soucie could be 
earmarked for future commercial 
devdopment. 
Such a designation, itpredicts, 
"~V0idd be of benefit o the city 
as it is likely to increase land 
Values and therefore ncourage 
it's redevdopment." 
:iCd-rrently zoned multi-family 
residential, most of the land is oc- 
cupied by trailer courts, and 
townhouses. 
Describing the townhouse de- 
velopment a  Hanson and Scott as 
'nEar the end of its life span", 
the'rep0rt says "redevelopment 
for:. commercial uses would be 
more practical." 
Excluded from the commercial 
designation, however, are the 
Cedar Grove townhouses which it 
notes are "well maintained and 
unlikely to,be redeveloped in the 
near future. ~' 
Retaining a residential presence 
in ~a commercial area is also 
desirable because the 24-hour use 
provides d!v,ersity and improved 
security, the report adds. 
Whate#er the potential benefits 
plication to council". 
Commenting on the commercial 
option, mayor Jack Talstra 
stressed the proposal was looking 
many years down the road. 
Even if the option was ap- 
proved, "Nothing's going to be 
torn down now," he added. 
Option 2 also earmarks the strip 
of properties along the west side 
of Kalum St. for what it calls 
arterial commercial zoning. 
Explaining this designation 
would include commercial opera- 
tions which did not conflict with 
adjacent residential areas, the 
report says it would create "a 
buffer between the residential 
area and the proposed core com- 
mercial area on the east side of 
Kalum." 
The alternative Option 1 leaves 
the east side of Kalum as multi- 
family residential, gives the same 
designation to properties on the 
west side of the street and 
earmarks the land north of the 
arena for institutional develop- 
ment "such as a conference 
centre or second arena". 
Council must tackle infrastructure 
TERRACE -- Before the city spends any 
more money on either upgrading or extending 
its'services, it has to get a long term plan in 
phlee. 
That warning is delivered by ex-planner 
Marvin Kamenz in the land use option report. 
"It is imperative that a comprehensive nfra- 
structure program, whteh adresses infrastruc- 
turemaintenance, upgrading and expansion be 
established in conjunction with a five year 
capital plan," Kamenz emphasizes/. 
He goes on to say, "Terrace is faced with an 
existing infrastructure system in critical need 
Tiu~ Land Use Plan breaks the city down into a number of areas I 
and outlines preferred zoning designations for each, I Whatever council's final decision on those designations will 
eventually be incorporated into a new Official Community Plan 
which is intended to be the framework upon which future develop- 
ment in the city takes flace. 
Below, a quick summary of the main points for a number of neigh- 
bourhoods covered by the plan. 
Central Core West- 
Extends from Sparks to Lanfear Hill and Sande Overpass to Ol- 
son .  
Two options are offered here, the first described as "a conserva- 
tive approach". It sees the commercial core extend up to include 
Park from Eby almost o Sparks. Most of the properties between 
Eby and Munroe and Lazelle and Park are designated residential up 
to and including apartments. 
Option two sees creation of a mixed commercial-residential 
"buffer zone" extending north to take in part of Davis Ave. with a 
similar designation being given to an area just west of Eby at 
Lazelle. 
East Bench 
This area stretches from the Munthe neighbourhood west to Ben- 
ner and north to Dairy. 
Suggested esignations here include rural, single family and two 
family residential. 
The area north of (;air, except where single family homes are al- 
ready in place, is earmarked as rural. 
That will mean downgrading some properties which, although 
currently zoned single and two family residential,are b ing used as 
rural land. 
Benner Street's zoning would change from two-family to single 
family, in line with present development 
Central Bench 
Essentially Thomas to Eby and north to Gair. 
• The 
start  
! ~ The Start is for people 
I~arning how to read. 
of upgrading, an insufficient level of infra- 
structure maintenance, no infrastructure im- 
provement plan and no capital plan." 
Unless such a comprehensive program is 
followed, he adds, it's poss~le "the current 
ad-hoc upgrading, maintenance and expansion 
of city infrastructure is at a level of service 
which the city cannot afford." 
Kamenz'a blast comes in a section of the 
report dealing with promoting development on
the Bench. 
Noting future development i  the Horseshoe 
area is now limited to infilling the few 
Alert 
It is Hal lowe'en this 
Saturday. 
Be careful if  you are out 
trick or treating. 
Wear  bright clothes. 
And carry a flashlight. 
The  police will also be 
out. 
They do not want 
windows broken, 
They do not want other 
kinds of damage. 
remaining vacant lots, he says builders and 
buyers appear to regard the west and central 
bench areas as the best alternative location. 
However, storm sewers draining those areas 
would flow into either Howe Creek (already 
over capacity) or the Mountain Vista ditch 
(close to capacity). 
Taking that, existing sanitary sewers and 
recreation facilities into account, Kamenz 
concludes if the city is going to actively pro- 
mote development by extending services, 
"development i  the Central Bench would be 
more cost effective.' ' 
Originally given a rural designation, this has been changed to 
residential because of existing residential development and poten- 
tial view lots. 
Included is a proposal to slate city-owned land on Twedle Ave. 
and overlooking the Skeena Valley as medium density ressidential. 
West Bench 
Covers Thomas west to Spring Creek and Mountain Vista north to 
Halliwell. 
The designations here are largely in line with existing develop- 
ment. The Mountain Vista Drive area's present land use contract is
considered toprovide nough land to meet any commercial needs in 
the area for the next several years. 
Crown land to the east of Mountain Vista is earmarked for 
municipal recreation and institutional use as well as non-profit and 
affordable housing. 
Most of the area would get a rural designation with the minimum 
lot size reduced to two acres from five. 
South Keith (West) 
The area south of the railway tracks extending from Frank to 
South Eby. 
Little change to existing zoning except for properties west of 
Braun. Those along Skeena and the west side of Braun would get a 
two-third acre residential designation while Haugland west of 
Braun gets a two acre minimum lot size. 
South Keith lEast) 
The reraaining area on the city's south side. 
Highway 16 east retains its highway commercial designation ex- 
cept for land either aide of the approach to the bridge which is 
designated as entertainment commercial (covers motels and 
restaurants). 
Several areas between Tetrault and Kerr, including the present site 
of the animal shelter, have been proposed for multi-family residen- 
tial. 
Totem pole 
These people are carry- To  poles tell a story. 
ing a totem pole. This pole is a memorial  
The pole is in pole. It tells the story of  
Gitwinksihlkw. Louise Oyea. 
That is a vil lage in the She l ived in 
Nass Valley. It used to be G i tw in~ih lkw many 
called Canyon City. years ago. 
The pole was raised She married Peter Wil -  
Oct. 17. liams. They had two 
It was the first pole daughters. 
raised in Gitwinksihlkw Louise Oyea's  family 
in more than 100 years, has grown to over 400. 
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BUSINESS REVIEW 
Two s tores  
progressing 
on projects 
TERRACE ~ Months of con- 
struction at Safeway is beginning 
to take shape and Overwaitea's 
renovations are coming along as 
the two food retailers prepare 
new looks and new features for 
their stores. 
In total, the stores are spending 
close to $6 million in an effort o 
attract and keep customers. 
The efforts reflect an increasing 
diversification for food stores in 
the 1990s, say their spokesmen. 
Each store is adding specialty 
shops such as new dells, a fish 
counter at Safeway and a sausage 
kitchen at Overwaitea. 
Safeway is adding approximate- 
ly 13,000 square feet and Over- 
waitea is increasing the number 
of bulk fo6d items. 
The Safeway project amounts to 
$5 million, including the cost of 
purchasing land and paying for 
the relocation of Ottawa St. Over- 
waitea's project will cost between 
$750,000 and $1 million. 
Safeway is adding a pharmacy 
while Overwaitea is imtalling 
Parliamentary 
Reform 
CALL  FOR SUBMISS IONS 
second of their type to be in- 
stalled in Overwaitea nd Save ' 
Two referenda questions were presented to voters 
on October 17, 1991. The first asked whether the right of 
'recall' should be instituted in British Columbia. That is, 
should voters be given the right, by legislation, to vote 
between elections for the removal of their M ember of 
the Legislative Assembly? 
The second question asked whether the right of 
'initiative' should be introduced in the province. That is, 
should voters be given the right, by legislation, to 
propose questions that the Government of British 
Columbia must submit to voters by referendum? 
The Select Standing Committee on Parliamentary 
Reform, Ethical Conduct, Standing Orders and Private 
Bil Is has been authorized by the House to examine and 
inquire into all matters and issues concerning these two 
referenda questions and to make appropriate 
recommendations to the Legislative Assembly. 
This all-party Legislative Committee invites written 
submissions on all matters and issues relating to the two 
referenda questions including the introduction of recall 
and initiative legislation in British Col umbia. Submissions 
will be accepted by the Committee until December 31,1992. 
Public hearings are being scheduled and will be advertised. 
On Foods stores in B.C. and Al- 
berta, says company spokesman 
Cheryl Gerhardt. 
Customers will be able stay 
with their buggies while the 
cashier won't have to turn his or 
her back on the customer, she 
said. 
"They'll be more flex~le and 
efficient," Gerhardt added. 
Safeway's Don Ball described 
his company's expansion here as 
part of a province wide initiative 
to improve its stores. 
"We could see, with no prob- 
lem, having between 25,000 and 
30,000 items in that store," he 
said. 
The Safeway project follows 
the opening of a brand new store 
in Prince Rupert eadier this year. 
Safeway's new bakery has 
opened and other sections will 
open as they are rmished. 
Bell anticipates final finishing 
work will be done in January. 
Overwaitea's Gerhardt expects 
a mid-November conclusion to its 
Please send submissions to :  
Craig lames 
Clerk of Committees 
and Clerk Assistant 
Room 224. 
Parliament Buildings 
Victoria, British • Columbia 
VSV 1X4 
Telephone: (604) 356-6318 
(call collect) 
Facsimile: (604) 356-8172 
new check stands. 
Those cheek stands are only the project. ~ o,e'~x W~'sseNe< 
Bank  this" I f  0 n Co,.m.:,o,,, ,, 
I ~ We finance new and existing businesses. I " "~'*~ 
~:~ PROVINCI; OF ~ 
DARRIN AND RENt: Rouw from Wildwood Construction . . . . .  , . . . . .  ~_ I ~ We provide sound management advice. [~ ',,r,s. co,,*" 
1,100 square foot uuu,t,u, to t ,=~ . . . . . . .  - 
prepared forms fore There'll be more customer I ~ ' We offer practical training. ~ Mr. UjJalDosanJh, MLA 
Toronto-Dominion bank branch. Chairperson 
. home for the branch s cash me- I ~ ' ..- . . . .  | service space and a new 
chines. The existing interior will also be renovated. Com- I ~ ,.,. ........ ,..i.. PaulWilliams, Manager ~ Ms. Sue Hatnmel, MLA 
pleted is scheduled for next spring, perhaps In time to coin- I ~ ..... ,,:;,..:'.,i;i:;,;;;;t, . . . .  635-4951 ~ ~  Deputy Chairperson 
cide with the branch's 25th anniversary of opening in Terrace. I ~ ' " " ,  . . . . .  " - -  
l ~ ~py Oeve lopmentBank  dedt tvo lopp  . . . .  t m t~anada 
The Coast Inn of the West has a . :,:,l ~ t2 ~ ii.!:i 
k~/ ~.2.i;! , ~,,% new affiliate close by. i 
The Prince Rupert Hotel be-  . . . . . .  • 
came a Coast operation effective 
Oct. 1. I 77t  ii 
Hawes was in Terrace from " There are 16 properties in the J ] /~  ('  
,97 , .  bo o,o movi., to " "  " "s  " "  " 
Smithcrs. B.C. and Alberta. i[ IC l  ir 
He and Davies retain offices in '***** il JUmlTr deq i Alio Smithem and in Houston with Iteather's Balloon Magic has 
Davies resp°nsible f°r the eastern settled int° a new h°me since its !!!! :~ D i s c O ~  
end. purchase by Copperside Foods. i ! ~ i: 
:111 Working out of the Terrace of- The business moved up Kalum '~" :1 : 
rice as administrator is Linda a bit from its old location to Cop- :~:'"~inew.govemrnent  :~ " safety:regulattonS;i0ryou' ' ~ ~ : : '  ?'i~i':: :!:':1~';i:~ ....... 
Hawes. perside III last month. ~('~v~n ifiM¢ b"WAN GM in~Ter~ ~ we.N!l.glv~:;~'! 
Hawes and Davies, as with There's been no change in ~m0r:~d~NQ/RADE.IN?NOPBOBLEMI.WOI~'!It) 
other optometrists, encourage . . . .  hours and the enterprise is now '~:'~'~,':~:,~,~ i~i i:;,' :,; i.:.~il ;::~ i (: ::i:~, ;,i,-;,'):,'; ~',:i:~!~;,:,i:i':,, 
bringing in young children for open SundaYRob Barwise.aftern°°ns' says ~ : ; :  :,~:; : : ~ . , , , : ,~ ,~, : ,~  
eye examinations to determine if employee ~ , . , ,  
there are problems before they Also planned is a floral and bal- ( 
start school, loon section at Copperside I in 
"k ~ ~ ~ Thornhill. 
~,,,, .... ~;~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~  ,.,-~ ........... : , ~  . . . . .  _ _ _  
: 1988 CHEV SALE PRICE *11,995.00 
FULL SIZE 
1/2 ton. extended cab. 
Stk. No. 92312-1 
YOUR TRADE =1,111.00 
CASH D~SCOUNT =1,111.00 
,977300 BALANCE TO FINANCE 
OUT AND ABOU T 
I -] 
TERRACE '~  B.C. Forest Al- 
liance president Sack: Mu~O 
speaks at a chamber of commerce 
luncheon Nov. 5. 
It takes place at 11:45 a.m. at the 
Coast Inn of the West . . . . .  
Call 635-2063 to reserve a seat 
for all of these meetings, 
Optometrist Dr. Vie Hawes is 
back in Terrace after a seven-year 
absence spent in Smithers. 
He and associate Dr. Daniel 
Davies have opened up premises 
on Lakelse Ave. It employs four 








• . . . . .  , . . . . .  X *}'~:'~ ~ ,': :, ' ; 
M.S.R.P. *.14,122.00 
NEW 1992 YOUR TRADE '1,111.()0 
REBATE PLUS =1 CAVALIER CASH DISCOUNT ,250 .00  
4 dr., auto, air, case. '1 1 76100 
Stk. No. 92162 YOU PAY ONLY 
McEwan 
Ter race  
* Discount Includes GM cashbock (if eashbaek Is 
greater than $1111.00 you will receive the highest 
amount). Double downpayment limited to 
$1111.00. 
** Offer excludes Lemans and G.o Metro models. 
Health projections 
worry local union 
TERRACE ~ The head of a lo- 
cal health care union local is 
worried about health ministry 
projections which indicate fewer 
hospital beds will be needed. 
Elaine Pigeau of the Hospital 
Employees Union says the docu- 
ment suggests a continued ecline 
of hospital health care in the 
northwest. 
The document projects popula- 
tion and bed demand in five-year 
increments from 1991 to 2011 for 
local health areas. Terrace's local 
health area takes in Stewart and 
the Hazeltons. 
While the projection is for an 
increased population, the number 
of beds drops from existing levels 
in Mills Memorial Hospital here, 
at Wrinch Memorial in the 
Hazeltons and at the hospital in 
Stewart. 
Those projections are divided 
into three sections ~ one for 2.75 
beds per thousand population (the 
recommendation of the recent 
royal commission into health 
care), one for beds assuming 
present use and one for beds as- 
suming a switch to community- 
based health care. 
The result once the totals are 
added up, says Pigeau, is an over- 
all decline. 
The 2.75 beds per thousand 
projection total is 92, amounting 
to  68 beds at Mills assuming 
Wrinch keeps its 25 beds and 
Stewart its 10 beds, she said. 
"That's one less than we have 
now after the cuts of this 
year," said Pigcau. 
The number drops to 68 beds 
overall in the three communities 
at present use and 69 overall with 
the switch to more community 




TERRACE - -  A provincial as- 
s~ciation is predicting ~W-day  
~jmu"health care planningi~and~ ~ 
. re  authonty rests wdh gtoi~al 
Those boards will be made up 
of representatives of community 
health care groups, says Herman 
Crewson, president of the B.C. 
Health Association. 
In  town recently for a meeting 
of northwest health officials, 
Crewson said regional boards will 
be better able to respond to local 
needs. 
He calls them a more efficient 
and pra/:tical way of providing 
health care with a limited amount 
of money. 
"It'l l be able to look long and 
hard  at duplication of services, 
the administrative infrastruc- 
ture," said Crcwson. 
He  said moving health care 
planning into the regions will be 
the first step followed by the 
authority to make spending deci- 
sions. 
Eventually, Crewson continued, 
regional health boards could be 
g~iven aset amount of money each 
Year with the power to spend it as 
it sees fit. 
~"It could simplify the alloca- 
tion process to 18 or 20 regional 
b0ards," he said. 
The key to that is breaking up 
what is now a highly decentral- 
ized health care bureaucracy 
based in Victoria. 
~But Crewson said that will be 
difffcult to accomplish given a 
natural resistance to change. 
~"The (health) minister is going 
t~! have "to have a lot of guts 
l~ard0n the expression, a lot of 
gumption," said Crewson of the 
prospect of transferring civil ser- 
vants out of Victoria. 
• That's because of the power of 
civil service unions and their 
CJ~ e connections with the NDP 
government. 
:/~"It'll be  a very interesting 
dilemma. (Unions) will probably 
put as many roadblocks into place 
as they can to avoid it," Crewson 
commented. 
:Although decentralization as 
been talked about by many 
governments, Crewson believes 
the lqDP government will follow 
through. 
'~"So much of the reference 
~aterial to allow this to happen is 
l~OW in place for it to become 
• ~: policy," he said. 
And there's a general feeling 
i~i that limited health care budgets 
iill ~nbe spent more efficiently 
,: :i._dWayfrom centralized control 
:and authofityi he said. 
Elaine Pigeau 
And even if there are bed 
declines in Stewart and Hazelton, 
there won't be a lot of beds 
remaining at Mills, Pigeau con- 
tinued. 
"That's hardly sufficient for lo- 
cal needs, let alone for Mills as a 
regional referral centre," she 
said. 
Pigeau said the document might 
make some sense if there was evi- 
dence of more community ser- 
vices in the northwest as an 
alternative to hospital care. 
"So far we haven't seen any- 
thing. Is it on, or isn't it?" she 
said. 
The move to community care 
was used this year as an explana- 
tion when northern hospitals had 
their budgets frozen at 1991 
levels. 
Pigeau said the document was 
presented to health minister 
Elizabeth Cull when she visited 
here in June. 
"She first denied all knowledge 
of it and then said it was only a 
working document anyway," said 
Pigcau. 
That leaves Pigeau with the 
feeling that the health ministry is 
pursuing aplan without involving 
northwest hospitals. 
" I  think this is an example of 
the kind of back room dealing 
that's going on. We don't know 
the half of it," she said. 
Terrace Regional Health Care 
Society chief executive officer 
Michael Leisingcr descried the 
document as interesting. 
" It  was like holding a cross to a 
vampire," said Leisinger of 
CuR's reaction when it was pre- 
sented uring her visit. 
Yet he discounted the effect the 
document might have, saying it 
was probably created to provide 
information. 
"It 's deafly somebody playing 
with the numbers. I don't think 
it's a policy. We do that here, a 
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D f ID 
1993 DODGE CUMMINS INTERCOOLED TURBOCHARGED DIESEL 
TOTAL TOWING ' AVAILABLE 
2 WHEEL DRIVE, 
CAPACITY 4WHEEL DRIVE 
OF UP TO ' REGULAR AND 
11=00,,, POUNDS ,.,., ,, CLUBCAB. 
IC""YSLERI 
ADVAHTAG i: C H RYSLE R 
TERRACE CHRYSLER LTD. 4916 HWY. 16 WEST 635-7187 
'Some restrictions apply. See Dealer for details. ?Financing for a maximum of 48 months subject to approval by Chrysler Credit Canada Ltd. Example: $15,000 financed at 7.9% A.P.R. 
equals $365.49 monthly for 48 months. C.O,B. $3,543.52. Total amount to be repaid: $18,543,52. With 7.9% A.P.R. and $1,000 rebate not taken, slatutodly required recalculated 
C,O.B. expressed in dollars end percent Is: $4,543,52 and 11,54% per annum, License, registration, freight, taxes and other fees extra. Limited time offer. See Dealer lor details, 
7Jiyrnoulfi I 
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More flooding forecast 
if dredging isn't done . 
TERRACE ~ Flooding at the reaction of the ministries der water, frequent in recent years. 
Lakelse Lake will be repeated 
next year ~ and could be even 
worse if flood.control 
measures aren't aken ow. 
That's the prediction of 
Lakelse Community Associa- 
tion president Sandy Sandhals, 
who wants the government to 
dredge the lake's outflow at 
Herman Creek. 
"I' l l  bet bottom dollar next 
year will be the same thing," 
Sandhals said. "We're going 
to be flooded again. And it's 
going to become a yearly thing 
unless something's done." 
The ministry of environ- 
ment's water management 
technicians and the federal De- 
partment of Fisheries and 
Oceans are opposed to any 
dredging of the river, which is 
a rich salmon-spawning area. 
"We're all browned off with 
involved and our MLA," 
Sandhais said. "We're going 
to write some letters and see 
how far up the ladder we can 
go, and maybe get some 
results." 
Environment ministry water 
management technician waif 
Drehcr maintains dredging the 
river won't stop the flooding. 
He says a 1988 study 
estimates that a dredging of a 
sand bar at Herman Creek 
would reduce the lake level by 
about hree inches in a flood. 
In order to reduce the flood 
level by two feet, a multi- 
million-dollar dredging of 
more than a kilometre of the 
river would have to be un- 
dertaken. 
And even if that was done, 
the worst-affected homes 
would still be a couple feet un- 
"They're frustrated and we 
understand that," Dreher said. 
"But they have focussed on 
this one solution that we feel 
isn't going to solve the prob- 
lem." 
"We haven't seen any really 
good alternative other than 
raising individual buildings," 
he added. 
Dreher said there's some 
sense in spending money to 
solve the problem rather than 
paying out more money each 
year for flood relief. 
"The government has money 
for emergencies, but when it 
comes to taking preventative 
- measures it's difficult to find 
the resources," he said. 
Snndhals and other longtime 
lake residents believe the sand 
bar at Herman Creek is an im- 
portant factor in the lake flood- 
ing, which has grown more 
Sandhals ays a fish fence in- 
stalled in the 1950s caused the 
formation of the bar, which 
didn't exist before 1960. 
He said taking a foot off the 
level of the bar could make a 
substantial difference in flood- 
ing. And he says an old exit 
channel of Herman Creek 
could be reopened to help slow 
or reverse the growth of the 
bar. 
"They won't consider that," 
he said. "They won't consider 
anything. Nothing." 
Lake residents decided to ask 
the Kitimat-Stikine regional 
disUrict to review the 1988 
study of lake flooding. 
" I f  a review shows some- 
thing can be done without 
damaging fish habitat, and will 
measurably affect flood levels, 
we would have no objection to 
it," Dreher said. 
CBC switcl' es news show 
TERRACE ~ Say good-bye to switch to 9 p.m. 
Peter Mansbridge at 10 p.m. be- 
ginning Nov. 2. 
That's when the Canadian 
Broadcasting Corporation is 
switching the The National and 
The Journal from 10 p.m. to 9 
p.m. 
It'll open the way to hour-long 
TV shows in the 10 p.m. to 11 
p.m. slot, says Chris Holtom, 
television operations manager for 
CFTIC 
The CBC is combining the  
news-oriented The National with 
the feature-orieuted The Journal 
into a new format as part of the 
It is also cancelling its 11 p.m. 
newscast out of Vancouver and 
that creates more room for half 
hour shows, said Holtom. 
A local 15-minute news pack- 
age will still run at 11:30 p.m. 
On Fridays, TK will show 
movies between 10 p.m. and mid- 
night. 
Holtom said there are no cur- 
rent plans to pick up portions of 
an expanded CBC TV Vancouver 
supper hour newscast hat starts 
Nov. 2. 
"'We can't say anything con- 
crete either way because we don't 
know what format it will take," 
said Holtom of the longer supper 
hour show. 
The station has brought back a 
morning news show originating 
with Newswofld, the CBC's all- 
news channel. 
That morning show ran earlier 
this year until it was cancelled by 
TK. 
CFTK receives only a couple of 
requests a year for Newswofld, 
says cablevision manager Sharon 
Taylor. 
Similar to CNN, Newswofld is 
an all-news and information 
channel offered across the coun- 
try. 
"It doesn't seem to be a high 
priority for a majority of people 
in this area," said Taylor. 
Broadcast regulations require 
that Newsworld, if offered, be put 
on the basic cable service be- 
tween Channels 2 and 30 and that 
each cable subscr~er has to pay 
for it. 
That channel now costs 55 
cents a month, an increase from 
the 32 cents a month it cost until 
this summer. 
Newswofld is on the cable sys- 
tem in Prince Rupert. 
BOhydro " MII 
Halloween is approaching and days are 
getting shorter. BC Hydro is concerned 
• about public safety andwill make every 
effort to ensure sFceet lights are working in 
your neighbourhood. Please report any 
street lights that are not working by 
phoning BC Hydro at 638-8101 in Terrace 
and 632-6161 in Kitimat. 
Staff will be available to take your calls 
between 8:00 am and 4:30 pm week days. 
Halloween is a fun night - help BC Hydro 
make it a safe night. 
Gl i t ters  
Genuine Opal 
Genuine Arnethyst 






Men. - Frl. 9 am - 6 pm 
Saturday 9 am - 5 pm 
Tuesday off 
Jon,  Co l leen & Bev  
are pleased to 
welcome 
o Penme 
to their staff/ 
She has just returned from Australia 
where She recently completed a six 
month advanced training course. Drop 
in or call for an appointment, Pennie is 
eager to share her new ideas with youl 
~ :i:.~::::s:::::.:::::::.:~+:$~¢~:.:.`::;;:!~:~:~..`.:`.:.x.::x.:.~:~:.:::::.`..:=.*:i:::%?~::~ ':':: ~ i~,~!!~: i;,..~'~:~,~,.':.~:.,. ~:" ' " ~..::" " '!~::"4".~ 
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,CHANGES TOTAL HAIR CARE 
4727 LAZELLE AVENUE 
635 7737 * • ~ " ' em 
~mlr  
o jO¥ 
;'I" Baby's Name: 
Jeremy Terrence Lome Moore 
Date & Time of Blrtht 
Sept. 21/92 at 6:21 p.m. 
Weight: 7 lbs, 131/2 ozSem Male 
Partntst Wes L, Price & Angle M. 
Moore 
Baby's Namer 
Dvvyn Daniel Joseph 
Date & Tgme of Birth: 
Sept. 24/92 at 11:06 p.m. 
Wright= BIbs, 4 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents= Doug & RitaAmes. 
Brother to Angela, Avery & Colby 
Baby's' Name= 
Joe}, Anna McGladrey 
Date & Tane of Birtht. 
Sept. 24/92 at 4:22 p.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs, 7 ozSe~ 
Female 




Date & Time of Birth= 
Sept, 25/92 at 3:49 a.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs, 1 oz Se=: 
Female 
Parents: Richard & Sylvie 
Trotter 
HAT SALE 
Come In Wearing A Hat And Receive 
15% OFF YOUR PURCHASE 
Wear An Orange Hat and Receive 
20% OFF YOUR PURCHASE 
20%- 50% OFF All Halloween Stock 
0¢1'. 2e-NOV. 3 HAVE YOU RECEIVED YOUR INVITATION YET'/? 
Skeena Mall 635-5236 
Police report 
Cigarette smuggler nabbed 
ABOUT $5,000 worth of cigarettes and tobacco smuggled in from 
Hyder, Alaska was seized by police last week. 
RCMP Cpl. Rob MacKay said Terrace RCMP highway patrol of- 
ricers stopped aTerrace woman just ouisidc of town around 6 p.m. 
Oct. 9, 
He said her vehicle was seized and the woman will have to pay 
more than $8,000 in customs penalties for the illegal smuggling in 
order to regain her car. 
There is a $55 penalty assessed for each undeclared carton of 
cigarettes imported and $32 per can of tobacco. 
MacKay said the woman was in possession of about 150 cartons 
of cigarettes and 100 cans of tobacco. 
Three injured in collision 
THREE PEOPLE were injured when two pickup tracks collided 
around 1 p.m. Oct. 19 at the comer of Munroe St. and Straume Ave. 
RCMP said there was extensive damage to both vehicles. 
A 16-year-old Terrace man is charged with failing to yield on a 
left turn and carrying passengers in the back era pickup. 
I 
PBS PERSONNEL 
Specializing In Temporary 
OFFICE ASSISTANCE 
Secretarial -- Medical Steno - Reception 
Word Processing - Bookkeeping 
Quality Staff Hourly Contract 
635-2104 
305-4722 Lakelse Ave. Tillicum Theatre Building, Terrace B.C. V8G 1R6 
~ Notice to Adults 
Interested in
High School Graduation 
Did you know that it is possible to complete the 
requirements for graduating with the Provincial Dogwood 
Certificate through the use of CORRESPONDENCE 
courses? 
For information please contact: 
Joe Vander Kwaak 
THE NORTH COAST 
REGIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL 
BAG 5000, TERRACE, B.C. V8G 51(2 
Phone: 635.7944 or 1-800-663-3865 
Fax: 638-3649 
Serving the following School Districts: Queen Charlotte, 
Prince Rupert, Bulkley Valley, Kitimat, Terrace and Nishga. 
The,Red Cedar 
.... ~.~=~,~ ! i !~i~ !!, 
Massage clinic 
Michelle Strumecki, R.M.T. 
located at Hairbusters in the Skeena 
Mall 
WednesdaY - Thursday 9:30 - 5:30 
Friday 2:00 - 8:00 p.m. 
Saturday 3:00 - 6:00 p.m. 
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE 
P.ONE 635-7432 
FOR AN APPOINTMENT 
AT NIRVANA 0n Thornhlll)Tues. 11:00 to 5:00 
PHONE 635-7776 FOR APPTS. IN THORNHILL 
offers you  these GREAT SAVINGS " 
15% to 20% 
ON ALL 
rEDDING GOWNS 
Super Savings on 
WEDDING GOWNS 
PRICES FROM: 
' 225  °°- =525 °° 
I 
 '30 00 OFF' I I I • = 
ANY BRIDESMAID 
GOWN 
. . . . . .  ~.gE~TSs'fiov 30/92 
4605 LAZELLE 635 .6  ¢ . 
!i!~ii~:~.. 
I L l  OW SAVE LIKE NEVER BEFORE 
[!; 
:t: 
~ ~" ~ 




ON ALL USED VEHICLES! 
~ :~ ~  ~i '~i~ '~: i i ii~!:  , i:ii~i~ ~~iii~i ii~' !:~i~ i !:~ i!:i i ~  !!~ i~,~!~ '? , , ?, DID YOU KNOW. . .  
nowyou ,ease your use  : oo 
~.~. 
~ ~ - ~ . :  
~" ~ ~ ~ .............. :~ Sliver, U6739, 6 cyl., 
White, U6~4,  4 cyl., ~ ~ Burg,, U~,  do, tilt, 
auto, ~c, : ~  ~ulse, p.d. &p.w, ~{ auto, cruise, air bag. 
, 36 ms. lease for ~ ms. lease for i'i:' .............. ~.i:: .:..~::: ii:i:i ....... I ~ ms. lease for 
• : ~ ' :  ' ..... ' : ;  ~[:'1:!::~ per mo. + tax per mo. + tax .~ .~:j .:' - ~.. • : per mo. + tax 
THESE UNITS WON'T LAST LONG...SEE US TODAY! 
_ .... _ _F2 .0 .x .  . . F .0 .  
~ . , ~ = . ~  3/4 ton, U6843, XL U6524, V8, auto., 3/4 
~°!" ' : ' " ' .  ~ pkg,, em/frn case,, 6 
~ '~ 0 ,495  s14,695 "~~ ' . 
'87 RANGER 
U6654, red, canopy, 
i 4 cyl., 5 spd., am/fro cas~,  
=6,595 
i ~ '89 RELIANT K- ~, CAR : '8g F150 |~::::;:::!:=::::~~~: ~ : . ,  '90 F250 4x4 
.pd.}ps. , IZ , ,  ! ' ! ~ ~  " : 
=4, 795~"-""~"" I ~ :  =11, 995 
2 . . . . . .  
,U6823 ,gray,'4 cyl; ! 
~ .auto, am/fro ~ss~ 
I~~ '92 MUSTANG LX II!i: la~ n ~ ~ ~-~. . .~ .~- , " !  '91 EXPLORER 
'gOT.BIRD U .33 ,  white,4 ~1., I ! i ~ . : i ~  (~ i :~,~~!  2dr., U6809, Sspd.0 
o°,,0,~,~.,oc,,.,,o.°, . ~ ~  .~,o, .o, O,~o.. I ~ ~ ~ ~ i  ° ~'''' °' ' ""°'' ou,,.,
Sl 3 ,995  I 1 ~  =12,695 21 
WORRIED ABOUT A DOWNPAYMENT! 
DON'T!  ......... 
Tote g p to * m Ford  will i ve  you  u 1000.00  o,~.,~.~ ....~ ..~.. .. 
:~ towards the purc se o our used ve ' ' 
,- ~~.~ . . . . . .  Mr:~n NEW VEHICLES OFF  USED CARS USED TRUCNI  
' ~'~;~'  . . . .  s7,995 1992 AEROSTAR- stY. No. U6671 =20,99 ' ~ '~ OUR RENTAL  FLEET  1989co,s,c,.s~.,o.u.,,° 
~£~:~;~ ' 19868UNBURST-Stk. No. USSO4 =3,295 1988FISO4X4-Stk. No. UeSOs =11,395 ; ~i~! ~'~ . . 
i ' : !  =16,995 1990 TEMPO - Stk. No. U~26 =8,595 1987 CARAVAN - Stk. No. USeeS ~5,995 
! , ' ! i  i991ESCORT.I_XStk.No.~ot7 ~8,995 1992TAURUS-s~.No. 1OSe 
. . . . . ,  ' ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ H'~ ~n= ,oo~=,,,n~n . . . .  ~ ,~, , .~o .?  =22,995 1991TRACER . St~. No, USS74 $10,995 1989GMCSlS-stk.No.USso3 =7,995 
~i;~;~ $7,895 1973 MOTORHOME- stk, No. '~ )5  1990 HORIZON- stk. No. U6"t~o ~'~:~ ~;~, 
1 




i i  
1 
I .  
)5  1989 TEMPO GL - suc No. u6714 =8,995 
)5 109o TOPAZ GS - s~. ,o. u~ =8,995 
)5  1991 SPRINT. stY. No. U~2~ ~7,895 








1992 AEROSTAR - s~. No. '3e:~:.~i~i~ 
1989 AEROSTAR- stY. No. UeTe7 *"~ i~ ....  
1987 BRONCO II- sty. No. U6108 ~:~:~ 
1987 TOYOTA 4X4 - Stk. No. U6801 I1 ~.i 
;. No. U6804 HI,, 
| 
. ! 
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More o Crony takes on the Angler 
I °d°°" I opening Anope'n letterto: (Few motors in those :~u~tr~agnra~alry~[cyh hp::uC~: ~$tea~ J9r~Sejnd c h 992 sht~gt, bccn oT,~nokf tlthae~2~;~i lway' r i 
• aaY~'~e fish fence was removed in scientific hokum believes this is Using my above ground base- . The 1988 study, prepared by 
Rob Brown, 
The Skeena Angler 1959 when it became apparent 
that gravel build up against the 
Dear Sir: 
One of my cronies, referred to ~ fence was causing an obstruction 
in your Out. 14 column, called to to the river's normal flow. In/dr. 
let me know that my name had . Martell's own words, and I quote, 
been mentioned therein, I am 
pleased that he called otherwise I 
would never have known even 
though I do subscribe to The Ter- 
race Standard. 
After reading your article I con- 
meted my cronies, who have lived 
and fished in this area including 
Lakelse River long before you 
were born, to gather some non- 
pseudo factual data. 
• The fast Lakelse Lake flood, 
known to native elders who were 
here at the time, occurred in 
1935. This was not a localized 
flood and I can bear witness to 
this as I lived at Port Essington at 
the time and can recall seeing 
whole islands of Uees, still stand- 
ing, drifting up and down the 
Skeena River as the tide ebbed 
and flowed. 
"The site was graded level with a i 
bulldozer, the rocks being pushed 
against he banks." 
• Bulldozing to remove the 
fence had no detrimental effect 
on the Lakelse River as fish 
counts in the next few years indi- 
cated pink returns were triple 
/ 
happening because Herman ment floor as a gauge, I have 
Creek flash floods before the lake been within a half-inch to one and 
rises to a level where it could a half inches of flooding many 
wash some of the gravel emanat- times since the 1978 flood. We 
were fortunate in 1992 that there ing from Herman Creek 
downstream. 
An additional outlet at the 
mouth of Herman Creek would 
ease the velocity of the flow now 
taking place from its only outlet. 
• Prior to about 1960, Herman 
Bar did not exist which means the 
outlet of Lakelse River at Herman 
We cronies have known the value of the Lakelse Lake 
and River system long before you wet your first line, 
Mr. Brown, and have no desire or intent o destroy this 
valuable resource. 
1959's 185,000 in 1962, and 
reached 1.2 million in 1964. 
It appears that runs increased in 
the two and four year cycles. 
• Herman Creek, back before 
Bar has been reduced from ap- 
proximately 150 feet to approxi- 
matdy 50 feet. You have heard 
the old saying that a picture 
speaks athousand words; wall, us 
was no new snowpack in the 
mountains or flooding ~,ould 
have been far worse and will be- 
come worse in future years. 
• The residents at Lakelse have 
never advocated "dredging" and 
most certainly not altering the 
depth of the channd at Herman 
Bar. 
• We cronies have known the 
value of the Lakelse Lake and 
River system long before you wet 
your first line, Mr. B.rown, and 
have no desire or intent o destroy 
this valuable resource. 
Among my occupations during 
my lifetime, I was a commercial 
fisherman. Prior to going over- 
seas in 1943, as was my father, 
we fished the "mouth" of the 
Skeena for years. 
• Bulldozing the river in 1959 
did not harm fish runs in sub- 
• In 1952, Mr. Joe Martell of 
the Deparlment of Fisheries, built 
a fish counting fence downstream 
from Herman Creek. It was con- 
structed of sheet piling and rocks 
taken from the river bed. The De- 
partment of Fisheries personnel 
were very obliging and built in a 
"roller"at he top of a section of 
the fence in order to enable us 
cronies to get our boats over the 
you, Mr. Brown, arrived in Ter- 
race, had three outlets in the 
Lakdse River. In 1952, it had two 
outlets. It now has one. I'll inject 
a li.ttle pseudo-scientific hokum at 
this point by saying this could 
have been caused by a combina- 
tion of the fish fence, logging in 
this watershed, and flash floods. 
Consequently, flash floods at 
:Herman Creek now deposit large 
cronies have photographs that sequent years and I do not see 
show deafly how the bar has. why it should now. 
grown year after year and by • I would also like to inform 
some pseudo-scientific oin- 
cidence flooding at Lakclse is 
becoming more and more fre- 
quent 
• The next major flood after 
1935 was 42 years later (1978), 
and then 14 years after that ,in 
1992. However, the years be- 
you, Mr. Brown, that our flood- 
plain dwellings were herin a 
floodplain when the government 
subdivided Lakdse Lake into 
residential lots back in 1910 to 
provide a townsite when it was 
thought hat KJtimat was to be- 
come the terminus of the Grand 
Freedom from persecution 
is the., real issue at stake 
Dear Sir: 
I can sympathize with Tom 
Brophy's frustration (letter to the 
editor, Oct. 7/92) at the encroach- 
ment that Sunday shopping has 
The enactment of Sunday laws have been shown to 
create prejudice in the market-place against Sabbath 
observers. 
P.L Woods of the  Special 
Projects Section of the Ministry 
of Envkonment and Parks, states 
~t d~d not have adequate r cords 
of the Lakelse system when they 
did their study (see par 3.0). Con- 
sequently, they used data from 
the Zymaeord River and corre- 
lated this information to the 
Lakelse system; This might be 
considered "pseudo scientific" 
and the accuracy of this study 
could be questioned. 
• If fish spawn on Herman Bar 
at its present elevation, the spawn 
would not survive the winter be- 
cause it would be anywhere from 
two to four feet above the low 
level of the Lake during the 
winter and the spawn would 
freeze. 
• A letter dated June 22, 1989, 
from Allan W. Woody, Manager 
of the Terrace Ministry of the 
Solieitor General, Provincial 
Emergency Program, to Mr. 
Brian Fuhr, Regional Habitual 
Biologist, Ministry of the En- 
• .vironment, states as follows, and 
I quote: 
"On Saturday, April 29, 1989, 
the Hononrable David parker, 
MLA, Mr. Wilf Dreher, MinisUry 
of Environment, Mr. Lloyd 
Johnstone and I took a helicopter 
ride over Lakelse and Herman 
Creek estuary, The purpose of our 
trip was to establish if local flood 
eondition~ were to the degree that 
necessitated Water Management 
appraisal. As a result of that par- 
ticular trip,, it was: generally 
agreed that the Herman Creek 
Gravel Bar. significantly played a 
role in high water conditions. 
This factor greatly increases the 
level o f  f lood risk to the 
homeowners in the Herman 
Creek and Lakelse area." 
vantage to one religious grouping Like us cronies at Lakelse Lake, 
over another. In fact, Sunday, you are entitled to your opinion 
laws symbolize historical oppres- Mr. Brown, but until you know 
sion of religion, all the facts regarding this issue, I
I invite your readers to support suggest you stick to teaching 
placed.up0n his freedom of reli- .... 
gion. !! alS0 understand ithe moral i . . . . . . .  
dilemma of Christians who feel 
oppressed by having to work on 
the day that they would like to 
have off. 
What Brophy is describing in 
his letter is exactly what I and 
others who observe another day 
of worship other than Sunday 
have faced in the past due to 
legislation which limits one's 
freedom of religion in the work- 
place. 
The gisi of Brophy's letter sug- 
gests however that he is not  
aware  that when he argues for his 
religious freedoms, he is io fact 
limiting the freedoms of others, 
especially when he sees the solu- 
tion to his problem to legislation 
of no shopping on Sundays. 
The enactment of Sunday laws 
have been shown to create 
prejudice in the market-place 
against Sabbath observers. 
Hundreds of thousands of 
Seventh-day Adventist over time, 
have lost their jobs because of the 
oppressive laws which proh~it 
employment on Sunday in lieu of 
a Saturday-Sabbath rest. 
Prior to his conversion experi- 
ence, Brophy (at that time an ag- 
nostic) writes that he angrily con- 
sidered Christians who limited his 
personal freedom as "blue-nose 
Christianbigots." Now, as an en- 
lightened Christian, I trust hat he 
would not treat others who do not 
agree with his religious views in a 
similar fashion by foisting upon 
such people restrictive Sunday 
legislation. 
call for the enforcement of Sun- 
day dosing. Some view this as 
hypocritical. If the labour move- 
ment is interested in the welfare 
of the common man, why would 
I, and fellow Seventh-day Ad- it oppose free will Sunday 
ventists, do not seek to secularize employment? It is suggested that 
Sunday to make it difficult for if labourunionswould accept that 
our Sunday-keepingbrethren, but employers may hire part-time 
the matter of which day to oh- workers from time to time, then' 
serve must be left to the tndividu- sunday shopping might become a 
,. the principle of freedom from re-: 
..~...: ...... ligious persecution i the work:~ 
it should be noted that labour place, a policy which would serve 
unions have at the same time the purpose from all religious 
joined with religious interests to groups. 
al conscience, and what people 
ought to be allowed freedom to 
rest and worship, without the 
threat of economic or social pen- 
alty because of their choice. 
Again I reiterate: the solution is 
not that of legislating people to 
keep the same day of 
rest/worship. 
A suggested solution to the 
problem is to encourage labour 
unions to change their collective 
agreement policy which limits 
employers to hire part-lime 
workers. This practice forces 
employers to ask their workers to 
when business work overtime 
hours are extended, as well as 
create shift work schedules that 
overlap the weekend. 
Sincerely, 




i i  
Deloitte& 
Touche 
school where you have a slight 
edge"i~"~seiiiority anffa captive 
audience. ' " ~ ' " 
Yes, we were all wet September 
29, 30 and October 1, 1992, but 
we have dried out again. We may 
be down but we are not outl 
new KeRh Ave .  Ma l l ,  Ter race  
~ ~ui~llt~ of HELPING HANDYMA# 
l~oluluLm~ PROJECT 
/ .~3 '  Over 65 years.of age? 
~ Sufledng from short or long 
~ .  ~ term Illness? 
o,sab,ed? ,n nee, o,,e,p to stay 
~ ~ " ; ~  I ii in your homo? 
~ "  I[' lilThe Handyman will Install and 
~ '~ '~ ~, , .~mainta in  safety devices, access 
[~.~,~ ~---ramps, do minor repairs to 
~X ~'~/"  , /  home and equipment. 
~.~/,~ / In need of these service|? 
=,~ '~ Know temeene who doe|? 
ca, 635 7550.   oave 
a message at anytime. 
non-issue. 
In fact, Sunday retailingwould 
provide considerable conomic 
help for those who otherwise are 
totally unemployed. 
People reading Mr. Brophy's 
letter may see that he is asking 
for justice, but it is sad if what he 
really means ia "just us." The 
principle of freedom of religion 
should prevent the state from 
enacting laws which give an ad- 
f 'NTRODUCINGOUR ...... "~  
SUNOAY BUFFET 
FINANCIAL DIFFICULTIES? 
,Call us to arrange for a free 
consultation and a copy of our 
information booklet 
(604) 564-1111 
Toll Free: 1.800-663.5103 
DELOITTE & TOUCHE INC. 
#800 - 299 Victoria Street 
Prince George, B.C. 
V2L 5B8 
Every Sunday from 10:00 am til 2:00 pm 
Yours truly, 
W.A. (Sandy) Sandhals 
Lakelse l.age, B.C, 
Dear Sir: 
I am truly sick and tired of 
people insinuating that the 
businesses that stay open on 
Sundays and religious holidays 
are doing so in direet violation 
of "God's laws" and for that 
matter man's laws, too. (Tom 
Brophy, letter to the editor, 
Oct. 7, 1992.) 
If it is a case of disobeying 
God than the people who are 
making the decision to remain 
open on Sundays will be held 
accountable ata later date. 
If these businesses can pay 
'the fines given to them for 
remaining open that that tells 
me that enough people are 
shopping on these days to 
make it worth while. 
"The Big Four," as the 
larger stores in our community 
have beeb referred to, have 
paved the way for smaller, lo- 
cal businesses to remain open 
on these days as well. As far as 
I'm concerned, this is a benefit 
not only to these smaller 
businesses, but to those.people 
who work six days a week and 
can shop on Sundays. 
I do not understand how so 
many people can say in one 
sentence that they want to sup- 
port local businesses, and in 
the very next breath say they 
refuse to support those 
businesses that area remaining 
open on Sundays. If that 
doesn't teach our children 
twisted values, than what 
does? • ' [ 
Furthermore, who is to say [ 
which religious holidays 1
should be taken as days of I 
rest? | 
It is time for everyone to stop • 
using religion when it is a con- 
venient tool in a battle, 
whether it be big or small. I am 
not meaning to imply that there 
are not people who really do 
believe in what they are taught, 
butI think that yon have to ask 
yourself if you are justifiably 
outraged, or taking up another 
"good cause." 
If Sunday and holiday shop- 
ping bothers you so much, you 












VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNIT IES  
OF  THE WEEK 
URGENTLY NEEDED. A volunteer to sit with an elderly 
lady at Twin River Estates, to provide respite for her 
caregiver. Tues., Thurs. & Sat., 9:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. Three 
volunteers needed to take turns, one day per week. Can ~ 
any Seniors help us with this? 
4506 Lakelse Avenue phone 638"1  330  
lacross from Totem Furniture) 
Your Source For B.C. 
Government Legislation 
FEATURING... EGGS++BACON++SAUSAGE AND SELECTED MINISTRY PUBLICATIONS 
WAFFLES++MUFFINS++HASHBROWNS B.C. Ministry of Energy; Mines& Petroleum Resources Publications and Maps 
FRESH FRUIT++ and of course our B.C. Ministry of Education Curriculum Guides &Resource Books 
B.C, bliriistry of Forests Reports ' B.C. Legal Manuals ' Trade Manuals &Codes 
Topographical M ps, Nautical Charts 
Otl{er Selected B.C, Ministry Publications 
Selected Federal Legislation & Publications 
Exclt sire Distribution Outlet for B.C, Acts and Regulations 
Special order se~iee for Federal Government Publ cat ons 
Mail Orders: Prepay by cheque orcredit Card 
Phone& Fax Orders: Pay by credit card 
Our friendly staff, are happy to help you fird exactly bvor ¢X9 i~m~ of ~alads and d~er'c.~ the publication you re looking for. Please ~ as a call! 
,o " " ' 
i I 
, (604) 3 - 636 i 
FAX(,O4,a86-O2,, 'ACCE . I / 
:~~ Ye.s, Please send me a Free C:t~01~:T J '
• iety, VomlC.odei :- " -_ 
Council 
si oris 
Computer money approved 
The city is about o spend more than $50,000 to upgrade its 
computer system. 
With the existing system running at capacity, treasurer 
Keith Norman had pointed out "problems are being en- 
countered with backing up as well as the slow speed of ac- 
cessing information." 
Buying the new system would save the approximately 
$10,000 it would cost to upgrade the present one. 
Norman anticipated the replacemen t system would meet he 
city's needs for at least the next five years. 
Most of the $53,800 purchase price will come from penalty 
money collected for late payment of taxes with the rest being 
drawn from the city's accumulated surplus. 
City to cast bread upon waters 
Council has approved spending $500 to sponsor a function 
at the Nov. 19-21 North by Northwest Tourism Association 
convention i  Smithers. 
In recommending the move, tourism and economic develop- 
ment officer Peter Monteith noted Terrace was bidding for 
the 1994 convention and therefore "it would be wise to be a 
sponsor at this year's convention". 
Appointments confirmed 
Aldermen have confirmed appointments for two of the 
'city's advisory bodies. 
Bob Walch will be the chamber of commerce representative 
on the Recycling Advisory committee while Miteh Stolar- 
chuk will sit on the Parks and Recreation Advisory commis- 
sion. 
Hang over no problem 
Council last week granted a request from Gary Morrison to 
relax the side yard clearance regulations on his new Birch 
Hill home. 
Morrison explained an error during construction meant he 
roof overhang on one side of the house was six inches too. 
close to the property line. The error had been spotted by a city 
building inspector. 
Morrison also produced a letter showing his neighbour had 
no objection to a variance permit being issued. 
Also approved was the rezoning of Herb Quast's property at 
the corner of McConnell and Thomas from A1 Rural to R1 
Single Fmnily Residential The official community plan is 
also being similarly amended for all properties on the west 
side of Thomas St. between Halliwell and McConnell. 
• Make  a Fash ion  Sta tement  ~ ~. '2 
, ~vith Your  Windows 
UPTO40%OFF 
VERTICAL BLINDS 
up TO 300/O OFF 
HORIZONTAL BLINDS 
FOR YOUR FREE CONSULTATION CALL: 




TERRACE - -  The committee 
being established to oversee the 
planned Orenda Forest Products 
pulp and paper mill still hasn't 
been formed. 
It'll be headed by the Kitimat- 
Stikine regional district and na- 
tive groups affected by the pro- 
ject. 
But while the regional district 
has appointed its co-chairman, 
Lakelse Lake director Sandy 
Sandhals, and an alternate, a na- 
tive co-chairman has yet to be 
named. 
It's not yet known when that 
will take place. 
After the native appohltment, 
invitations will go out to govern- 
ment and other groups for repre- 
sentatives to sit on the committee, 
says regional district economic 
development officer Andrew 
Webber. 
The monitoring committee was 
a condition of the project being 
given approval in principle last 
spring. 
Some groups have already 
named their representatives. 
Bert Orleans is the representa- 
tive from the Lakelse Community 
Association. 
The City of Terrace has named 
two people - mayor lack Talstra 
if the committee is to be political 
in nature or economic develop- 
ment officer Peter Monteith if the 
committee won't be political. 
Webber said the intent is not 
have the monitoring committee 
act as a political body. 
Still to be decided are the 
powers the committee will have 
or if it will have its own budget 
for studies it may require. 
That's the intent of the regional 
district and of the Tsimshian 
.Tribal Council and the Haisla of 
Kitamaat Village near Kitimat. 
Those groups made their point 
to provincial government Officials 
• over the summer. 
But Webber said it was first de- 
cided to set up the committee be- 
fore deciding its role and respon- 
sibility. 
In the meantime, a decision on 
choosing acompany to do a study 
on the socio economic affects of 
the project on area natives is 
close. 
The latest in a series of meet- 
ings took place in Vancouver last 
week, says local economic devel- 
opment ministry official Harold 
Demetzer. 
"We're closer to f'mishing 
this," said Demetzer. 
The study is another one of the 
requirements attached to the ap- 




TERRACE - -  Cliff Best has 
resigned as zone co-ordinator for 
the Provincial Emergency Pro- 
gram (PEP). 
Best, who retired as local fire 
chief last year, took on the posi- 
tion following the January resig- 
nation of predecessor Ray Tank. 
In his letter of resignation to 
council, Best explained the job 
"was taking a lot more time than 
I am able to give and more re- 
sponsibility than I am prepared to 
accept." 
Best pointed out he had been 
asked to take six different courses 
during his brief tenure, the local 
Emergency Plan had been up 
dated and local rescue groups had 
responded to more than 50 inci- 
dents. 
Preparations to test the Emer- 
gency Plan in the near future and 
to stage a major information dis- 
play during next year's P.E.P. 
Week were also under way. 
Aldermen accepted the resigna- 
tion "with regret" and have 
asked administration to begin the 
process of finding a successor. 
Class : ,Ac t -  - - 
C o l1~ ~rTl.nl.e n. ts  
Shop At  Our  New Locat ion  
Recycle your 
3237 Kalum Street quality clothing 
(Across from B.C. Tel Phone Mart) / ~  
Our Store Ho0rs: 10 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. 
Monday to Saturday 
Fall Into Winter Fashions 
office Wear -casual Wear- Winter Coats -Maternity Wear- Swimsuits - 
Wedding Dresses -Formal Wew - Shoe* -Belts -Purses -Accessories 
Dress In Style At Affordable Prices!ll Seniors 10% off every Wedneaday 
We accept fsshlenable clothing In excellent condition, Bring In your 
clothlng Monday - Wednesday 10 a.m, - 1 p.m, or by appolntment~ Call Us 
it 6&~.6690, ( Please no summer wear it this time,), 
Now making appointments to take selected Children's wear. 
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BUYING A COMPUTER ? ? 
~ ]  WE WILL SEND YOU A FREE 
' BUYERS GUIDE TO HELP YOU 
MAKE AN LWFORMED DECISION 
PRO-TW: Buy a NON.Interlaced 
~ t ,  ak ",ionitor if you want to get the best out of  
your Super VGA Monitor and a IMEG 
Video Card for all those great eolours. 
PHONE TERRACE 798-2491 
PRO-RAM COMPUTERS 
i 
I b, IMPROVING 
I ~=|y . YOUR ODDS 
,., ,J AGAINST 
. . . .  '"° C/~A'S i tOL I  P,'~I~I  O l  
,, '~" ~IKiLLER. 
Box 22, 
Terrace, B.C. Major Credit Cards 
V8G 4A2 Accepted 
Majorie Park Your donation Is 
638-1167 tax deductible 
Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute. Please 
send your donation to the address obove, along with 
the name of the deceased, your n~me and address 
and the name and address of the next-of-kin, for an 
acknowledge .ment card. 
\ 
Recyclii 
Recycling is vastly becoming the most 
cost-effective way to reduce waste in 
our environment. Creative Options is 
providing on site disposal bins and 
pickup of recyclable paper to local 
business in the Terrace area. 
* Contact us for your confidential paper shredding. Jobs can be 
performed on site, at your place of business or in our shredding 
room.  
- :  :ative Dpt ion c. 
Contact Linda Pelletier at 635-7887 
q 
, L I  
,,c,c~E ts 4v4/" 
.v ~nn n "% 
3 I.P LU_J 
i THE ¢ LUNG ASSOCIATION 
POUR O OG 
Cares/ 
II Cares if you are new in town 
and feel kind of 10st; If you've 
I just added a new son or 
J daughter to your family; If 
'1 HE has finally asked you to 
I become his wife if you or 
I someone in your family is 
I celebrating a very spec al oc- 
casion.,, 
Who? 
!~ i ~- ~ ~ , ~ . 
Phone Elaine 635.3018 
| i i Phone Diana 686:8576 
L Phone Qil l lan 635-3044 
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. . . . .  49 FOR HALLOWE'EN PER 100 GRAMS 0 
iiii!iii!!iii!!!iii~ 
BATMAN 
VIDEO-WHILE  SUPPLIES 
LAST- SEE COUPON FOR 
ADDITIONAL SAVINGS - 
ALSO ~BATMAN' VIDEO 
7.99 EACH 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  O • I ~ ~ ~ 
McCormick 's  NE ILSON 
Wagon Whee FUN KIREATS 
CRISPY ~ , '~  
CRUNCH 
OR CADBURY ~ ~: l  i t 
FUN TREATS- ~ ~  V 
CARAMILK . ~ o. 
500 GRAMS _ 72's ' 
RETURNS Nestl~ Treat Size Bars 
FORHALLOWE'EN-  1~ ~ 
ASSORTED (50's), ROLO,  
KIT KAT OR SMARTIES (12's) 
L : !:i: ,]i I ~ ~i 
~ ~ : i / !~  ~ ~ i!~ii!ii~i~i~  
i i ' l i i t " i i i  " i "~ j i i " i i i f  " i i i "  liili' ,=~ " i l i f " i i i '  " l i i f  ": ' it ' '  i i i i  " l l i "  I l l l '  i " '  | 'm l l l l l  |a  l i  1~ 
...... ' ' " ill 
Ha|lowe'en !, 
0 OFF  TreatSize Bars 
RECEIVE 1,00 OFF YOUR PURCHASE WHEN YOU BUY 3 PACKAGES | 
OF NESTLE HALLOWE'EN TREAT SIZE BARS, LIMIT: ONE COUPON - 
PER PURCHASE; CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH ANY OTHER 
COUPON. COUPON VALID ONLY AT OVERWAITEA FOODS UNTIL III 
SATURDAY. OCTOBER 31, 1992. G.S.T. INCLUDED IN VALUE OF i 
coo~o~s.~o..~o~ o. ~o. ,  , ~" "  " ~o I!11111 Ill II II!1 III I ]1 
E,,P'°' ,L,BO× 30oo. ST..,OHN.. .B. 74801901 • : !iil 
BII BB i~ lU BH i Bm BII ibm BII BII BII im~ MII BIB ~ BII Ill ~1 IH I ~ , t  i 
I I I n u l l  l l l n  I N I I N N I  N I I !U~I  ~ 
0 0  BATMAN RETURNSI : 
Video i?ii, 
dr '~ II~ WHEN ANY DURACELL 'AA' ?',, II 
~W V I  I I  6-PACK IS PURCHASED i~'.: II 
RECEIVE 5.00 OFF YOUR PURCHASE OF THE BATMAN RETURNS VIDEO T ',," i 
• WHEN YOU PURCHASE ANY OURACELL 'AA' 6-PACK. LIMIT: ONE COUPON ~,  
PER PURCHASE; CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH ANY OTHER COUPON. ~'  I I  
COUPON VALID ONLY AT OVERWAITEA FOODS UNT L SATURDAY, OCTOBER ~" | 
31. 1992. G.S.T. INCLUDED IN VALUE OF COUPON WHERE APPLICABLE. ' i~ ;  " 
OVERWAITEA COUPON 
elll IIIIii IIIIIIIIIIt IIilll Ill 
~. .~o 57158.6-10310-SC: i 
• 1 | I I  I l l  I I  R N IN  i l  N | IN  R R I I I  I I  R I•  
~i!  ii iiii iiiiil iiiiiii!! iiiii!iii!ii i ili i ili ii !!!!~!!!!!!!!~!!!!!!!i!i!~!i!i!!!i!i!i!i!i 
:2- :V :':::~ L:,::~ L:::: 
Boneless Stewing Beef 
2! 9 GRADE 'A' BEEF-  3-4 LB. PACK SIZE PER 
4.83/kg LB. 
Fresh Carrots I i!!iI Ouracei' BaUer i ~ Iiili! ~ Cheddar Cheese 
3178 4.88 ; U.S. GROWN - PARTY PACK - 3-4 LB. PKG. NO. ONE GRADE LB. FROM OUR DELl DEPT. i~ BAG 6-PACK PER 100 GRAMS 0 
OPEN: !i!i ~ 
• .8 ,m. ~,~ Sunday. 10 a.m.. p , 
Mon, to Fri.: 9 a.m. 9p  m.. :. 
• .6p  Saturday. 9 a.m. .m 
I , 
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WHAT'S 
UP 
The Terrace Standard of_ 
fers What's Up as a public 
service to its readers and 
community organizations. 
This column is Intended for 
non-profit organizations and 
those events for which there 
is no admission charge. 
To meet our production 
deadlines, we ask that any 
item for What's Up be sub- 
mired by noon on the FRI- 
DAY preceding the issue in 
which it is to appear. 
For conh'ibuted articles, 
the deadline is $ p.m. on the 
preceding THURSDAY. 
We also ask that all submis- 
sions be  typed or printed 
neatly. 
OCTOBER 26-31, 1992 '- 
Kxim Ghan Ada Arts and 
Crafts fall native art show will 
be in the Houston Mall. For 
'more info call 845-7537. 
OCTOBER 28, 1992 . The 
Kitimat Cross Country Ski 
Club will be holding its annual 
fall General Meeting and Ski 
Swap at the Roy Wilcox 
School, 7 pro. All skiers and 
interested persons are wel- 
come. For more info contact 
Detlef Beck at 632-5689. 
OCTOBER 29, I992 - The 
Skeena Valley Car Club will 
be holding its regular monthly 
meeting at the Terrace Kin Hut 
at 7:30 pm. For more info call 
Doug at 635-4809. 
NOVEMBER 3, 1992 - The 
Terrace Breastteeding Support 
Group will be meeting at 8:00 
pm in the Education Room of 
Mills Memorial Hospital. In 
addition to our regular breast- 
feeding information, the 
nutritionist will• be showing a 
film and we will be discussing 
nutrition. For furthei nforma- 
tion call Terry at 635-3287. 
t ****  
NOVEMBER 7,':i¢92. Ter- 
race Pro-Life Education Asso- 
ciation is having a pot-luck 
dinner meeting at 7:00 pm in  
Veritas School Gymnasium. 
Guest Speaker: Cecilia Moore. 
For more info call Isabel at 
635-9359. 
NOVEMBER 14, 1992 
Centennial Christian School 
Bazaar and Auction, to be held 
in the gym at 3608 Sparks St. 
from 2-4 pro. Crafts and 
baking sale, games and tea. 
Supper from 4:30-6:00 pro. 
Auction at 6:30 pro. 
NOVEMBER 14, 1992 
Northwest Community College 
is having a ]Board Meeting at 
9:00 am in room 208, Admin. 
Building, Terrace Centre. The 
public is welcome. 
NOVEMBER 16, 1992 
Thanks to the support of dedi- 
cated members of the Hair- 
dressers Association, we  will 
be holding a meeting at 8:00 
pm in Augie's Lounge to 
nominate s sub-committee for 
our town. All registered hair- 
dressers welcome. 
NOVEMBER 28, 1992 - St. 
Matthews Annual ACW Tea & 
Bazaar will be from 2-4:00 pm ! 
at St. Matthews Center, 4506 
Lakeise A~,e. Contact: Ingrid, 
635-3139 or Susan, 638-1990. 
DECEMBER 6, 199Z 
Citizens of Terrace and area 
are invited to attend the annual[ 
Christmas Carol Sing, 
sponsored by the Terrace 
Christian Churches Ministerial 
Association, to be held at the 
Pentecostal Assembly, 3511 
Eby, at 6pro. Enjoy musical 
praise by choirs and congrega- 
tional singing of favorite 
hymns and carols. For info call 
635-7725 or 635-7429. 
wITH OVER 50 
VOLUNTEER positions at a 
variety of community organi- 
zations to choose from, we can 
help you find the volunteer op- 
portunity to match your inter- 
eats and skills. Visit our office 
at 4506 Lakelse weekdays be. 
tween 8:30 am and 4:30 pm. 
Terrace Community Volunteer 
Bureau & Sen/ors Information 
Access 
i : 
' , '  ~ , ~ : ~,,'-,: . . . . . . . .  I 
1 
HEAVE! HEAVE! 
EVERYONE on hand for the pole-raising was 
into service to help hoist it into place. 
i :< ~. ::i 
i' ii!i!!,iii: 
I[~ ¢w" •~::  ~ 
ALL TIED UP: Joshua Azak secures the ropes just prior to the 
raising of the totem pole. 
POLE CARVER Alver Tait touches his work for the last time. Ac- 
cording to tradition, he will never again lay a hand on the pole 
after it is raised. 
RAISING A POL 
Canyon City natives replace lost 'idols' 
GITWINKSIHLKW which was later taken over by the that was lost during the mission- 
- ~  UNDREDS OF Salvation Army. aryera. 
Nisga'a natives and "I was very disgruntled when I The entire crowd was pressed 
visitors from afar ~ found out about that," into service for the raising0fthe 
J L ' J L  ]oined~'t6~ethcr~'Oct'' Gitwi/iksil~i~" b/ind '~:: council:" pole. Every ab'ie,bb¢liecl m//n and 
17to celebrate he making of his- member Azt Azak recalls. "But woman helped heft the pole Or 
tory in the Nass Valley. 
They met in Canyon City, now 
known as Gitwinksihlkw, for a 
totem pole raising m the first one 
in that village in more than a 
century. 
The last standing totem poles in 
Gitwinksihlkw were cut down 
around the turn of the century on 
the orders of Anglican mis- 
sionaries, who called them 
heathenous idols. 
Some were sold to collectors in 
Europe, but most were cut up and 
used to buttress the foundation of 
the village'sold Anglican church, 
the good Bible tells us "to for- 'grabbed a rope to help haul it 
give." 
Now, more than 80 years after 
those poles were . destroyed, 
Anglican Church and Salvation 
Army officials came back to Can- 
yon City to atone for that wrong. 
They stood stiffly in the blind- 
ing snowstorm to bless the new 
totem pole and to thank God for 
the rich culture He gave the 
Nisga'a people. 
Gitwinksihlkw chief Chester 
Moore said the pole raisihg 
represents a move to reclaim 
some of the Nisga'a spirituality 
upright. 
Once uptight, the crowd fled 
the frigid weather and headed in- 
side the community hall, where 
Gitwinksihlkw wolf and eagle 
clan members hosted an elaborate 
feast of soup and traditional na- 
tive seafood. 
After the feast, speeches, gift- 
giving, and settlement of the feast 
was completed, visitors wcre 
treated to a display of traditional 
dancing that lasted late into the 
night. 
Pole celebrates village mother 
The new totem pole in Gitwinlcsihlkw com- 
memorates the life of Louisa Oyea, a wolf clan 
woman who livedf in the 1800s in Canyon City and 
is considered the mother of the village. Here is a 
brief biography of her life, courtesy of the 
Gitwin~ihlkw band council. 
Louisa Oyea was a very beautiful young lady, 
born in 1847 and died on May 26, 1912. 
Many young men were interested in hcr and she 
had many proposals , but because she was the only 
surviving young woman in Baxkap, wolf Phratry 
clan, her uncle Chief Oyea (the famous carver) kept 
refusing her suitors because she was very important 
to the house of Gitlaxtiiyookhl. 
One day she decided to have hcr own way and 
eloped with a white man named Bob Moore, who 
Chief Peter Williams - -  Louisa Oyea was brought 
home to Gitwinksihlkw. He asked Chief Oyea to 
marry Louisa, and permission was granted if Mr. 
Williams would take Louisa back home. 
He prepared his journey, and set off in a large 
canoe for Victoria to look for her. 
Once he found her, they bought a canoe from the 
Squamish people and escaped to New Westminster. 
From there they boarded a steam boat home. Be- 
fore they left they tipped the canoes over and 
pushed them out to sea, so that people would think 
they drowned and would not come after them. 
They returned to Gitwlnksihlkw in 1885. Chief 
Oyea was so happy, he wept for a long time and put 
on a big feast o celebrate. Louisa came home with 
owned a sawmill in Victoria. She raised her family a sewing machine and much linen, and made hand- 
of three boys in Victoria - -  Johnny, Jacob and Wil- kerchiefs and introduced them to the Nisga'a. 
liam. Bob Moore died while the boys were still From Peter Williams, Louisa bore two daughters- 
very young. Martha and Agnes. Today the expansion of the 
Through the wisdom of one Killer Whale N Louisa Oyca blood line populates over 400. 
UNDER ARREST 
NABBED: 'Kidnapping suspect' Robert Vagg gets his mug- 
shot taken after being arrested for the abduction two weeks 
ago of a leader with the 8th Terrace Cubs. The cubs at last 
week's meeting used a series of clues to solve the case, res- 
cue the missing leader and b'ack down Vagg, who was taken 
away in handcuffs by Const. Jane Rage. The cubs got an ex- 
tensive tour of the RCMP detachment - -  including the drunk 
tank, the ceils and the communications room. They got to talk 
to a real live prison guard, who told them the prisoners get 
three meals a day, which consist of microwaved "IV dinners. 
'°. 7 
# 
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Giving suppo"t 
COMMUNITY CARE week in B.C. caused Terrace and District Community Services Society 
to recognize their home support services workers at a social evening. The society employs 16 
workers who regularly help out those in need. On the bottom row, left to right, are Louise 
Michaud, Berit Uen,. Maria Moniz, Janice Zak and Hildegard Jacobs. In the top row, left to 
right, are Audrey Martens, Michelle Kenney, Roberta Glubis, Dorothy Bartsoff and Denis 
Scott. 
Weather Watch 
LAST Max. Mln, Snow 
WEEK Temp. Temp. (am) 
Oct.  17 0.9 -0.8 10.0 
Oct, 18 + 1.0 -0.1 16.6 
Oct. 19 4.3 0.1 0 
Oct. 20 7.4 2.1 0.0 
Oct. 21 5.4 1.9 0 
Oct. 22 10.0 3.1 0 
Oct. 23: 103 2.9 0 
LAST: ...... : Max. Min, Snow 
YEAR Temp. Temp. (era) 
Oct. 17 6.5 -7-8 0 
Oct, 18 7.2 2.3 0 
Oct. 19 10.5 6.4 0 
Oct. 20 11,8 4.9 0 
Oct. 21 6.4 2.3 0 
Oct. 22 4.6 -0.8 0 
Oct. 23 3.8 -1.5 0.4 
I 
ENVIRONMENT CANADA 
Information Line: 635-4192 
; Co,tsnltations: 635-3.224 
Rai. Sun • Oct. 28, 1692 --Paris, 
(ram) C, rs) France was digging out 
from a 15cm snowfall that 
0.6 0 marked the end of a dis- 
2.6 0 asterously cold summer. 
37.4 0 Similar conditions the foi- 
4.4 0.1 lowing summer led to mil- 
7.0 0.6 lions of deaths in Europe 
14.2 1.3 due to widespread famine. 
20.6 0 
• Oct. 30-31, 1981 - The 
Rai .  Sun Whistler area (Squamish to 
(mm) Oars) Pemberton) was subject to 
severe flooding and many 
0.8 1.0 evacuations necessitated by 
8.1 0 7.7 0 swiftly rising water. At 
15.8 0 Seymour Falls, 406 mm 
8.0 0.9 (That's more than 16 in- 
0 7.4 ches) of rain fell in under 48 
1.0 0.5 hours. 
USINESS DIRECTOR 
TERRACE EXPERTS - - IN  A GLANCE 
Prompt Professional Service For All Makes 
of Cars, 4x4's and Trucks 
• Computerized parts locating system across Canada 
• Full stock of parts - used, rebuilt and new 
• Wholesale and retail 
• 24 hour towing - contract hauling • heavy duty recovery specialists 
• Licensed Mechanic • parts installed while you wait 
. warranty installs on parts and labour 
PARTS: 635-6837 24 HR. TOWING: 635-9383 
4129 SUBSTATION AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. 
~ OOK 
mILI"~'-- & AUTO WRECKING 
* 24 hr. Service * Emergencies I 
COMPARE OUR RATES, i 
.~.~' ,~i  . ;' 
:,? :-"~'+ i:-; ~ ..... : Vehicle Storage 
~,z~ 3772 Emergency ,~ 638-1977 or ,.,..,-, ' ,  638-3983 
;~' Old wre~ks towed 
! %;;:% °.~,+,+~:°~aTXook -~-,,%+,~ #~+'hm+ .~ .~+."~;' ' *  .... ' . .~ ; ,  .++ :,'-:'+ou,,.7"e: ~~-  .g+:~ ~_:d-+~'+~ 
~ ~#;  FULL FLORAL :@,~t~ . 
" ~ i+ '~ +' AND BALLOON SERVICE "'~'.::5" 
~11~ W Fun ~r Magic .k Balloons : 
"v  * Top Quality F lowers.  Balloon Bouquets 
, Decorating * Costume Delivery 
Bus: 635-6312 Homo: 635-7819 Fax: 635-4166 
~m.. ~ Heather Oreydon 
lm ~ 3309 Kalum Street, Terrace • 
t~. "We Add a Sparkle of Magic" • 
B US INES, ! ; ,  9F  THE 
: .... WEEK 
[ NOW OPEN!  
-+.+] ..... + :..Brend.a .McEwan' , 
i .I +`. ++++Famdy Hai rcare  + .... 
/I 'Back to School. Specials' ~~: 
/ Designer Perms ~ + \  
I ", Advanced Cutting. Makeup mE i:+::++:~:i::'+:~!+ ++++++++++++:. ": 
Ii CALL FO~ YOU. NEXT APPO,N+MENT 635 '591  8 
+. 
COMPUTER CONFUSION? 
Help us just a cal l  away.,. 
Languages Spoken: IBM & Macintosh 
• Hardware & Software Installations 
• Repairs Training 
• Computer Accessories . . . .  
~ - -  : -=-=. T - . ,  .~. . - -~. ,  ~ 
%.,," ~ .1,.,-" .=. ~,...' . , .  -_'_, .=.,,, 
[a~_#u~tl~l  KHan l$ - Ia  KO l~ba 
D O N S U T T I S 635-4000 
when y0ug0tla' have it,'We'li ~' i t l  I 
I 
I i 
I ,l l 
CHIMO DELIVERY 638-8530 1 
| 
CLEANING SPECIAL 
Carpets In Any 
Three Rooms... 
GREAT RATES ON 
FURNITURE UPHOLSTERY 
49.95 
FOR ALL YOUR CLEANING NEEDS 
Terrace & Kitimat Building Maintenance 
Insured 635-6772 Bonded 
i 
SIMONS CONSTRUCTION 
3678 Juniper St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 5E7 
Carpentry - Renovations ~'z'~' 
"No Job too Small" ~ 
Seniors Rates f -  
Malcolm Simons 
Ph. 635-7724 
MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD. 
Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave., Terrace 
Directors: 
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
JEANETTE SCHULMEISTER 
e,o." plaq~" 24 HOUR 
& monumem Answering and Pager Service 
Terrace, Kitimat, Smi thers  635"2444 
& Prince Rupert 
Funeral Serwce 
ARSociahon 
~1 N0- th l -nd[  u i II Large Selecbon Coa!ume: ,or ., \ ! Out of town.customers call / 
for Adults and Children. .H%%"w'°~ "°'u°'ng: n toll free 1 800 565 HAIR 
Ltd. l I--/L~°~ ~ ,~ ,~, :~,~,ts%,s, I I 3945 Sande Ave. , i II 
' IZL  ~ / '~ /q~,4p l~=/  j~ l ,  . Riverboat Days I 
l' ?+i : ' Mobi'oRadloSs,esSSe~lce ' [ .~J~'--IJ¢~.~" .~  Rose Schlbfl I . .... If l ! 
NoI4 ,  5002 P~hle 638"0261 I I I J 
t 
By Appointment Only 635-4143 
a i 
i 
calories? * Turns down invitations to • Volunteers on hot dog days. 
This week marks the first 
column by Skeena Health Unit 
nutritionist Gerry Kasten. 
I have a terrible secret o reveal 
to you all: I like cheesecake and 
Big Macs!!! 
I t ' s  true. At least now I don't 
have to •wear a hat and sunglasses 
to go to McDonald's. 
Just because we nutritionists 
know all about what's good to eat 
(and all about hose foods to 
"choose less often"), it doesn't 
mean we always take our own ad- 
ViCe. 
As this is my £urst column in the 
Terrace Standard, and I thought 
I'd be self indulgent and take the 
space to share some of the real 
nutrition information that I 've 
learned over the years: 
Is it really true that anything 
you 
Why arc people with food al- 
lergies always allergic to whole 
wheat flour, milk, and raw ear- 
rots, and never allergic to nacho 
chips and Mars bars? 
Don't you sometimes think that 
it'd be faster just to buy bran 
cereal and pour it into the toilet? 
When you cut a birthday cake, 
do the calories leak out into the 
plate? 
How do those pop-up timers in 
the turkeys really know when it,s 
time to pop up? 
Why do people with a freezer in 
the kitchen, a pantry, extra cup- 
board space, and a spare freezer 
in the basement still need to go 
shopping every single week7 
The answers to these and many 
ether questions will be answered 
But before I go, I leave you 
with the following guide to tell if 
someone is a real nutritionist. 
He or she: 
• Knows whole wheat flour 
makes terrible gravy, and 
wouldn't serve it with whole 
grape juice and cheese parties. 
• Patronizes Anglican churches 
in search of real wine. 
• Knows which liquor stores are 
open 'til 11:00 p.m. 
,Takes back her own empties. 
• Doesn't wear a disguise for 
the above. 
• Doesn't perpetuate the myth 
that the Easter bunny deals in 
scrambled eggs. 
• Doesn't give out home made 
spinach suckers for Hailowe'en. 
.... * Gains weight over Christmas. 
• Doesn't make soup from the 
water that was used to boil the 
beets. 
• Doesn't pretend you can toss a 
salad in 1/2 a teaspoon of salad 
dressing. 
• Accepts invitations to dessert 
• Participates in pre- and post- 
Christmas diets. 
• Has at least three recipes for 
chocolate cake. 
• Knows the names and ad- 
dresses of several bakeries. 
• Doesnit make salt free play 
• Sometimes sends in $1.98 and 
three "Rice Krispies" box tops. 
• Doesn't take carrot sticks to 
the movies. 
• Keeps strawberry liquoflce in 
his desk drawer. 
• Makes occasional forays 
down the centre aisles of the su- 
permarket. 
• Knows when to ignore the 
four food groups, the basic food 
plan, and all otticial nulxition 
guidelinesl 
I 'm looking forward to writing 
a column for the Standard, and  
hope you'll enjoy the information 
I'll be sharing about Nutrition. 
If there's a nutrition topic you'd 
like information about, let me 
know by writing to me (care of 
the Standard) or by calling me at 
eat while walking has no in the weeks ahead, wheat Yorkshire pu~ldings, and coffee parties, dough, the Skeena Health UniL 
JSINESS_p DIRECTOR 




'Back to School Specials" 
Designer Perrns 
• Advanced Cutting • Makeup i t  : .... 
CALL FOR YOUR NEXT APPOINTMENT 635-591 8 
.../ 




For all heating installation service. 
Industrial, commercial nd residential. 
CALL STAN HOLLAND 
..... : Ph. 635-7979 . . . . .  
:i,lt:=i%!(!;,Fax. 635-2208 " : 
TOLSEC 
LOCK & KEY 
CERTIFIED LOCKSMITHS 
3238 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-0241 
TOLL FREE -- 1-800-661-2876 
B USINES ; OF THE 
WEEI< ....... 
SKEENA HEAT ING SERVICES 
~ ~ i ~  Bonded "A" 
. . . .  c lass  ' 
i ,  : ::i~i ~ Gas Fitter For all heating installation service. 
~ i~~~~i  Industrial,cALL STAN HOL Dc°mmercial and r sidential, 
: ~, ~ i~~:! ! i  ': ~:~'~;:~' " Ph. 635 7979 
r ;~  ":::~iiii'!":~ ;i; Fax. 635-2208 
WESTWORLD 
MOBILE HOMES LTD. 
1992 MODELS NOW ON DISPLAY 
General construction meets or exceeds 
all CSA and provincial 
construction and safety codes. 
*Trades Welcome 
*Sales & Listing Service 
• Single & Double wides available 
3117 CLARK STREET 







Arctic Cat Neid Enterprises Ltd. 
Evinrude 
Kawasaki The Recreation Specialists 
Suzuki 4925 C Keith Ave., 
LawnBoy Terrace, B.C. V8G 1K7 
H.O. Waterskis 'hone 635-3478 
& Accessories Fax 635-050) S ~  ales: 
Codified Mechanics Jesse Cosgrove 
Fred Dunn Mark Neid 
Willie DeHoog Tim Link 
10% OFF 
Any Service With Coupon 
J ~ m l i i = i , . , ~  
Dependable Door-to.Door .# '~~t l~. :~ ..... Prompt, Courteous 
Taxi Service " .... ~ ~ ~  & Reliable Dellveff 
24 Hours .. ~;$ 7 days 
a Day - " ~ ' ~  a week 
Wherever you're g'B1"ng, we're going your wayl I 
4449Lakelse KALUM KABS 635-7177 J
Video Clinic 
Audio-Video-Computer Repairs 
202-4716 Lazel leAvenue Terrace 635-7762 
HElD ENTERPRISES LTD. 
SPECIALIZING IN ALUMINUM WELDING 
& MANUFACTURING 
CUSTOM BUILT BOATS - BOAT REPAIRS 
ALUMINUM FABRICATION - GAS TANKS- TOOL BOXES 
RUNNING BOARDS - BOX LINERS 
200 TON METAL BENDING PRESS 
JIM NEID 
TEL (604) 635-4843 
FAX (604) 635-5050 
5 LOWRIE AVENUE 
lACE, B.C. V8G 3Y8 
i I ~"% ] I ~ v ~ ~ a ~ ~  SERVING THEWEST ~,~ Windsh ie ld  Repair/Replacements 
, I I , ,  ~.~% ~ • ICBC Replacements 
, ~  ASSOCIATE D A I / ,portraits I I ~lP" ~lili~-~:~:.~' .Mirrors 
I / ~ ,~¢~)  , weddings I I CORY FLEMING " ~ '  ~ ~  • Windows 
I / / f l  I(~, ~.,-~..~o , eopySrestoratlonofB/Wphotos / I r.~--'.,~ ~ . l !p~=.~.  • Sealed Units 
: ~": * commercial photography : !  /(~"'~-J~") ,OUSToMFRAMING / I Cedarland Tire Service Ltd. ' f "  ~#' "~" ;~ 
/ AII-.&NANR][CHA][TJ)SO N .kLimltedEdifl0nprints&posters 1 I ...OU.S..V,°~- ..... AL C S GLASS LTD 
I~  I ,,,,Sco,,vo.ao. !1  Bus. Phone635-6151/6170 4929 Kelth Avenue - ~ ~ i  3720RlverDrlveTerrace / I Terrace, B,c. V802B7 PH, ' ' ' "2 ( )4  .. I Res. Phone 635-6985 TERRACE, SO V8G,K'r [ ,,,, ",~,~ 638-8001, in Kitlmat632-4800 
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Tribute 
j ¢  , • . 
.:.? . by  M ike  Nobe l  I Came toyou a stranger 
• ,.,... aft'aid andfilled with pain • ' 
..: .':,.,, :. " : a tender kid with old and wea~7 eyes~ : " 
• , , . .  inside the battle•raging " . ' ,  : . - , 1 .  
' " "  :'" " : in my soul and mind ,:~:,, ] • ; . ; :  ....,, : : • : :  - , . , , . .{  . :p ' . . ' , / . . "  
" ':'"~" fi'om the heartache of the home I left behind. ,~i'.,!'~. ]. . . . . .  . ....... . . . .  : !;~... , /  
• (~ .. ). ~ ,~ 
abandoned baby . 5.":~i':~ I F rom a new .: 
to the streetwise boy and girl ,, 111:1 '1 '1  "'1 "'r" 
• you offer us your shelter ..~:' ... ,,':,':<., ..,,. 
,, the safety of your world " " '  ' '  
W. ~.. " '  ~"  '~ ~ 
"'*{:~,. the healing happened slowly - .11 
.;~i::~ .'+/ ~ ~\  one day at a time "" ,, ,*;..,2¢~ 
t even when the awful memories pull me down " 
you cool the angry fires " . " 
and do your best to turn my life around. - " .1  
, ' .  ) 
-. : . '  . : .2  
• H"" . " 
' .54  
: " , . : ,  . .  . .% 
) i  5? -• - : 
:. : •  ? 
,::: 
. '  . .A .  i 
~. , J  
. ,  f :  )3 
• :!:: ;:? 
' " O"  
CatYt believe your kindness 
ow you.'re always there 
'howed me how I can 
i 
...... • 9,,..,,.," : . -  . .. .... .....,:.,:.,~_~'~.,~...___ a .: ' :  
t:believe your patience 
he•ways you show you care  
I needed someplace safe to be ' " 
,pened up your life to me 
e been aft'lend 
gh all the days of pain ~, , " ,~  
. . . . 
,." ~q~ 
_ _ • .  . 
When l needed someplace•safe to be : . . :  :. 
you :opened up your life to me. 
you've beena friend :g,~' ~t 
silence andmy rage . ~. .:. ?, ,:(. . :~ :: i) ."~.. _ ,." .~,.,.'": . through all the days of pain . . ~ ,..,, 
,n-~hen,~ mai(e:y, bur lifea hving:hell. , . ..<;~.- [[ \ ,  " 1 
C.  you show your satisfaction .: you Showed me how I can  
en i turn a brandnew page believe in love again. ; ~ .  
~llet some sunl.ight hrough my outer shell f~ x)9 I lookinto thefuture and I feel the love .you give And so my foster parents 
o'e than just surviving: . . . . .  ., ,., +. :.> . . .  thank you for your love 
ho~o. tn , l iga . .  ' . ~ learning -.  :: . . . .  i for your faith, for your guidance, and your ti'me 
I know you're not a savior 
I know you're not a saint 
i : : "  " * I know thefinal choices will be mine, t 
~11 I I  
111111 
: . , , . .  . 
• ~ ' . ,  V 'v '4  .. 
i .  
No One sends you flowers 
and the world may never cheer 
.:. for all your sacrifices and fi'ustration 
• " and the tears 
• . 2"  
that I may never say I love you 
' .  . .  :p"  
:. ~:.! 
• *,, " . :L~ ")'% 
, r '~ " ~  
r ' i  
• : !  • 
4:, ( 
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Foster Care 
You can make 
a difference. Dease Lake: 771 
"%' i  ~ , , v " - . " . . .  • " ' .  
Kitimat: 632-6134 
Terrace: 638-3527 
More  In fo rmat ion  on  Foste. . , 
ry  l ease  Contact  Your Loca[  Mmtst  
.¢_.. Soc ia l  Serv ices  Off ice . ". ~ : " " 5 ]  ~: 
r  you may never see me cry ~.p : . '~"~ 
if. :...,,, but the memories of yore tenderness ~ ~ ~  
/][ '..' %:  ' will keeo my soul alive. " . ' "...(.:~ 
l I ' .~' . "e r r  z - . • . "  ' . .  
.:. ; ' i ' : ' "  .,, ' When! needed someplace safe to be 
k . . . . .  ' " :": '~" •, you opened up your life tome ~ > ,~,::;)::::i,,•i • ;. : .  ":':'?',": :.!~",,.',: you've been aft'lend'. -':::L: " • .... . " ">~ ":": - ' . .  ,;, ;:', , ,::.;, through all the days of.pare. .., . 
.¢ .  ,~,~;.~ *t,i;,,.<,:~::,~ * .,i.';;,,' ,, you showed me howlcan:.. '  ; , ; '~! )~, ,  
/ ,v-,cvv . . . . . . . . . . .  , , ,n e aom,, ,L.,. . .~ . , .  
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MUSIC 
• CALEDONIA concert band, stage band and choir perform a 
cornucopia of classical, jazz, pop and folk music at their fall con- 
cert, at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 28 in the R.E.M. Lee Theatxe. 
Admission by donation. 
• DESPERADO comes here from Prince George on Friday Oct. 
30 to play at the Terrace Northmen Rugby Club's Halloween Howl 
at the Thornhill Community Centre. Tickets $10 in advance only at 
Sight and Sound. 
• C-ATCH-2Z will be rocking up the Thornbill Community 
Centre at a Hallowe'en Bash on Saturday, Oct. 31. Doors open 8 
p.m. Tickets $10 at Kelly's Stereo with proceeds to the Terrace 
Child Development Centre. Costumes mandatoryI 
• ROCKY TOP play the Royal Canadian Legion on Oct. 30th 
and 31st, h'osting the Legion's Hallowe'en Costume Dance fzom 9 
p.m. to 1 a.m. Members and guests welcome. 
• LAUREL AND HARDLY keep the country toes tapping at 
George's Pub in the Northern Motor Inn through 'til Saturday. 
• COURNERSTONE, an Edmonton country-rock band, plays 
at Gigi's in the Terrace Inn until Saturday. 
' • KARAOKE NIGHT is every~Tiiursday (9 p.m. to 1 a.m.) and 
• ! Sunday (8 p.m. to midnight) af George's Pub in the Northern Motor 
Im~ and every Friday night (7 p.m. to 1 a.m.) at the Thornhill 
Neighbourhood Pub. 
: Upcoming: 
• SU-CHONG LIM presents Golden Mountain ~ a musical 
description of Canada through the eyes of an immigrant ~ at 8 p.m. 
" on Friday, Nov. 6 at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Tickets are $12 ($8 
for students and seniors) and are available at Erwin's Jewellers in 
the mall. A Terrace Concert Society presentation. 
• THE TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND will perform avari- 
ety of musical styles at a concert at 8 p.m., Saturday, Nov. 14 in the 
ILE.M. Lee Theatre. Tickets are $5 ($3 for seniors and children un- 
der 12 are free). Tickets at Sight & Sound or from band members. 
THEATRE 
• OUT OF THE SILENCE, an audience-interactive play about 
family violence will be performed by Headlines Theatre at 8 p.m. in 
the R.E.M. Lee Theatre on Monday, Nov. 2. Tickets arc $5 in ad- 
vance - -  available at Sight & Sound or the Kcrmode Friendship 
Centre ~ or $8 at the door. 
Upcoming: 
• THE I JTI 'ER GLORY OF MORRISSEY HALL, a musical 
comedy produced by Terrace Little Theatre and directed by Norah 
Ferguson, plays the R.E.M. Lee Theatre Nov. 26-28. Showtime 8
p.m. each night, plus a 2 p.m. Saturday matinee. Tickets are $10 
OUT OF THE SILENCE is an audience-interactive play that will 
be performed Monday at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre by Headlines 
Theatre in cooperation with the B.C. Association of Indian Friend- 
• : . - .  , ~r~ : ~3-;:'~ .:: ::-. ~: " : m  I 
.~ r: ' i 
ship Cenb'es. The dynamic and empowering show slxikes a deep 
chord with audiences everywhere. It will be followed up by a fam- 
ily violenc~ workshop tour by Headlines in 1993. 
DANCE 
Upcoming: 
• BEIJ ING SONG AND DANCE ENSEMBLE with members 
of the China Acrobatic & Magic Troupe plays at 8 p.m. Friday, 
Nov. 20 in the ILE.M. Lee Theatre. Tickets $25 ($i6 stus/srs) at Er- 
win's Jewellers in mall. A Terrace Concert Society presentation. 
MOVIES 
• MR. SATURDAY NIGHT, starring Billy Crystal, plays 
tonight and Thursday night at 7:15 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. at the Til- 
Ileum Twin Theatres. Captain Ron plays at 7 p.m. and Last of the 
Mohicans plays at 9:15 p.m. 
Starting Friday: 
• INNOCENT ]BLOOD, starring Robert Loggia, opens Friday, 
at 7 p.m. and 9:15 p.m. (Also tl~e-featured Saturday matinee this 
week) ,  
E T CETERA 
A DON HAMBLEY, an impersonator-comedian, brings more 
than 150 voices to Hanky Panky's on Thursday, Oct. 29. 
A ABSTRACT PAINTI~IGS bynorthwest artists are featured in 
a rare displ[ly this month at the Terrace Art Gallery; Local artists 
featured include Peter Dickson, Alan Soutar, loanne Thomson and 
Edward Epp. Gallery hours noon to 3 p.m. and 7 to 9 p.m., Tuesday 
through Saturday. 
A A SOLO SHOW by local artist Joanne Thomson is featured 
for the months of October and November in the foyer of the R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre. 
and are available at Erwin's Jewellers, Skeena Mall, and the Batik Oct. 30 at .the Tillieum, playing at 7:15 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. And Make the 'Scene! Call 638,7283 or fax to 638-8432 to add 
t of Montreal. Call Carol at d35,~.~for more ~fo.-,*.-.-- / [,rE~il!oE_~s!evez star~ in:'fiie,~.. Disney production The Mlgl~,ty, Duelds ~f; ,~, your event o the Stanifc~'.s~4v'(dmert~inment....~.~.. ~J .,_.~ lis ings. 
Sparkler 
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LARGEST SELECTION OF 
BRAZILIAN FIREWORKS 
3211 Kalum Street 
Next to Terrace Custom Cycle 
NO w ' 
,,ail~b le 
FReD .AY, OCTOSER 30 
Thornhlll Community Centre 
Featuring: 
DESPERADO 
B.C'S Hottest Touring Band, From Prince George 
BOORS OPEN: 8:00 P.M. 
DANCE BEGINS: 9:00 P.M. 
Advanced Tickets 0nly 
Available at Sight & Sound (Skeena Mall) 
$10.00 Per Person 
Costumes Optional, Prizes For Best Costume No One Under 19 yrs, admitted. 
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Pioneering teachers 
Now that all the children are 
back in school and everyone has 
settled into their routines, I'd like 
to send a big 'Welcome to Ter- 
race' out to all the new teachers 
and students. " 
Welcome back to all the long- 
serving teachers in Terrace as 
well 
And on that note, I 'd like to 
share some information on eight 
teachers who have been teaching 
in School District 88 for a num- 
ber of years. 
Christine Eide started her 
teaching career at a one-room 
school house at upper Kispiox, 
which, of course, is no longer 
there. 
She taught one year (1960-61) 
in Hazelton, and it was there that 
she met her man. 
She came to Terrace in 1961, 
teaching first at Cassie Hall 
school, and then at Copper 
Mountain. 
Christine was at Northwest 
Community College from 1979- 
1981 as a faculty associate on a 
Sinfon Fraser University training 
program. 
She then received her princi- 
palship at Thornhill Elementary 
and since 1982, Mrs. Eide has 
been principal at Parkside School. 
AI Cameron got his teaching 
degree at UBC and started teach- 
ing school in Terrace in 1962. 
He first taught at Skeena School 
as a physical education and in- 
dustrial education teacher. 
He went to Caledonia in 1969 
When it opened and stayed there 
until 1991, when he went over to 
Lakelse Alternate School. There 
he, another teacher and two youth 
workers work with students who 
have difficulty in regular classes 
and would otherwise drop out. 
Mr. and Mrs. Cameron have 
three children who were raised in 
Terrace - -  son Allan, and 
dangliters Alana and Carmie. 
They now have grandchildren 
growing up in Terrace. 
Walt MeIntyre first started 
teathing for School District 88 at 
Hazelton in 1965. 
He came to Terrace in '66, 
teaching Grades 11-12 at Skeena 
School. 
For a few years Walt went over 
to Riverside school, teaching at 
"Here 'n /# 
There" 
by Yvonne Moen 
- - I - 
trict used as overflow for a few 
years. 
When Walt left there as vice- 
principal, he went back to Skeena 
for another scvcn years as a math 
consultant. 
For the past 15 years Walt has 
been teaching at Ca ledon ia -  
and is a great eacher! 
Another well-known teacher 
here is Elizabeth Metzraeier. 
Mrs. Metzmeier first taught for 
four years for the Prince George 
school district. 
In 1965 she first started her 
teaching career in Terrace at 
Uplands Elementary School. 
She also taught at Cassie Hall, 
Skeena Jr. Secondary, and then 
went to Thomhill Jr. Secondary. 
She's been there since 1974 
teaching Grades 8-10 and 
counselling as well. 
As well as a dedicated teacher, 
Mrs. Metzmeier is a very active 
volunteer in the community. 
Bonnie Shaw comes fron an 
early settlers family that arrived 
in Terrace in 1949. She graduated 
at Skecna School. 
She first taught in Alberta be- 
fore returning to Terrace in 1965. 
Bonnie taught at Cassie Hall and 
Riverside School later going over 
to E.T. Kenney Primary for grade 
3-4 special classes. 
It was at Riverside that she fell 
in love with the man who would 
become her husband m Rick 
Shaw. 
For four years Bonnie left 
teaching and went into real estate 
with her father. 
In 1979 she returned to the 
classroom - -  at Skeena Jr. 
Secondary m teaching English 
part-time to new Canadians. 
She's now teaching foods at 
Skeena, and Rick is retired. 
Ed Kenny comes from a well- 
known pioneer family here. 
whose name graces a primary 
school on Sparkes St. 
Ed remembers going to grade 1 
himself at a school where the 
Tilden Rent-a-Car franchise is lo- 
eated today. 
He taught at Skeena first in 
1962. Then he took a year hiatus 
to return to univcrsity bcfore 
coming back to Skcena to tcach 
again. 
Ed made the move over to 
Caledonia St. Secondary in 1969 
when it opened and is still there 
today. 
Heather Piffer is another 
teacher from a local pioneer fam- 
ily. 
Fred and Cassie Hall, her 
grandparents, came here in 1920. 
Heather graduated from Skeena 
in 1964 and has now been teach- 
ing for 11 years here. 
She now teaches at Cassio Hall 
Elementary School - -  which was 
named after her grandmother - -
and must feel very proud. 
~gr  ~9c  
A very special visitor to Terrace 
earlier was Irene Bowie. Irene 
was born in Mar. 28, 1906 at Kit- 
selas and was the first non-native 
baby born between the coast and' 
Hazelton. 
She was baptized aboard the 
paddlewheeler Hazelton. And 
Irene's sister Elsie Whitlow in 
Vancouver just had her 101st 
birthday on Sept. 9. 
While in Terrace, Irene visited 
her sister Kay Varner and other 
family, including her grand- 
daughter - -  Helene McRae. 
And an early happy birthday 
wish goes out to Kay Vamer for 
Nov. 28. She was born at Kitselas 
on Nov. 28, 1908 
Sister ]Paddy also lives in Van- 
couver and will be 91 in Novem- 
ber. 
Best of health wishes go out to 
L "ke 
DnqtE ' lON 
SEE US FIRST! 
Our Prices Include our 
exclusive Customer 
Protection Policy. 
We sell chains & batteries. 
I ,Cedar!and Tire 
635-6151 
Abbey Vert ca s Abbey Verticals Abbey Verticals 
o" 0 ' EF 







the old army huts the school dis- His father was E.T. Kenny', all four sisters. 
NTHE K ID .S  ZONE 
t~  ATTHE ~ IXG~?° z~ : 
October 31 . 
Big or Small...Short or Ta11...$1.99 does it alll 
Pay only $1.99 per inch in width (any length!) 
• Total light control - energy efficient 
• Elegant as formal drapes 
• Beautiful selection of soft pastels 
• Abbey's "Non-Stop" Warranty 
• Many Colors Available 
ZW'  
ASK FOR SHAWN. OUR WINDOW COVERING SPECIALIST 
. .,.w..,.o., 638-8700 
.~-= 
~.- _.;. 7-~-- 
Z= 
..o, Oo I" 
pr i zes  
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I Home By  . ' " '  CFNR RADIO 
BINGO 
iownlY   our 
tBuslness i 
I!& Home i l  " 
You too can enjoy the 
security and independence 
of owning your own busi- 
ness w i th  this multi- 
faceted convenience store. 
A cement block building 
with potential for a second 
story office or living area 
houses this thriving enter- 
prise which includes a 
comer store and lottery 
i centre, a 3 bay car wash 
and a laundromat to com- 
pliment your income. A 
paved parking lot and 
corner location provides 
i i great convenience for your 
, customers. 
The home next door pro- 
vides two bedroom living 
! accommodation for your 
family or a rental income 
to supplement your in- 
• .come is an extra bonus. 
Many more features 
; such as shelving, freezers, 
: cash registers and walk in 
cooler make this a great 
investment with lots of 
potential for your future. 
il With a listing price of 
$300,000 this is clearly 
priced to sell. For further 
information call Derick. 
Played every Friday at 9:30 a.m. on 9.90 AM Radio in 
Terrace and 96.1 FM Radie in the Nass Valley 
VARIABLE GAME FORMAT - TICKETS ONLY $1.00 
2 games with $1 ,OOO 3-up tickets 
jackpot every week for $2.00 
Every Friday Is your chance to win thousands of dollars on 
CFNR Radio Blngol Pick up your cards todayl In Terrace at: 
The House of Simoighets, Northern Drugs, Sheffield and Sons, Northern Health Care, 
West End Chevron, East End Chevron, B & G Grocery, Wayside Grocery, Terrace Shell 
and Carwash, Hilltop Grocery, Coppersido Three, Select Jewellers, as well as, Sybil 
Morven of Terrace, Rhoda Seymour of KItselas, and Della Scodane at Northern Native 
Broadcasting. In New Aiyansh at the New Aiyansh Co.op Store, in Kitimat from Darelene 
Starr, in Kitimaat Village from Roberta Grant, in Greenville from Run Sampare, in Git- 
winksihlkw from Merci Moore. 
Call 638-8137 for more info. 
OF TERRACE 638-1400 
: ~. JUST .LISTED i l l l  
N 
2089 Walnut MLS $115,900 
4326 Birch MLS $187,900 
~. VlfVD!I .+~:,~,.~",  ,< . 
3903 Spdng Cr. MLS $164,000 
• = = = ~  
3905 Spring Cr. MLS $189,000 
2= 
4948 Cooper St. MLS S125,700' 
2264Spruce MLS $115,000 
Log Home & Acreage 
MLS $124,500 
4124 Anderson MbS $109,000 
4613 Loen MLS $69,000 
#40Sunnyhill' MLS $17,000 
5415Heppel MLS $68,000 
#11Pine Park MLS $15,000 
3 '  : 
5017Medeek MLS $149,900 
Woodgreen Condo EXC $65,000 
i i ,= , 
~111-3616 Larch MLS $27,000 
I • 
,]sm i EZ],~ ~ 
i YOUR OWN ONE ACRE PARK 
With a trimmed hedge in front, 
Located in town with 3 bedrooms, 
1300 sq.lt,, nat, gas heat & hot 
water, See Dorick for more detailsEXC 
EXCELLENT RETIREMENT 
HOME 
Lots of space in this totally renovated 
2 bdrm home in the Horseshoe. A 
large detached garage with cement 
floor Is excellent for the mechanic or 
hoppytst. Nat, gas heat and twin seal 




Call Suzanne for an appointment o 
view this great family home, Features 
recent renovations in the kitchen & 
living room which include cabinets, 
line, carpeting and twin seal windows 
throughout, You will love the cedar 
vaulted ceilings and layout which oF 
fers an open spacious design. All this 
is located on 1.05 acres el property 
which is landscaped with various 
trees & shrubs. EXCL 
YOUR OWN LITTLE ESTATE 
CAN BE POSSIBLB 
Within city limits. This 2 acre parcel 
is treed and has fertile soil. City water 
is available. This is a great opportuni- 
ty for the family who want room to 
grow and the convenience of town liv- 
NEW LISTING 
Located on a large lot in the 
Horseshoe. Very unique style with 
over 1600 sq,ft., 3 bedrooms, 2 
bathrooms, sunken living room with 
lireplace, nat, gas heat. Attached 
garage very open design in main liv- 
ing areas. Lots of potent a, For more 
information call Dave, Asking 
$09,000 MLS 
QUICK POSSESSION 
Try your offer on this spacious 1230 
sq.lt.; lull basement home: 3 
bedrooms, master hdrm has full on- 
suite, new flooring in living room, din- 
ing room & kitchen. New nat. gas fur- 
nace. Part of the basement has been 
gyproced for a family, room. This 
home has had some race updating. 
For more info' call Dave. Asking 
home on the South Side. Economy & 
comfort with nat. gas heating and the 
convenience el a garage and a double 
paved driveway. Help with the mor- 
tgage with a 2 bdrm in-law suite, To 
view this bright welt.kept home call 
Doug, Reduced to $136,000 MLS 
JUST LISTED 
1240 sq.ft,, 14 year old home on a 
large lot in a good area of the 
Horseshoe. 3 bedrooms on the main 
floor, living room fireplace, 3 
bathrooms plus an ensuite, finished 
basement has a family room as well 
as a 1 bedroom suite. There's a 
garage and a paved drive. For more In- 
formation call Dave. Asking 
$129,900 MLS 
THINKING OF EXPANDING 
YOUR BUSINESS? 
We have a commercial lot on Groin 
Ave, and prime lease space available 
family rooms, oak cabinets in the kit- 
chert, separate dining, 2x6 construc- 
tion, this is a wonderful home for the 
large family. A must see. Call Wanda 
for an appointment to view. $154,500 
MLS 
JUST LISTED 
14x70 mobile home • 2 bathrooms, 3
bedrooms, northern package. Priced 
to be moved from Stewart, Includes 5 
appliances. Phone Derick for more 
details. MLS, 
REVENUE HOME 
.This Immaculate 1600 sq,tt, home In. 
the Horseshoe area is close to 
schools and all amenities, No more 
driving for morn & dad. A large rec 
room down gives teenagers or active 
youngsters a place of their own. Many 
extras such as 2.6 framing, new roof, 
gutters and carpets, etc. A bachelor 
suite with separate entry can provide 
HOBBY FARM 
Over 2 acres of fruit trees or sub- 
divide into 5 largo city lots. The home 
'is well built and has 4 bedrooms. 
Lots of RV storage, plenty of paved 
parking and a double bay wired 
garage. Neatly surrounded by 
boauUlul Ilowers and shrubs make 
this property irresistable. For a private 
showing please call Sheila. EXCL 
IN TOWN ACREAGE 
Large lamity home on over an acre of 
farmland. If you're not into gardening 
then you have the option to suu- 
divide. The home has 3 bdrms, 
spacious kitchen extra large family 
room and workshop. Recently painted, 
plenty of parking & close to elemen. 
tary schools. Call Sheila for an ap. 
tointment o view. MLS 
Once in awhile we list a real bargain. 
this is it!! Where else can you lind a 
lull basement with rec room & 
workshop, 3 bdrms up & spacious kit. 
chert with eating area. Also features a 
argo enclosed sufldeck & carport. All 
Illi5 is situated on a qu ot street on the 
:~oulhside of town, Call Suzanne! MLS 
LOG HOUSE 
On cement foundation with basement 
& central heating & hydro. Located on 
20 acres in the Nass Valley • Phone 
Derick for more details MLS. 
NEWLY RENOVATED 
Many pleasing features in this 3'1 
bedroom home including vaulted cell. 
inns, track lighting & skylight in the 
kitchen. New carpeting and a built.in 
dishwasher and microwave make this 
a convenient choice. Listed at 





i ,  .... %1, N 
Joy Dover 
635-7070 
Dave Reynolds Suzanne Gleason 
635-3126 "638-8196 ~ 
Doug MIsfeldt 
638-1715 
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]By M. Tyrian 
A stucco and brick ex- 
terior features multi-pancd 
windows and a fash- 
ionable h igh  arched 
entrance way. 
Enter through double 
doors into a spacious 
foyer. A curved staircase 
]Leads to the main living 
area. Upstairs, the living 
room, set apart from the 
other rooms, provides a 
private setting for formal 
entertaining. The dining 
room can be closed off 
from the kitchen by a slid- 
ing pocket door, and fea- 
turbo a space saving boxed 
out area for the hutch. An 
open plan for the kitch- 
en/family area creates a 
country kitchen style at- 
mosphcre complete with a 
carousel breakfast nook 
and a cozy gas fireplace. 
The master bedroom has 
s walk-in closet and a four 
piece ensure with a swirl 
tub. The downstairs den 
could be used as a fourth 
bedroom or as a home of. 
rice. 
A large unfinished base- 
ment awaitsyour own 
c~cative touch. 
Plans for GL-614 may 
be obtained for $335 for 
a package o f  five com- 
plete sets of working 
prints and $29 for each 
additional set of the 
same plan. Allow $15 ex- 
tra to cover the cost of 
postage and handling 
(B.C. residents add ap- 
plicable sales tax to plan 
total) (All Canadian resi- 
dents add 7% GST to 
plan total plus postage 
and handling). 
Please make all che- 
ques, money orders, and 
V[sa or MusterCard au- 
thorizations payable to: 
Terrace Standard Plan 
Ot t~.~W=~ek,~.,, 
13659; 108t5 Avenue 
Surrey, B.C. V3T 2K4 
Licensed Premises 
GOOD FAMILY DINING AT 
REASGNABLE PRICES 
W~=DNESDAY IS  
SENIORS DAY 
Senior Citizens receive 
1 0% off menu prices 
(Specials exempt) 
Monday to Friday 
, 
7 a.m. - 8:30 p.m., 
Saturday 6 a,m. -'4 p.m. 












VENDOR SEEKS OFFER 
On Body Shop and family home legated 
10 mln. from city cede. Shop has truck 
bay compressor and weIder included. The 
5 b/r home Is evalable as one item, 
Located on school bus mute, Four further 
LOT 8 EGAN RD. $69,951 
Unique log home, beautifully andscaped, 
fantaat]o mountain view, Too many extras 
to list, call R]c 635.6508. MLS, 
4654 Copper River Rd. 
SUNDAY, NOV. 1 
2:00 - 4:00 
Host: Dennis Lissimore 
SUPER PRICE $56,000 
Remodelled bungalow, EXTRAS, kitchen 
wI , hop, ,r ed call 





info ~10lge 635-3833 today, MLS, COUNTRY DELIGHT ATTRACTIVE 2 BR HOME 638-8093 Offedng generous spece on 9,72 acres, On corner lot In Copparside ubdivlslort 
B ,6~ACRE Rreside comfor~ barn, horses okday, Carport covered eck, fenced garden area 
Thomhtll Frontage Rd. Gas, water and greenhouse, workshop, 3 plus B/R. An withf~ith.ees&barrypiants. Call OIga 635- 
hydro available, Septic service approved, excellent ~ue, Priced at $114,~X). Veto 3833 for more details, MLS. 
CaJlOIgs Power 635-3833, MLS, DOUBLEYOUR PLEASURE 635,3389 MLS, 
V~th this comfortable 3 B/R double wide r 9,67PRIVATEACRES 
ACREAGES home In "fl~ornhlll. It has N.G,, 2 full baths, 4 WILDERNESS ACREAGE Excellent rureJ soresge. Private, level end. 
Ten acre parcel on corner of Old Lakelse appliances Included end a private .seffi~, Appro)dmately 36 acres In the Rosswcod end of Mumon Rd. Bdng your horses and 
and Zlegiar Rd, Also 6 acre parcel. CLose The large wired shop is a Bonus mr tale ares with creek n~ning right through the start building your new home, Potbelly I 
completed shop/barn alre~ly in place. Only I Ric White to town and pdave, Ideal for your mobite, handyman or buslnesn'~an wan!lag to middle. Beautiful view of Wesech Mountain ~ Olga Power rnodular or to build, $34,500 & $29,500. operate out of his home, ~,or..,~z,~.)u you from excellent buildlng'site, Priced at only $23,900, C~II today for further informs, on, I 
635-3033. call Veme 635-3389. MLS. must ake e look with Bmrma. ~,~, $30,000, Call Diana 635-6236. MLS. Steve Cook 638-0047. MLS. 635-6508 
READY FOR A NEW OWNER 
1188 sq.ft, of good family living, 3 
bedrooms, lots of cupboards and 
storage, freshly painted, now roof,. 
aluminum siding, price includes 
fridge, stove, washer & dryer. Ask- 
ing $79,900 MLS 
ACREAGE- 
RAILWAY SIDE USK 
65 acres of undeveloped land just 
:,~est"~f the'~town$1te a  Usk. Pad of 
'the propertY~]~s .~.~r~tage:; dh the 
~ Skeena Ri~e~:;and'there Is a cabin on 
the property. $125,000 MLS 
CENTRALLY LOCATED 
Stretching from Park to Davis in the 
4600 block, 1.22 acres presently 
zoned R 2, services available on 
both streets. Potential development 
property. Asking $159,500 MLS 
BRIGHT & SPACIOUS 
Bright & cheerful home 5 minutes 
from town. Large ~/z acre lot with 
many varieties of fruit trees. Ideal 
home for a family with kids that 
need room to run. Asking $82,500. 
EXCLUSIVE 
YOUR COZY HIDEAWAY 
Come home and relax on this close 
to an acre lot fronting on the Skeena 
River on the south side with a char. 
ruing 3 bedroom re.mode0ed cot- 
t~ge, nat. gas heat, patio door elf 
kitchen, V= basement, closet built- 
ins and lots of parking. Priced at 
$94,900 MLS. 
1.2 ACRE PARCEL 
Zoned highway commercial, this 
1.2 acre parcel provides high 
visibility and easy access. Asking 
$59,900 MLS 
SOUTHSIDE RESIDENTIAL 
Brand new 3 bedroom home in quiet 
cul.de-sac on the south side. Many 
features including a jacuzzi tub, 
marble entry way and concrete 
patio, sidewalks and driveway. Ask- 
Ing $105,000 MLS 
JUST LISTED 
Two bedroom home on Southside, 
has just been renovated. Over 1000 
sq.ft, of living area with hardwood 
floors in livingroom. Now lieu in kit- 
chen, and carpeting in hall and 
bedrooms. Large 120'X400':lot with 
double driveway. This sparkling 
clean home is a must'to see. Listed 
Exclusive. u 
OPEN HOUSE 
Sunday, November 1/92 
at AVENUE 6128 :AoGAR:o 0 .  
Run Redden in Attendance 
, ~U:~:~ % "%. ~ 
THREE FOR THE PRICE 
OF ONE 
Two- 2 bedroom units and 1 - one 
bedroom unit, located in Thornhill. 
Nat, gas & electric heat, 2 separate 
meters, all units have laundry hook- 
ups, carport, large lot, lots of park- 
ing. Units are non-conforming. Pric- 
ed $112,000 MLS 
.LAKELSELAKE :. .: ::~ 
OPPORTUNITY 
Licensed and air conditioned 
restaurant and pub at Lakolse Lake 
. amongst scenic surroundings. Also 
boasts four bed and breakfast units 
to accommodate ourists. Excellent 
business potential for a motivated 




Commercial Building on 4600 block 
Lakalse. Lower level currently leas- 
ed. 2,000 sq.ft, main level and 
1800 sq.ft, on the upper level. 
Natural gss fired hot water heat. Ex- 
cellent holding property! $149,500 
MLS 
PRIME INVESTMENT 
.: .... ACREAGE. "i:!!~ 
Fronting on the KitimatHighwayiln 
Thornhitl, over 91 acres of treed 
view property. Great western view 
overlooking Ferry Island, Sleeping 
Beauty and the Skeena River, and 
only minutes from down-town Ter. 
race. Possibility of incorporating the 
future sub.division with the propos- 
ed sewer system for Thornhill. 
LOWER THORNHILL 
This 2 BR, cottage style home may 
be just what you are looking for if 
you tike to garden, and like to tinker 
with cars. Insulated, shop and 
garage, with an adjoining storage 
building and a large developed 
garden area. Asking $81,500 MLS 
~i : , ,  HIGH EXPOSURE '~  
. . . . .  I~IDUSTRIAL LAND :ii:: ~! 
Over 7 acres of choice industrial 
property located south of Inland 
Kenworth in Thernhill, land is 
cleared, Thornhill water available 
from River Drive, and most other 
services available except sewer. 
One of the largest Industrial sites 
available along Highway 16 East, 
Ralph Godlinski Rusty Ljungh Chdstel Godlinski Joe Barbosa Cam Simon Run Redden Lynda Boyce 
635-4950 635-5754 635-5397 635-56D4 635-954B 638-1915 638-1073 • 
, Wightman & Smith Realty Ltd. " 
3227 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C. 
635-636i , 
" - " Y " 4 . 1  INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND OPERATED ~ " " (  ~A'~_.,~' \ \~r  J / . " 
, : - ?, 
ON THE BENCH "~ .=,,, .,o..u ~' ~' ~ _  SPACIOUS FAMILY UVlNG .lO'~,"~." -3''~rooms 
• 1100s ft. -4bedrooms .1560sq E -3bedmome ' q' G at fatal ' -N/Ghent .60x132 lot 
• N/G host -Full basement E tho _~_~sh~, ~ ~.o ,,o~Yr -3b~..~ _:.r~, mum , .Asking $95,900 MLS 
Asking $105,500 MES , ,u , , . . .  ~¢ul ~u lu l= v~u, ,  ,~. • .~a l  J im {~-~L;LU~IVI::) : 
~polntment to view. =124,000. ~ INVES1MENTPROPERW 
MLS "0== LAKELSE LAKE Looking for an investment property? 
o l r l i /A t /A l l  AB lE  ~ldl If'U= . . . . . . . . . .  . .~ , ,v .  This 1174 sq. E home b effordably Then look at this 7 acres In town 
o i iLL .',.~VP~IIJ.~I~I.r... u l l ,, ,i.. DUILUIN~,,1 I .U i  pdced for the young couple starting zoned light Indust~ and preser~y 
BENCH 120X131 lot zoned R5 for Muffi. out. 3 bedrooms, Wood stove holding 12 revenue suites, 13 unit 
Don't miss your o~oortunitv o pick dwelling, City water and sew, er EaW-to-c~-for viWt siding ,and mlnl-~torage, 3 portable m!d BiB, rage 
n ot ~vlth ftJil unde'roround available Suttable for 4, 5, or~-pmx, roof, Covered verano,, 86x200 Io~ urns, .~o a 15 ~y m.om!e ~rne 
U.~,l~.~ I. e nuiet lobation CEl l  Located inthe Keith Estates area on Call Jim to make your appolntmers pan<. More room 1or owelopmenlL 
Go~l'e Ol's"on fo~ your eppot~ment dead end street. Asking $34,500, to view this home pdced at $69,500 Call Sheunne for more Inform,~oR 
,,,,,t,,= n.~, ¢o~ 900 Ex~ CatlJohn ~ $350,000 EXCLUSIVE. . 
.......... " . . . . .  . BETrER TAKE A LOOK 
A'~au Priced at only $101,000, th[s ve~y ,,All= Ull I=QI- 
v r~l l l  I ltllllln411Yll BEAM STAll ,, affordable 1070 sq. E, 3 bedroom . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Yes, ~r Mi les  Ere  Avellm'~le 10 tRo Loaded on just under 100 ft. of home, featuring N/G he~ 2 I~ths, ,_t. . . . . .  ,,~.,.._..~..._.,. =._ 
289 E two e ~O e eundeEk ,~,,===u=u,= .=r, ~,,o ,. u~ . NEW,SUBD!~$!ON . . . . .  ~e~ornre ~n~l 3/4sq,bas;menL ~p lsce~~ g~,, be 'ust  ~eshoe,  only av,lable through 
Large Iota in I"nase ! o1 .upanos - - - - - - -  ' . . . . .  %" "='~, ' ,';"I=' ,7%~, k_ Centw21 3 bedrooms, attached 
Subdlvis.k~n mw r .e~y.~' r~, ~he =r~ml~i~l~¢ve?lmo~loWnn ~o¢~t~u% mensch~;;~ a~ garage, ands large shop are justs 
~ ~ 3 ~  L ; f ~ r y m ° n g  dd ls ts t~___~.m. ,~ oonetrucoon, u=luOroleulsonano P , , . . , ' . . . .  ,,..o, the . . r . . ,a ,~ . , s~. . - .  Ask about Vendor finandno a,'xl L~e~ l,~k~, C = downtown, For your personal . . . . . . . .  .., . . . . . . .  n= '1".,4 
property EXCLUSIVE, MLS, i $LR,750, MLS . . . . .  
Stan Parker 
635.~3! 
II ' i I I 
. ~ ~ ~ ~Ir  ~' b~ .... ~I~  ~ ~I ~4 ~ '~  
Jim Dully Gordon Olson Laurie Forbes Hans Stach Shaunce Kruisselbdnk Ted Garner 
636.6688 ~-1946 i, 63,6-6382 636-5?39 636-6382 636-5619 
i M 




Tips for a safe F allowe'en 
• Contributed by the guidelines for a safer Hallowe'en. decorate with candles. Pumpkins your face with your hands, and 
Terrace Fire Department 
If your little ones will be partic- 
ipating in Hallowe'en activities 
this ycar, plan ahead to protect 
them from fire and burn injuries. 
Theze are three key things to re- 
member: Flame-resistant fabrics 
for costumes, Flame-resistant 
decorations for parties, and NO 
candles. 
Hallowe'en can be a fun 
celebration, but children should 
be closely supervised and their 
costumes made with fire safety in 
mind. The Terrace Fire Depart- 
ment suggests the following 
* Purchase only those costumes, 
wigs and props labeled as flame 
resistant or retardant. If using old 
clothing or fabric to construct a
costume, plan carefully and 
create acostume that won't ignite 
easily if it comes in contact with 
heat or flame• No costume should 
have billowing or  long-trailing 
features that present a higher isk 
of ignition• 
• When planning party decora- 
tions bear in mind that dried 
flowers and cornstalks arc highly 
-flammable. Keep crepe paper 
and other decorations well away 
can be safely illuminated with 
small, inexpensive flashlights. 
When decorating, remember to 
keep exits clear. Be sure children 
are supervised atall times. 
. Do not decorate your walkway 
or yard with candles or torch 
lights. With a little creativity, 
flashlights can be just as effective 
in creating afestive almosphere. 
• Instruct children to stay away 
from open flames or other heat 
sources. Be sure each child 
knows the Stop, Drop and Roll 
technique in the event their clo- 
thing catches fire. (Stop immedi- 
roll over and over to extinguish 
the flames.) InsUuct children who 
are attending parties at others' 
homes to locate the exits and plan 
how they would get out in an 
emergency. 
• Don't allow children to carry 
candles for lighting' or as part of 
their costume, Provide 
lightweight flashlights for them to 
carry. 
• Planning ahead can help make 
this Hallowe'en a flresafe one. 
For additional information on fire 
and burn prevention, contact he 
Terrace Fire Department a 638- 
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, WHAT'S YOUR 
HURRY, B.C3 
I saw your  picture in the  
paper .  
Now you can keep a copy of that picture forever through anew service 
offer by the TERRACE STANDARD. Come in and browse through our 
news photo file. Repdnts of black and white news photos or the colour 
front page photo are available. Prices will vary depending on size. 
$8 oo 
5x7 reprints .................................................. plus tax 
*Other sizes are also available 
t~C;°me)  d an ce°Ut  ~ xhcatll sourccs.~ .tD°'n°t ately, drop to the ground covering___...1 / /,Jl t i l i i~  - t,(~P)' ~ 4 7 3 4 '  , , 
÷, )r heart \ \  . ,  
It's a celebration of health and ........ ["-- ! ~' l l "  
The Heart and Stroke Founda- ~ ~  , , - -~"~"~"~- -~ ~ ~  L t ~ s Z ~  tion celebrates the lOth annlver- ![~ ........... (~  
sary of the Dance for Heart on - - - "  ~ /  ' 
Nov. 11 at 3 p.m. in the Skeena ~_ , ,  ~ L ~ '  ~ -  
Jr. Secondary School gym. ~ - ~ ~ ~  ~ l l ~  
The aerobic event promotes car- .~- -~ ~-------"1 L_--__._ ' ~ UP TO 
diovascular health and fituess ~ ~ [ 
search and education on Canada's :~!,-,,-'..~?..~:,,:~, ; ~'+;~:~ 3 0 ~l/r. 
number one k i l le r -  heart dis- ~ o m e ~  ~ i "> 0 t ¢ " .: ~3 ~,~ ...,~+ i'i,", ~: ,' '.:' Guaranp, ee 
1 ease and stroke, decisions a re~.~/~ . 24-hour '~:i~::~:,~"~ You can get involved by pick- easier to make :~" v" A L A R M S ' :~1 v¢ ~ :~< : ~ ~ *' ~ ~ ~ ~ ing up a pledge form at the Ter- . ;,,~4~,,+~:~,:;~:,~+~;~,~ - ~ ? ~  ~ ~:~i~ >~:+~+~"~,~ ! race Arena or Aquatic Centre or than  o thers . . . : :  + , . .o . ,o .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  [ 
at any at.e, class. : , : . .  ~ ................ ~ASIC  F'RACTO" CHIRO- POSTURE 
bottle to an incredible warm u p p l e d g e  To mark th  lOth anniversarY,c i t lngsuit :  TheregiftsC°lect°rs frOmwil aWglalsoPOrtablereCeiVebe prizs,Waterex- ~~f']~'~i~.A,~,,,,~jT0 LS ECTerrace 3238 K lum st.CANADAv8G.2N4 'INC' " II ~,~. ,'//~ | ,, . p,F ,~l 2,5 IZ E'.'3pc.TWINsET QUALITY, "° ) 199PEDIC°° EXCELLENCE, 279" , O~ L;XgE 1` I 
i Jl!lll  .OU,', ' . . . :  '249" '329 Show your big heart. Participate +~dl~2 638-024"1 /~ B 
in the Dance for Heart. 2 PC. sE-r I~1"~ 
, For more information, call ~ 
CarolWall at 638-4750. ~-~Ji~~ 2 PC. SET 1"/~ '299 o0 ,~9~ . ,X~, 9~: 
WATCH I jl 
FOR 
I " . . . . . .  , , ; , :  ......... :, .......... 
+-  1 
OPENING SOON 
in the neWTerrace.Keith Ave. 
Mall, 4730 Keith Avenue 
635-4111 
HOTEL/MOTEL OWNERS WELCOME.. 
Choosing to buy 
Furniture & 
Mattresses ' 
anywhere else i s  like 
' choosing to,pay 
: , . . . , ; , ,+ '  .,,L,.,,~,. 
• higher pr~ces,.:.~ 
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC'. M0nday-Wednesday & Saturday: 10 am - 6 pm 
Thursday & Friday: 10 am - 9 pm ~]  ~ r=~ 
Sunday: Closed _ _  
EAI, ES AT 
HOME' 
PLA 
_t Charming -+: I 
• • | 
, , ,  
+ : . :  
,,4 % 
Basement  Ent ry  
Here's a charming basement 
entry that - i s  sure to f i l l  many 
of your family's requirements, 
Up-to-date traditional styling 
graces this practical design...and -" 
at aB overall width of only 
44'-0" it will tit many of today's 
narrower building lots, The ' 
front door is well sheltered 
by an attractive porch, and 
the open staircase leading to 
the main floor enhances the 
roomy feel'of the already large 
foyer. The basement has much 
room for future develop 
-ment...we have suggested 
oneof many possibilities. On 
the main floor, all the rooms 
are very spacious..,and there 
is plenty of closet space, No- 
tice, both bathrooms have win- 
~ "\\ \ \  
DESIGN NO. C-125 Width: 44L0" 
I I !  • • ' Main Floor:  1205 sq. ft .  Depth: 28 .0  
, i~: : : 'Y"~ • Basement Floor:. 772 sq. fL + - - -: 
i o,cK:" L - - -~- - -  :: (not i:ncluding garage) r I I @ " : " 
- - -~  I r u rn~ 1= I L . i . .  "~1;-I tnl|wL~-L~l r |~  
.... o. ~t-~--~ -7 I~t~l " . "  I +;x, , ,  '.L3Tr r '  W-  ,,o,, 9-ox~owo ~OI  ~ ,2ox 2-o I ~ j .,u1" I~ J  
• ~- J  11'132 I . , - - "v ,  , I - -  
o~ . . . . .  ~ FAu,t~ I I C- GA. AOE 
dows, an impor tant  feature 
for  mahy homebuyers. "- "-- "="~'~: i~-~' ;= -- . . . .  Basement Floor .I-'---'--~-'~-:'~'::~ -="~- -~ 
House P--~lans Available Through 
 ¢mlz¢o 
MEMBER OF TIM.BR.MARTS L'TD. 




4805 Davis Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Telephone: 635-5533 Fax: 635-9068 
Office Hours 12 noon to 6 p.m. Daily. Including Saturdays. 
Evenings by appointment 
Pm~ Transbr=, Mortgage=, MoWle Homes, wins, E~. ] " 
P 
_A_ Soci6t6 uonudiunnu Canada Moriga8 e Ir~JP d'hypoth~quas et de logemont and Hottslag Corporation I p l  
Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation will be 
• closing its Terrace Office 
effective October 31, 1992.. 
For enquiries or request for service please contact the 
Prince George Branch Office at 300- 299 Victoria Street, 
Prince George, B.C., V2L 5B8. : 
Our telephone number is 561-5433, fax 561-5444. 
- -  - -  Canad t , 
I I 
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CITY . . /  
;6 MP~ 
) L / 1 0 0 K m  * * 
- . .~  
J¢ " : "  " " ' . I -  " ....... 
. )"  / .  / j  
- ,  
J 
/ / "  
fl t 
h ' ,~ ' J  • i~ ~. 
i tailgate hinges. 
i standardrear 
" step bumper. 
j 
>~ Solid single panel 
?~ L~ • steel door ...... 
2"" " construction. 
:/:/// -" Wheel trim rings. 
• . • j " • • ••  . • • 
Solid steel construction 
. . . .  • ~. . . •• ,2 .  • • • : " 
A lot more than you bargained for. 
these sta. ar  eatures o. the WHAT'  
~ i993 GMC Sonoma and Chevy S-10, i 
MORE:  
i 
then:check into what the competition has 
to offer. : ::. 
And Z 
you get I 
truck comes " : :: GMcThe CheVYsonoma SLEExtendedS lO Tahoe  and i 




i:; : Z!:.:~ :¸II!,:I 
. . . .  McEwan Motors 
1 
.... , i ;. 
i .............. 5, 4941 
.................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ; 
• . . . . . . . . .  . 
i: ~ 
• • : i,i~ J !v  ~ " ) ?~I~L  ~ii ~~I; I !  ~I ~ 
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9 pm- Convoy v Timbermen 
10:30 pm- Okies v Wranglers 
THURSDAY~ OCTOBER 29 
Men's Hockey 
Recreational Division 
10:30 pm-  All Seasons v 
Skeena Hotel 
SATURDAY~ OCTOBER 31 
Men's Hockey 
Recreational Division 
8 pm- All Seasons v Precision 
9:30Pm - Skeena v Back Eddy 
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 1 
Hiking 
SPELUNKING ALERT! The 
Kleanza mine will be the 
destination of a three-mile hike 
with the Terrace Hiking Club. 
Five tunnels are accessible, so 
bring a strong light. Meet at li- 
brary at 9 a.m. 
Men's Hockey 
Oldtimers Division 
9:15 pm- Okies v Convoy 
10:45 pm-  Norm's Auto 
Wranglers v Timbermen 
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 3 
Snowmobiling 
SKEENA VALLEY SNOW- 
MOBILECLUB regular 
monthly meeting, 7:30 p.m. at 
the Coast Inn of the West. 
Men's Hockey 
Recreational Division 
9 pm - Precision v Inn of West 




SHAMES MOUNTAIN SKI 
CLUB sponsoring the showing 
of  ski fdm Carving tl~ While, 
7:30 p.m. at the R.E.M, Lee 
Theatre. Tickets available at 
All Seasons Sports, Sight and 
Sound and the Shames 
Mountain office on LazeUe. 
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 6 
Figure Skating 
'POP CONCERT' ice enter- 
tainment being staged by Ter- 
race Figure Skating Club 4:30- 
5:30 p.m. at the Arena. No ad- 
mission charge, all welcome. 
Bowling 
begins and runs until Sunday. 
Open to four member teams, 
any male-female combination. 
For more information, phone 
635-5911. 
Curling 
OPEN CASHSPIEL gets un- 
delway at Terrace curiling club 
and runs until Sunday. For 
more information phone Kevin 
at 635-5583. 
BADMINTON CLUB plays 
every Tues. and Thurs. 8-10 
p.m. and Sun. 7:30-9:30 p.m. 
at Thomhill Jr. See. school. 
Newcon~ers welcome. Contact 
Diane at 635-3564. 
MEN'S BASKETBALL 
DROP-IN LEAGUE plays 
every Tuesday and Thursday 
evening beginning at 8:30 p.m. 
in the Caledonia gym. For 
more information phone 
Michael Hogg (638-1032). 
ADULT NOON HOUR drop 
in hockey takes place at Arena 
11:45 a.m.- 1 p.m. every Mon., 
Wed. and Fri. Minimum age 
19 years and limited to first 20 
players each day. 
The Terrace Standard of- 
fers Sports Menu as a pub- 
lic service to its readers and 
local sports organizations. 
I f  you have an event 
planned, bring the details 
in and we'll add it to the 
Menu. 
To make the following 
week's paper, submissions 
must be in by 5 p,m. Fri- 
FLYING FORM. One of several Bluebacks to enjoy success at the swim sea- 
son's opening meet in Prince Rupert, David Vanderlee (above) beat all comers in 
the senior boys 100m butterfly on his way to a third place overall finish in his age 
group. Audrey Erb (below) went one better in her 9-10 years division as slae 
picked up two wins and three thirds. The club is looking for even more impressive 
performances when it heads to the Kitimat meet held at the end of next month. 
Bluebacks ease into season 
Jocelyn Coxford, 15, whose weekend haul 
also included a win in the 100m 'fly and three 
thirds, finished third overall in the same 
group. 
Garth Coxford once again proved un- 
stoppable, streaking to a near record-breaking 
34.59 in the 50m 'fly on the way to a five win 
performance and top honours for 11-12 year 
old boys. 
Equally impressive among the junior swim- 
mers was Audrey Erb. 
Delivering on last season's promise, the 10- 
Despite only being back in the water for two 
weeks, Terrace Bluebacks turned in im- 
pressive performances in the Oct. 17-18 
Prince Rupert Invitational swim meet. 
Leading the assault was Aimee Peacock, 14, 
who smashed a pool reeord on her way to a 
four wins/two seconds tally. 
Peacock's record of 37.63 seconds in the 
Senior Girls 50m breast stroke carved more 
than two seconds off the old mark of 40 sec- 
onds even. 
Her other victories came in the 200m indi- 
With the Bluebacks only just back in train- 
ing, he'd not been too concerned with plac- 
ings and times at the Rupert meet. 
Instead, it had been an opportunity for the ' 
new coach to assess his swimmers' techniques 
and skills and establish where there was room 
for improvement. 
As a result, the Eiuebacks are now going to 
be spending more time working on their starts 
and tums, he added. 
Host club Prince Rupert won the meet from 
Kitimat, Terrace and Masset. 
Carlyle pointed out the f'mal points standings 
reflected a decision to limit the number of 
vidual medley, 100m breast stroke and 50m year-old ended the meet with two wins, three 
butterfly where she only just squeezed out seconds and second overall in her age group. 
team mate Jocelyn Coxford by 3/100ths of a David Vanderlee's two wins, three seconds races each Blueback entered. 
'"second, ........................... ' . . . . . . . . . . .  earni~d himthird;overall in:senior boys'while ....... That.was:taken:because, of the.limited pool-- 
Almost as close, but the wrong way, were Jason Kumpolt ook fourth among 9,10 years time they'd had prior to the competition. 
However, things will be quite different when 
they head for Kitimat's meet :in late Novem- 
ber. "We'll be entering as many as possible 
there," Carlyle said. 
Full results on Scoreboard, page C2 and C7. 
Peacock's two runner-up erformanccs where boys. 
she missed out by only 9/100ths'in thd 100m Although the Bluebacks could finish no bet- 
free style and 14/100ths in the S0m free. ter than third in the four team meet, coach 
Peacock was named the meet's top senior Mike Carlyle said he was in no way dis- 
girls competitor, pleased by the result. 
Timbermen cruise to top. spot 
:2' %:: 
£/ ! !  ~ ., , r, 
r l~  
SCORING .THREAT. Bob Cooper (12) unleashes a shot goalward as the Terrace Timbermer' 
once again put Wrangler goalie Rocky Beauvert to the test. Copper and linem ates Harold Cox and 
Dick Shinde accounted for the bulk of the Timbermen's scoring in their 9-3 victory, 
Inspired by their backstop's five minutes. 5:16 
performance, the Wranglers Left unmolested in front, Cox 4. Wranglers - Bogart (Sarsiat, 
Smoley) 7:18 
launched an all-out attack which knocked home a rebound with 5. Timbermen - Bode (O'Brien, el- 
culminated in Smofey's blast to 4:29 to go and in the dying sec- son) 13:19 (pp) 
make it 7-3 with 15 minutes to ends Shinde picked up his second 6. Timbermen Cox (Cooper, 
go. goal and fifth point of the night to Shinde) 16:55 
And an entertaining quarter make the final 9-3. 7. Timbermen . Cooper (Shinde) 
hour it turned out to be with The win gives the Timbermen a 25:35 
skaters on both sides cranking up one point lead in the division with 8. Timbermen - Taylor (unassisted) 
the speed several notches, two games in hand. 26:40 
Effectively smothering Second period 
9. Timbermen - Shinde (Cox) 3:52 
Wrangler attacks as they came GamQ summary  10. Wranglers - Smoley (Gallican0, 
across their blue line, the Tim- 
bermen still had the better Timbermen 9, Wranglers 3. Dunfield) 15:09 
chances in the end-to-end play First period 11. Timbermen - Cox (Shinde, 
1. Wranglers - Sarslat (Meashaw, Cooper) 25:31 
that followed. Turner) 0:12 12. Timbermen - Shinde IMlchaud, 
However, Bcauvert's acrobatics 9 "n,,.~ . . . .  Krause (Casper, 
and a'couple of open misses kept Tavl0r{'2'l"9 ... . .  . . :  - 
the score unchanged until, the:last-/. ~.: ~m'bermen :-,Thytdt (Olson: 
A rampaging offence led by the 
line of Bob Cooper, Harold Cox 
and Dick Shinde catapulted Ter- 
race Timbermen to the top of the 
Oldtimers division in last week's 
recreational hockey league action. 
The trio combined 'for five 
goals and seven assists in a 9-3 
rout of Riverside Auto 
Wranglers, division leaders going 
into the Oct. 21 game. 
Not that the Timbermen didn't 
get an early scare when, with the 
game just 12 seconds old, Dave 
Sarsiat snapped in a Del 
Meashaw pass to give the 
Wranglers first blood. 
But the tide quickly turned, 
Larry Krause equalizing two 
minutes later and the Timberman 
being propelled to the lead when 
John Taylor took a feed off the 
boards to net a five minute 
marker. 
Rob Bogart hauled the 
Wranglers back to their last share 
of the lead with 7:18 gone when 
he pounced on a rebound to tie it 
at two. 
That, however, was all she 
wrote for Riverside. 
With a Wrangler in the box, 
trailer Chris Bode slapped a 
centering pass through Rocky 
Beauvert's pads to give the Tim- 
bermen a lead they would not 
give up. 
Piling on the agony, Cox and 
Cooper both turned on the light 
and Taylor casually deked 
Beauvert to cash in on a 
breakaway and open the gap to 6- 
• 2 by the end of the period. 
The punishment continued into 
the second when Shinde struck 
less than four minutes in for the 
first of his two goals. 
With the Timbermen keeping 
up relentless pressure, it fell to 
goalie Eeauvert to prevent the 
game turning into a massacre. 
At times little short of brilliant, 
he flung himself across the goal 
mouth time and again to snuff out 
scoring chances, including two 
fine saves to negate the Tim- 
bermen's second power play op- 





There's never a good time 
for a team to lose a player to 
injury. 
But the final of a tournament 
is about he worst time for it to 
happen as the Caledonia 
Kermodes senior boys vol- 
leyball squad found out. 
Emerging undefeated from 
the round robin portion of the 
Oct. 17 Vanderhoof competi- 
tion, the Kermodes kept the 
momentum up in the semi- 
finals by blitzing Correlieu 15- 
7, 15-4. 
That set up a championship 
battle with Prince George 
Senior Secondary, a team 
Caledonia had dropped 15-12, 
15-12 in round robin action. . 
In a thriller of a final, the 
Kermodes nuck the first game 
1%15 and appeared set to 
snatch the title from their arch 
rivals. 
Unfortunately, said coach 
Tom Hamakawa, an injury to 
Kurt Muller cost the team 
dearly as Prince George rallied 
to take the next two 15-12 and 
15-10. 
There was some consolation 
for Muller and teammate Chris 
Tomas, however, when both 
were named to the tourna. 
ment's first all-star team. 
Correlieu crushed D.P. Todd 
15-2, 15-6 in the match to 
settle third place. 
The remaining placings were 
College Heights fifth followed 
by Kelly Road, Nechako, Fort 
St. James and Duchess Park 
with Kitimat occupying the 
basement in the 10 team 
tourney. - 
Despite the loss, the 
Kennodes are clearly going to 
be a force to be reckoned with 
at the Nov. 14 zone finals, to  
be hosted by Caledonia this 
year. • , - 
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Fly line is intriguing stuff. 
An angler does not cast a fly: 
pick one up in your hand, even 
a weighted one, and you will 
quickly see why. 
No, it is the weight of the 
line as it is flung rearward that 
loads the rod, and the power of 
the forward cast against that 
weight that enables the angler 
to send his fly out to the fish -- 
or, at any rate, towhere the 
fish are supposed to be 
In olden times lines were 
woven from horse hair: the 
more strands used the stronger 
and heavier the line, obviously. 
Later, silk from the Orient 
was the material of choice for 
line makers and remained so 
until sometime around World 
War 11 when the first synthetic 
lines of plastic and, later, poly 
vinyl chloride were invented. 
Unlike silk lines, the new 
artificial contraptions did not 
soak up water and required no 
dressing. 
By varying the amount of 
PVC upon the core of the line 
manufacturers could easily 
make •lines of all' different 
weights, and since the coating 
material was sopliant only the 
imagination of the engineer 
limited the different kinds 
types of lines that could be 
fabricated. 
The selection of lines is now 
so varied that choosing the 
right line or lines can be a 
daunting experience for the 
novitiate. 
Thus, there are level floating 
lines, good for beginners, 
anglers on a tight budget and 
those who only venture forth 
on windless days. 
There are floating lines with 
more weight on the forward 
end, spin-offs from the sport of colours. 
tournament or distance casting, My friend, veteran angler 
ideal for those who figure the Bob Taylor, since he has 
fish are always on the far side fished many more years than I, 
of the river, and for show boat had an even greater celleetion. 
fishermen who like to dazzle Unlike me. Bob is a real 
their peers, craftsman who builds beautiful 
There are floating lines flies, cane rods with delicate 
tapered at both ends, easily the silk wraps that are almost in- 
most pleasurable to" fish, and visible, and lately, fiylines. 
capable of the most delicate Bob likes to refine. Intrigued 
presentation i  skilled hands, by the exploits of a British At- 
And if all this were not lantie Salmon fisherman 
enough, the same profiles are named George Grant who 
available in ve~ions that sink reputedly made casts the 
at all sorts of rates: some go length of a soccer pitch using 
down like anvils, others like his "Grant Vibration' cane rod 
rocks, still others at the same and a hybrid silk line, Bob be- 
rate as a water logged cigarette gun censtrueting his own 
butt, and a fairly recent devel- tapers by sewing different 
opment are lines with a lengths and weights of line to- 
uniform sink rate: that is, lines gether. 
whose bellies do not sink Taylor accomplishes this 
quicker that their tip and vice tedious task by determining the 
diameter of the line sections versa. 
Wheu you add to this arsenal with a micrometer. Then he 
lines with sinking tips, tips of sews the chunks together with 
five, ten, fifteen, twenty or needle and thread and coats the 
thirty feet attached to a floating splices with pliobond. The 
running line in all the resulting joints are so smooth 
aforementioned profiles, things and well made they run 
start to get far too complex, through the guides without a 
Most of us have spent wads hitch. 
of money experimenting with After putting together a hum- 
various lines-- if you're inter- her of prototypes, Bob con- 
ested I have a large drawer full vineexl the 3M corporation, the 
of them in a spectrum of largest and best manufacturers 
,SCORE BOARD 
8- Kimberley Johnson 
BOYS 100m FREE (Seniors) 
1- Sandy Geddes (PR) 
2- David Vanderlee (T) 
13- Seth Downs ('I") 
14- Jamle Kerman ('I) 
15- D....MacCormae (T) 
16- D....MacCormae (1") 
Swimming 
Prince Rupert Invitational 
Terrace swimmers marked in bold. 
Other teams are Prince Rupert (PR), 
Kitiraat (I0 and Masset (M). 
GIRLS 50m FREE (7-8 Ws) 
of flyline in the world, that 
there was a future in a line 
tapering from butt to tip over 
its entire length. The line 
makers at 3M put together 
some lines according to Bob's 
specifications whereupon Bob 
gent them to some decent 
casters for field tests. 
My Taylor Single Taper 
Floating line came in the mail 
recently. I opened the package 
like a kid at Christmas, wound 
it on an empty reel and took it 
out to the river. At first my 
casts did not unfurl as they 
should, but once I had adjusted 
my timing to accommodate for 
the line, they began sailing out 
over the water in graceful 
loops. 
At the end of my first field 
trial, I am convinced Bob is 
really on to something. His 
line lands softly since the for- 
ward end tapers to such a fine 
diameter. I was also able to 
make longer casts than ever 
before, 
The line seems to perform 
better and better with more line 
through the guides, which 
should be a real boon to 
anglers fishing big rods on big 
rivers. 
Finally, the whole idea era  
single taper will make it pos- 
sible for the angler to fish a 
number of rods with differing 
weights with only one line. 
I cast my single taper on 
everything form a 7 weight, 
one-handed rod to a fifteen 
foot, ten weight. 
Once perfected Bob's line 
will make life simpler and 
more pleasurable for the 
flyfisherman. 
Getting your sport's results on to the 
SCOREBOARD is easy. Just fax them to 638-8432, 
phone Malcolm at 638-7283 or drop them off at the 
office at 4647 Lazelle weekdays between 8 a.m. and 5 
p.m. This space is all yours! 
(T) 1:25.73 2- Chri~ Kerman ('I) 1:2735 
3. Kevin Andolfatto 03 1:30.38 
59.46 8- lan MacCormac 03 1:44.64 
1:01.54 GIRLS loom BACK (Seniors) 
1:16.69 1- Ted McKenzh 03 1:15.63 
1:18.12 BOYS 100m BACK(Seniors) 
1:18.89 1- David Vanderlee (T) 1:09.52 
1:20.53 7- Daniel MacC0rmac . (T) 1:25.84 
I- Staev Bar,el (K) 
h5 
3'~=...Dealed P~qei's..'.: : .  (T) 
BOYS 50mFREB (7-8 yrs) 
1- ~ R. Shearer (PR) 
GIRLS 50m FREE (9-10 ym) 
I- Lindsay Bby (PR) 
2- Audrey Erb ('1') 
7- Randee Armstron 8 (I') 
14- Jennifer Kester (T) 
BOYS 50m FREE (9-10 yrs) 
1- Mareinkiewicz (PR) 
4- Tristan Brofvn (T) 
5- Jason Kumpoit (T) 
6- lan Taylor (T) 
7- Bryan Palahlcky ('1') " 
12- Steven Parr ('13 
14- Michael Todd 09 
GIRLS 100 FREE (11-12 yrs) 
1- I~rsten Eby (PR) 
8- Marina Checkley (T) 
15- Jamle Striker 03 
17- Stacey Parr 03 
19- Stucey Pritchard 03 
21- Marcle PHtehard 
BOYS 100m FREE (Ii-12 yrs) 
1- Garth Coxford 
5- Kevin Andolfatto 
7- Chris Kerman 
10- lan MacCormae 
GIRLS 100m FREE (Seniors) 
1- A. Bedard 
2.- Ahnee Peacock 
3. Jocelyn Coxford 
4- Tori McKenzle 
43.91 
41 50 , - -Y '7-8 " '~o4  .; T GIRLS50mt"L, ~ yrs} . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ~:"~ ~:,'  -9 .~ J~mleKe~an " , . 
5"6"89 ' "1- J e,~,[e.King ~R) I '52.41: ~ ~ 1~,, :Dylan Ma~or~mac '
. . . . .  "i" BOYS 50m FLY (7.8 yrs) 


























GIRLS 50m FLY (9-10 yrs) 
1- Audrey Erb ('I') 
BOYS 50m FLY (9-10 yrs) 
1- Marclnkiewicz (PR) 
3- Jason Kumpolt (I") 
GIRLS 50m FLY (11-12 yrs) 
1- Kirsten Eby (PR) 
7- Marina Cheddey (T) 
12- Stacey Parr  OF) 
BOYS 50m FLY (11-12 yrs) 
1- Garth Coxrord 
GIRLS 50m FLY (Seniors) 
1- Aimee Peacock 00 
2- Jocelyn Coxford (T) 
BOYS 50m FLY (Seniors) 
1- J. Stamhnis (PR) 
GIRLS 25m BACK (7-8 yrs) 
1- M. Bennett (PR) 
2- Amanda Hunter OF) 
6- Desiree Peters O0 
BOYS 25m BACK (7-8 yrs) 
1- James Hawoo (K) 
GIRLS 100m BACK (9-10 yrs) 
1- Lindsay Eby (PR) 
BOYS 1OOm BACK (9-10 yrs) 
1- Marcinkiewicg (PR) 
GIRLS 1OOm BACK (11-12 yrs) 
i- Kirsten Eby (PR) 
BOYS loom BACK (11-12yrs) 
1- Garth Coxford OF) 
Ministry of 
Transportation and Highways 




NOVEMBER lOth  .. .... - 
5 :00  p in to  8 :00  pm ~ : ~. ....... 
4837 Keith Avenue ~i!ili,::: 
rvwVe., -- i : :  
the many phases ~:~ ii:i :! 
of Highways. : :!~, 






















GIRLS 50m BREAST (7-8 yrs) 
1- Stacy Bar,el (K) 57.73 
BOYS 50m BREAST (7-8 yrs) 
1- R. Shearer (PR) 1:00.25 
GIRLS 50m BREAST (9-10 yrs) 
1- Lindsay Eby (Pit) 45.02 
2- Audrey Erb (T) 47.42 
8- Randea Armstrong (13 1:07.45 
9- Jennifer Keater (3") 1:30.05 
BOYS 50m BREAST (9-10 yrs )  
1- TJ Yager (PR) 53.45 
2- Jason Kumpolt (T) 59.44 
3- Inn Taylor (T) 1:00.40 
5- Tristan Brown (T) 1:03.45 
7- Mlkael Jensen 03 1:10.69 
GIRLS 50m BREAST (11-12 yrs) (Pool record) 
' 1-  C. Young (K) 39.02 
4- Marina Checkley 03 49.45 
9- Stacey Parr 03 55.26 
10- Jamle Striker 03 59.46 
12- Marcle Pdtehard 03 1:00.67 
BOYS 50m BREAST (11-12 yrs) 
1- Tyler Bellis (M) 43.99 
GIRLS 50m BREAST (Seniors)(Pool record) 
1- Ahnee Peacock 0D 37.63 
6- Kimberley Johnson 03 53.42 
BOYS 50m BREAST (Seniors) (Pool record) 
1- J. Stamhuis (PR) 35.00 
11- Seth Downs 0D 46.93 
• Cont'd on page C7 
. . .  , * *  ~*%**%%, ,  
~ ca~ ,~ a''~'y 
• .  : : :  
. -7  
PRICES CUT 
ON ALL USED 
CARS & TRUCKS 
BOTTOM L INE  EVENT 
"92 CLEAROUT 
Colt E HB 
5wSa~]~ ;65 
Now .................. $ 7 ~  
Duster 
V6, A /C  Sfl<. #1591 
Was$15500 $-I~ Of Wt~ 
Now .............. 
Sundance 
A/C-Stereo Stk. #1552 
Was$14,340 $-t i  e)l'][ ~ 
Now .............. " JL JL / /UU 
Sundance 
A/C  Cruise Stk. #1549 
Was$14,610 $11 I~1~ ~lI' 
Now .............. -LXl~:~a 
Sundance. 
A/C Cruise Stk. # 1512 
Was $15,015 $ . le t /1t  e'Wb 
Now .............. 
Shadow 
A/C - Stereo, Stk. #1556 
Was$14,610 $1"1001~ 
Now .............. ~ . I L JL /~ 
Stealth ES 
Stk. #1550 
Was $30,711 $e~.] ~ 1~!' 
Now .............. z.,~ I..~, , ,, 
Lebaron LX Coupe 
Stk.#1589 
Was $23,750 $O(I I~.J]PI' 
Now .............. ~.=up. ,~ 
Spirit 
A/C  Cruise, Stk#1507 
Was $~7,210 $1a 'llffq' 
Now .............. * JLq~lU"  
Spirit ES 
Loaded, Stk. #1519 
Was $22,0oo 
Now ..............  18,7  
Dynas~ LE :i 
was$2442s ~ 19R* 
Now .............. ~,.u/.=. • u, 
Daytona IROC 
Stk. #1530 Loaded 
Was $22,995 Selfl A/-~g. 
Now...., ......... 50.J/q[UD 
Voyager LE 
Loaded, St1<. #1545 




Was$26,519 ~ 110* 
Now .............. "Z~f£J .~" 
GR Voyager 
7 Pass., Stk. #1554 
Was $26,24o $ ,~ 
i Now .............. ~r.f.r-x~ 
GR Voyager AWD 
STk.#1573 
Was $26,375 $9'~ LY'/~* 




Auto 4, Loaded, All 
Power a/c,  Stk. #1501 
Was $30,010 $9K k" lN*  
Now .............. z.a.,t.,J.u 
3/4 Diesel 4x4 
Loaded, all power  a/c,  
5 Spd. Stk. #1508 
Was $29,010 $9~ k '1 f~ 
Now .............. z.~ro,atu 
Dakota Magnum 
Loaded, Trailer hitch, 
a/c, v/8 magnum, auto 
4 Stl<. #1515 
Was $20,315 frm ~ ~,6  
Now .............. "£ / / ?~J '&  
Dakota 4x4 
a/c  -LE Stk. #1538 
Was $21,540 frn o oan~4b 
Now .............. ~£OIOSLU" 
91 Ford Explorer 4x4 
Loaded, XLT Lariat, A/C, 
Cruise, Tilt, Pwr 
Windows 
Wa,$=,995  20,995 NOW ................ 
90 Ford Supercab 
4x2 Loaded, XLT Lariat, 
/~/C Pwr Windows, Pwr 
Locks 
Was $16,500 $13 ,995  
Now ................ 
89 Pontiac Firefly 
Only 50,000 kms 
Was $4,995 SA e).Q~ 
Now ................... "W.-,.I~., 
88 Toyota Tercel 
Was $6,995 $c  01"~ 
Now ................... 
88 4 Runner SItS 
Loaded, Pwr Windows, 
Pwr Locks, Only 45,000 
kms. 
Was $14,995 
Now ................  13,995 
88 4 Runner SR5 
Cassette, Sunroof, 82,500 
kms 
Was $13,995 $..I et ¢I~'11e 
Now ................ " . l~.y~O 
88 Ford F150 
Canop3¢ 58,000 kms 
Was $8,995 $~ ew~ 
Now ................... /15mJ~ 
87 Camaro 
83,000 kms 
Was $6845 Sr-rw~e._ 
Now .................... O ' J~  
86 Ford Tempo 
4 Dr., 5 spd,, Stereo, 
Was $3,995 ~ s 'u~ 
Now from ......... " ,~ ,~ 
~'Toygta. M!t21 ;, ~,,: 
Was $7,995 $~ cw~e 
Now ................... U~Srff~ 
85 Renault Alliance 
Auto, 68,OO0 kms 
Was $1,895 ~ 
Now ................... "Jl~OtM 
85 Nissan Sentra 
2 Dr., Hatchback 
Was $4,995 $,., evt~ 
Now ..... ~ ............. Ol~eJ~ 
84 V.W. Rabbit 
WasU,~-  $eS/IN~ 
Now ................... , ( -~ J  
83 Dodge Aries 
4Dr. 
Was $2,495 
Now ................... %895 
82 GMC Pickup 
Diesel 
Was $1,895 $1 ~t '~ 
Now ................... t t i .~o 
82 Escort 
4Dr. 
Was $2,495 frl 13~le 
Now ................... a. fTJO 
81 Bronco 4x4 
Auto 
Was $4,99S Set ¢w~e- 
Now ................... o l~rJD 
81 Honda Accord 
4Dr. 
Was $1,495 ~ fa~ _e'¢~ 
Now ....................... "~U 
80 GMC 1 Ton 
Canop3~ Auto 
Camper Special 
Was $4,995 $~ ~v-  
Now ................  D//~D 
79 New Yorker 
Was $1,495 
Now ...................... $q~)5 
77 Datsun  280Z 
Sport 
Was $4,995 Set ¢wIP- 
Now ................... Of~rffD 




4916 Hwy. 16 West 
635 7187 Dlr. No, ~958 i :, .. 
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RUGBY 
Top spot still elusive 
Time to 
cash in 
By DAVID HULL 
Always the bridesmaid, never 
the bride -- that's the story of the 
Terrace Northmen over the past 
decade of playing in the Ab- 
botsford Gobbler Thanksgiving 
weekend rugby tournament. 
Over that period, the Northmen 
have earned the dubious honour 
of placing second five times and 
third twice. 
This year, they fielded one of 
their strongest teams ever both in 
ability and numbers. 
With only a few of the regular 
team members unable to make 
the trip, coach Mike McCuish and 
captain Ernie'Dusdal had a roster 
of 26 available. 
Following a two month break at 
the end of the Northcoagt Rugby 
Union league regula r season, the 
Northmen went into intensive 
training at the beginning of Sep- 
tember. 
Under the critical eye" of 
McCuish,' they were driven hard 
right up to the final practice prior 
to heading south. 
Arriving in Abbotsford, they 
found themselves facing one of 
the toughest Gobblers in years 
with teams from Alberta, Wash- 
ington State, Oregon and B.C. 
The first match set the tone for 
a weekend during which stingy 
defence would be their strong suit 
in the quest o be '92 Cranberry 
Cup third division champions. 
Royal Roads Military College 
from Vancouver Island were the 
first opponents. Despite being 'fit 
as .a fiddle' from" military dis- 
cipline'~ and exercise, the military 
boys were crushed 20-0 by the 
Northmen. 
(Are fiddles really fit? They 
seem to have a profile like a 
retired prop forward.) 
The Northmen drew on the 
strength of many'veterans players 
in the match including Ernie Dus- 
dal and Willie McCleary who 
scored a try apiece. 
Adding another .was Doug Wil- 
son who had a very strong tourna- 
ment at centre ven after a Satur- 
day match left him with a badly 
swollen hand. 
i The final~:sco.re o f  the game 
came after a'trcmeaddus effort by 
r all Noi-tlmieh ~h .the 'fiidd' cul- 
minated with the Kiwi Blur, the 
'Rocket from Down Under' Jeff 
Schultz going over for the try. 
Teams from as far away l 
Prince George are expected to ! converge on the Terrace curl- ing club next weekend for the 
'92 Cash Spiel . . . .  : 
The attraction will be chance 
to sweep up a share of the 
more than $7,000 of cash and 
prizes that will be up for grabs 
atthe Nox,; 6-8 event. 
' TOp prize in the double 
knockout format men's spiel 
will be worth $2,000, half that 
in cash while having its entry 
into the Smithers Super Cash 
will account for the remainder. 
And with more than $60,000 
in cash and prizes on the line at 
the Smithers event, that entry 
could end up leading to a lot 
more moolah. ' 
The Terrace men's spiel is 
limited to 16 teams. The entry 
fee is $280 with a $100 deposit 
• being due by Tuesday, Nov. 3. 
Assuming a full 16 team 
turnout, the top eight teams 
will pick up cash ranging from 
$1,200 for the runner-up to 
$200 for fifth through eighth. 
The consolation winner will 
take home $400 and the 
runner-up $250. 
Play gets under way at 7 p.m. 
Friday, Nov. 6 with the f'mals 
"set.  fo r  Sunday 'afternoon. 
• There will also be a dinner for 
the  curlers Saturday evening. 
Also planned for the same 
;weekend is a ladies cash 
:which, based on a six team 
entry,: will offer a total of 
$2,000. Entry fee here is $200, 
, * * * * 
Curling may have been 
dropped from by Kitimat's '93 
B'C, Winter Games organizers, 
but junior rinks wili still get a 
:chanceto shoot for gold. 
Arrangements have., been 
made for the Junior curlers 
~event o be held in Mission. 
Northwest zone playdowns 
will take place at the Terrace~ 




4929 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
635-6151 
LUCKY DOLLAR B INGO 
NOVEMBER 1992 PALACE NOVEMBER 1992 
Parents 
Coalition 






















Sat. Afternoon Games Doors 11:30 a.m. 
Evening Games Doors 4:30 p.m. 
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. 
T.V. MONITORS 
2 t 5 Terrace747Air 6 .,g Bo,. 7 Theatre & Big Sisters 
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Terrace Carpet Centre 




AtKAL@TIRE = = " " . . . . . . . . .  
~_~.~ ,~ ENTERTAINING IN YOUR HOME OR 
~~' luncheonorpar ty .  
 'nterWorr, s iPll, Callourofflceforacompletepricelist. Nojobistosmall. 
......... Creative' Optwns  Inc. 
~;t , ~ \ ; '  Contact Linda Pelletier at 635-7887 ; 
::~:,:~ ,~,~ :~:~=,~ ....'~:~ '~ ~ ~, ~ ~:,;, ':~i~l:~i!iil~!~l!!~li~i~:l!:ii'i;!!~l '!%l:~:i ?l~i~!lLL) i  
semi-final. 
In the opinion of many at the 
awards ceremony and social at 
the end of the tournament, that 
next game agai.nst Pocomo of  
Port Coquitlam was the true 
tournament final, pitting the two 
best Cranberry division teams 
against each other. 
The Holrthmen found them- 
selves restricted to three points on 
a Willie McCleary penalty kick 
while the Pocomo squad pro- 
duccd a converted try and penalty 
for a 10-3 victory. 
Pocomo went on to capture the 
Cup by swatting the Prince 
George Gnats in the f'mal, a team 
the Northmen have beaten handi- 
defenders for his t ry . .  . day morning. 
Ones again, the kicking team oz • " Proving the first trouncing was 
McClear and Wilson were un . . . . .  .... Y . . . . . . . . . . .  ~. .~no uuKe, the Northmen roiled 
able to make the conversions ~' . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  , , ............ ~.._.,:  . ,~ over me l, toyal KOd~hts 1O-ll:~ 
Saturday's final game was a 
must-win one for the Northmen if only try, Willie McCicary got the 
they were to advance to the fol- convert and later added a penalty 
lowing day's championship ool 
ly in each of the last four year's 
meetings. 
' '" Comm'ehtiilg 6ti~th~ Terrace f- 
fort, Mi~Cuish 'and:Dasdai ,pro- 
Doug Wilson scored the game's nounced themsdves wall pleased 
and credited the team with put- 
ting up one of the Northmen's 
as Terrace earned a berth in the 
Jeff Schultz 
With place kicking not making 
such a strong showing in this 
game, all four tries went un- 
converted. 
With the new laws of rugby 
having only come into effect 
Sept. 1, there was some confusion 
at times. 
Scoring has been changed so a 
try is now worth five points in- 
stead of four• Conversions con- 
tinue to count for' two and 
penalties three. 
That, combined with rule 
changes regarding, penalties, 
means a lot of place kicking for 
points has been removed from the 
game and much more emphasis 
placed on running the ball in for a 
try. 
The Northman's next victims 
were Samish Bay from Washing- 
ton State. 
In a hard fought battle, the boys 
from the bay could score nary a 
• point while the Northmen racked 
up two tries. 
The highlight of the game saw 
grizzled veteran J.P. (John) Dodd 
sprint an incred~le distance to 
score the game's first try. 
There was some considerable 
post-game discussion as to just 
how far the sprint had been. Final 
figures put it somewhere between 
50 metres (J.P) and 20 metres 
(most everyone rise)• 
Putting the cap. on the scoring 
was rookie sensation Arnie Pel- 
ietier who broke through two Bay 
action. 
The opponents were the Nelson 
Grizzlies and they too proved un- 
able to cross the Northmen's line. 
Terrace tries came from Doug 
Wilson, after some very good ball 
handling among the backs, 
'Rocket' Schultz's goal line 
plunge and 'Turbo Boost' Pel- 
letier's charge through the 
Grizzlies' back field. 
Willie MeCleary rounded out a 
19 point Northmen tally with an 
on target penalty kick. 
Owing to a very strange quirk 
of round robin results and scoring 
totals, the Northmen again found 
themselves facing Canada's fu- 
ture military men first thing Sun- 
best tournament performances in 
years. 
The Horthmen now take the 
winter off to recover ~rom what's 
been a busy year. 
Tentative plans for '93 include 
heading for Hawaii and the 
World Invitational Rugby tourna- 
ment. 
First up, however, is the 
Nodhmen's annual awards dinner 
and dance to be held Saturday, 
Nov. 14 at the Elks Hall. 
All former players, friends, fans 
and those who appreciate a really 
good time are invited to come. 
Information a~td ticke~ can be 
obtained from David D. Hull at 
638-1327 or Justin 'Bob Hope' 
Rigsby at 638-1716, 
The Northmen wish to thank all 
the fans and ~ends:~vh.o have 
supported them and, lhe,,wofld's 
last great amateur sport through, 
out 1992 and look forward to 
even bigger and be/tar in '93. 
SEE US FIRST! 
Our Prices Include our 
exclusive Customer 
Proteclion Policy. 




TURBO CHARGED. Northmen rookie Arnle Pelletier put ms speuu ¢u 9uuu uo~ 
rugby tournament in Abbotsford, twice going over for the try as the Terrace team marched'to-the 
semi-finals. Pelletier's breakaways (above) proved a headache for northwestern rivals all season. 
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Instore Stock, Reg. ,19.99 ....... 5 0 %  o f f  
Men's 
Plain Shaker Sweater 




40-60-100 Watt, Reg. 2.79 .................... 
Dream Shape Foam 
Mattress 
Cushions - convoluted 
Twin, Reg. 15.99 ............................. 
Cushions - convoluted 
Double, Reg. 19.99 ......................... 
Cushions - convoluted 







Boxed Briefs ~/~ 
~0,0~ ........... i ......................... . . ,00  
ALL WINTER 
JACKETS & COATS 
FOR MEN, LADLES, CHILDREN 
Manufacturers 
Clearance 
Panty Hose 1.29  
Reg. value up to 5.00 ................................. 
Ladies 
Sweaters 12 99 
Instore Stock, Reg. 19.99 ...................... • 
Special Purchase 
1st Quality Area 
Rug Clearouts 1~.99  
Large selection of colors & Patterns.. ... = ==- 
F rench  White ~)(~lt.tln:~ 
3 piece set, Reg. 37.99 ......................... ~ '  
2.5L Open Oval ~ 5 
Casserole .............................................. .99 
1.6L Round Covered 99 
Casserole, Re.q, 23,99 .......................... • 
Pyrex 1L 
Liquid Measure 
Reg. 7,99 ............................. ..... 3.99 
Pyrex 500mL 
Liquid Measure 3 49  
Reg, 6,97 .................................. • .., 
Pie Plate .................. 6 99  
1.5 Litre, 2mL Pack, • 
,ii~ i¸ 
~ i I 
Boxed 
Cook ies  
4COg Assor ted ,  Reg.  3 .19  
1.99  
Al l  
Cougar  Boots  
Womens  & Youths  
30% of f  
• [ :  :~ 
! : 
RESERVE THE RIGHT 
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES 
SORRY NO RAIN CHECKS 
HOURS!  
Monday & Tuesday 9:30-6:00 
~/ed., Thurs., & Fri. 9:30-9:00 
Saturday 9:00-6:00 
11:00-5:00 Sunday 
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Mountain readies for 
newseason on slopes 
With Snow already falling on the mountain, Ski Smithers taff 
are busy preparing for the '92-'93 season on Hudson Bay 
Mountain. 
Opening day is set for Saturday, Nov. 20 and will feature the 
mountain's first luge clinic. 
Skiers will find a few new things waiting for them when they 
arrive including a 60 seat expansion to the Upper Chalet and 
several new ticket wickets. 
The Green T expansion of last season has been completed 
with gravelling and ditching along the road and turnaround. 
And, for tree skiers, an extensive clean-up has started between 
Chapman's Challenge and Alpenhorn. 
Events planned for the season include the Winterfest celebra- 
tion, Masters Alpine series in February and March's Schuss 
Boomer. 
The Kids Kamps will again be staged during the Christmas 
Week and pre-registrstion will once more be required. 
The ski school will' also be up and running once the mountain 
opens, offering a variety of programs for skiers of all ability 
levels. 
And ther¢'ll be lots happening during National Ski Week in 
January. 
For more information on any of the above, contact Ski 
Smithers at 847-2058. 
Masters entry cut 
Any local Masters Basketball 
team vying for a spot in next 
year's B.C. "Winter Games is 
going to face more opposition 
than usual, 
That's because a lack of gym- 
nasium space in host community 
Kitimat has forced Basketball 
B.C. to halve the number of 
teams taking part in the competi- 
tion. 
As a result, teams from both the 
northwest's Zone 7 .(Prince 
Rupert to Vanderhoof) and its 
neighbouring zone )Fort St. John 
to Quesnel) will have to play off. 
for a bcrth in the men's and 
women's divisions. 
Normally, each zone would 
have its own representative in 
both competitions. 
Tracey Robertson, program co- 
ordinator for Basket B.C., said 
the organization will select the 
venue for the two-zone 
playdowns based on the number 
of teams entered and where they 
are from. 
Although the Winter Games of- 
fice picks up the tab for travel 
and accommodation at the Games 
themselves, Robertson pointed 
out teams will have to pay their 
own way to the playdowns. 
That will include the cost of 
hiring referees, he added. 
Basketball B.C. can help put 
people in touch with qualified 
referees. 
She also reminded interested 
teams they must register with 
Basketball B.C. before Friday, 
Nov. 13 if they want to have a 
shot at a Games berth. 
Men must be 35 years old by 
Jan. 1, 1993 and women 30 by 
the same date to qualify for 
Masters competition. 






SEVENTY-TWO HOURSI  
That's all the time you have left 
if you want to take a shot at 
qualifying for the 1993 Northern 
B.C. Winter Games, being held 
Feb. 4-7 in Quesnei. 
That's because the deadline for 
entering zone playdowns is this 
Saturday, Oct. 31, says local co- 
ordinator Steve Scott. 
Individuals or teams wanting to 
get in on the action can contact 
Scott at 638-4750 during the day 
or 635-5719 evenings. 
Pointing out most zone playoffs 
have to be completed by Dec. 13, 
he said dates and locations would 
be finalized early next month. 
Skiing events and basketball 
have until Jan. 10, 1993 to settle 





resentatives will be. I " 
Below, details regarding the 27 . :~ " . " 
sports to be played atthe Quesne[-~j[, 2~:i~.~..~.~i "}i: : '~ ;' ~ ~ mm~'~ll~'~ " /~:.~.,~ ~,, ~ '  
Badminton - There are five I " : i : 
categories here: youth (12-15 ! 
yrs), seniors, (16-18), adult (19+), [ i. 
senior men s (40+) and senior ; 
ladies (35+). -.:. !-":, i, 
Masters basketball -- Men's : } :• 
(35+) and women's (30+). 
Basketball Grade 8 -- boys' 
and girls'. 
Bowling-- mixed doubles in 
junior (13-15) and senior (16-18), 
two men-two women teams in 
adult (19-54) and golden-ager 
(55+) 
Chess -- cadets (unrated, 12- 
15), juniors (unrated, 16-18), 
seniors (rated and unrated) 
Cribbage -- youth (14-16), 
adult (19-54) and seniors (55+) 
Curling -- junior (12-18) g!rls 
and boys, adult mixed (19+) 
Darts -- men's and ladies' 
singles and doubles, mixed. 
Figure skating -- precision 
teams and singles. 
Gymnastics -- divisional A and 
B, provincial B in midgets, argos, 
tyros and open. 
Minor Hockey -- bantam house 
(14-15) 
Oldtlmers hockey - men (35+) 
Women's hockey .. senior 
ladies (13+) 
Marksmanship (Air Pistol) -- 
junior (13-18), open (19=) 
Marksmanship (Air rifle) -. 
junior (13-18), open (19+) 
Mariesmanship (binthlon) -- 
junior (13-15 and 16-19), open 
(20+) 
Marksmanship (black pow- 
der) ..junior (13-18), open (!9+) 
Marksmanship (sport rifle) -- 
junior (13-18), open (19+) 
Martial arts (Karate, Kung 
Fu, Tae Kwon Do) -- Kata in 
juniors (10-13,14-17) and adults 
(18+); Kumite in junior (11- 
12,13-15,16-17) and adults (18+, 
It. and hvy. weight divisions) 
Indoor soccer -- men's (19+), 
women's (19+) and youth (12-14, 
boys and girls) 
.Alpine skiing, giant slalom - 
junior (12-14), intermediate (15- 
18) and seniors (19+) 
Cress country skiing -- seven 
age groups from 10 yrs up and 
Special Olympics (19+). 
Special Olympics bowling-- 
19+ co-ed team of five 
Swimming-- youth (11+), Spe- 
cial Olympics (19+) and masters 
2vo+) 
olleyball -- adult mixed, 
(19+) 
Water polo -- mixed (12+). 
Dog sled raring -- dem0nsua- 
tion sport. 
/.~ :,Tn c.e.labrate Kroehler's 99th year in business 
~e're offering you a Special Designer 
~n- seven styles, 50 fabrics- nothing 
i : . .  .... priced overS1,099. Matching Ioveseats and 
chairs are available at further savings! 
.... PLUS! : "  ~ ,:!" :"~ 
These special prices apply to any 
=,~,,~i~l customer orders on Kroehler 
pholstery ordered by Oct. 31st. 
Orders will have special rush 
status; Delivery by Dec. 92. 
•,F  
I 
qlTURE & APPLIANCE LTD. ] 
Since 1963 ] 
• 4501 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 638-1158 
On the line 
Signed, sealed and delivered is Terrace Mayor Jack Talstra's 
signature on the official city proclamation declaring that this is 
Small Business Week. It recognizes small businesses which 
are increasingly taking a vital role in the growth of the econo- 
my and labour force. With Mr. Talstra is Paul Williams from 
the local office of the Federal Business Development Bank 
and Bobble Phillips, the manager of the Terrace and Dlsl~ict 
Chamber ol Commerce. 
: :" : /~£)i!: 
• u 
i 
~ = " : ; :  
. . . . .  }g,~} 
:~:ri :)  
: ; ' . i} :  ~:T  Made In- Canada : ~ - -i,,: ,~  
J - ; . , -  
Sale Hours 
Mon. thru Thurs ...... :)p,m. 
Friday ................................... ~9'.00 a,m. to 9:00 p.m. 
Saturday ............. ., ..... . .......... 9:00 a.m, to 6'.00 p.m. 
S eboard 
GIRLS 100m IM (7-8 yrs) 
1- Jessie King (PR) 1.49.55 
6- Amanda Hunter (T) 2:03,04 
BOYS loom IM (7-8 yrs) 
1- R. Shearer (PR) 1:49.26 
GIRLS 100m IM (9-10 yrs) 
1- Lindsay Eby (PR) 1:30.02 
BOYS 100m IM (9-10 yrs) 
1- Mareinkiewicz (PR) 1:27,73 
4- Jason Kumpolt (T) 2:00.44 
GIRLS 200m IM (11-12 yrs) 
I- Kirsten Eby (PR) 2:47.88 
BOYS 200m IM (11-12 yrs) 
1- Marcinkiewicz (PR) 3:05.59 1- 
5- Chris Kerman (T) 3:18.04 5- 
GIRLS 2oom IM (Seniors) 10- 
" 1- Ahnee Peacock CI'} 2:38,85 16- 
BOYS 200m IM (Seniors) 
1- J. Stamhuis (PR) 2:26,89 
5- Jamle Kerman (T) 3:05.18 
GIRLS 25m FLY (7-8 yrs) 
i- J, Horwood (K) 24.93 
BOYS 25 FLY (7-8 yrs) 
1- James Hawco (K) 
BOYS25m FLY (9-10 yrs) 
1- A; Stamhuis (PR) 1:46.88 
OIRLS 100re'FLY (11-12 yrs) 
1- C.,Young (K) 1:23.31 
BOYS 100m FLY (11-12 yrs) 
1- Marcinidewicz (PR) 1:31,52 
GIRLS 100m FLY (Seniors) 
1- Jocelyn Coxford CI')  1:14,85 
BoYS loom FLY (Seniors) 
1- David Vanderlee (T) 1:06,27 
GIRLS 50m BACK (7-8 yrs) 
1- M, Bennett (PR) 
3. Amanda Hunter (T) 
BOYS 50m BACK (7-8 yrs) 
1- R. Shearer (PR) 
GIRLS 50m BACK (9-10 yrs) 
1- Lindsay Eby (PR) 
2- Audrey Erb (1") 
7- Randee Armstrong (T) 
12- Jennifer Kester (T) 
BOYS 50m BACK (9-10 yrs) 
i- Marcinkiewicz (PR) 
4- Tristan Brown (T) 
6- Jason Kumpolt (T) 
7- Mikael Jensen (r) 
9- Michael Todd (T) 
10- Steven Parr ('I) 1:05.17 
GIRLS 50m BACK (11-12 yrs) (Pool record) 
Kirsten Eby (PR) 34.67 
Marina Checkley (I") 42.96 
S tacey Parr ('13 46.65 
S tacey Pritchard (T) 57.29 
17- Marcle Prltchard (T) 58.62 
BOYS 50m BACK (11-12 yrs) 
1- Tyler Belles 
5- Ian MacCormac 
GIRLS 50m BACK (Senior) 
1- A, Besttie 





BOYS 50m BACK (Senior) (Pool record) 
1- Sandy Geddes (PR) 31.88 
2- David Vanderlee (T) 32.94 
8- Daniel MacCormac (T) 39.39 
13- Seth Downs ('][3 43.61 
14- George Joseph (10 44.83 
15- Daniel MacCormac 0[') 47.75 
GIRLS 25m BREAST (7-8 yrs) 
1- M Bennett (PR) 
6- Desiree Peters (1") 
BOYS 25m BREAST (7-8 yrs) 
51.21 1- A. Lebedick (PR) 45.13 
53.30 GIRLS 50m BREAST (9-10 yrs) 
1- Lindsay Eby (PR) 1:40,70 
49.76 BOYS 100m BREAST (9-10 yrs) 
1- TJ Yager (PR) 1:58.44 
40.84 GIRLS 100m BREAST (11-12 yrs) 
45.14 t- C. Young (K) 1:26.17 
56.53 BOYS 100m BREAST(t1-12 yrs) 
1:08,59 1- Garth C0xford CI~ 1:34,83 
3- Kevin Andoifatto CI ')  1:40.70 
40.43 7- Chris Kerman (T) 1:50.S4 
52.25 GIRLS 1OOm BREAST (Seniors) 
55.08 1- Almee Peacock (T) 1:22.81 
59.30 3- Jocelyn Coxford CI')  1:31.42 
5- Tore MeKenzle (T) 1:43.32 
1:04,31 BOYS 1OOm BREAST(Seniors) 
1; J. Stamhuis (PR) 1:17.56 
4- Davtd Vanderlee Cl') 1:29.04 
8- '.. Dylan MacCormae ~ 1:38.86 
9- Jamle Kerman (T) 1:40.08 
11- Dylan MacCormae (T) 1:46.94 
GIRLS 1OOm FREE (7-8 yrs) 
1- Jessie King (PR) 
5- Amanda Hunter (T) 1:52.36 
BOYS 100m FREE (7-8 yrs) 
1- R. Shearer (PR) 1:38.93 
GIRLS 1OOm FREE (9-10 yrs) 
1- Audrey Erb (T) 1:26.21 
6- Randee Armstrong 03 1:46.08 
12- Jennifer Kester (T) 2:28.29 
BOYS 100m FREE (9.10 yrs) 
1- Marcinkiewicz (PR) 1:19.36 
4- Tristan Brown CI')  1:36.90 
5- lan Taylor (I) 1:46.32 
6- Jason Kumpolt (T) 1:47.41 
7- Bryan Palahlcky ('1") 1:47.57 
11- Michael Todd CI') 2:03.08 
29.56 12- MikaelJensen (T) 2:08.66 
40.98 13- Steve• Parr (T) 2:12.07 
Men's Recreational Hockey 
October 17 
Skeena Hotel 9 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 6 
October 18 
Inn of the West 3 
Northern Motor Inn Okies 4 
October 20 
All Seasons 3 
Skeena Hotel 4 
October 21 
Terrace Timber•e• 9 
Northern Motor Inn Okies 5 
October 22 
Back Eddy Pub 9 
Back Eddy Pub 3 
Precision Builders 4 
All Seasons 3 
Convoy Supply 2 
N0rm's Auto Refinishing 2 
Precision Builders 3 
Riverside Auto Wranglers 3
Convoy Supply v2 
Inn of the West 5 
Recreational Division 
GP W L T GF GA PTS 
Norm'sAuto 8 6 2 0 43 34 12 
SkeenaHotel 8 5 2 1 43 34 11 
All seasons 8 4 3 1 35 31 9 
Back EddyPub. ,  7 4 3 0 35 38 8 
Inn of the West,: 8 2 4 2 31 44 6 
Precision Builders 7 0 7 0 21 36 0 
Oldtimers' Division 
: . . . . . .  GP W L T GF GA PTS 
Terrace Timbermen 5 3 0 2 24 14 8 
NMIOkies 7 3 3 1 23 24 7 
Riverside Wranglers 7 2 2 3 26 29 7 
Convoy Supply 7 1 4 2 23 29 4 
- :O  "~B|G'BROTHERS OF C~NADA'  :". 
,~~ WANTED! 
A BIG BROTHER 
n Paul is: -8 years old _ . . I 
I -Likes swimming, model trains I 
I I ~ enb sensitive person. 
635-4232 
¥ 
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GIRLS 50m FREE (11.12 yrs) 
1- Kirsten Eby (PR) 31.39 
8- Marina Cheekley (T) 36.17 
13- Jamle Sh'iker C/') 40.59 
15- Stacey Parr CI~ 40.96 
19- Stacey Pritchard 03 42.87 
21- Marcle Prltchard (T) 48.58 
BOYS 50m FREE (11-12 yrs) 
1- Garth Coxford ('13 31:26 
4- Kevtn Andolfatto (T) 34.58 
7- Chris Kerman (T) 37.34 
10- lan MacCormac ('I) 42:00 
GIRLS 50m FREE (Seniors) 
1- A. Bedard (PR) 30.24 
2- Almee Peacock CI') 30.38 
3- Jocelyn Coxrord 0[') 31,13 
4-. Torl MeKenzie (T) 31.64 
10- Kimberley Johnson (T) 38.64 
BOYS 50m FREE (Senior) 
2- David Vanderlee (T) 28.97 
13- Seth Downs (T) 33.73 
15- Jamle Kerman ('1") 34,57 
17- D. MacCormae (T) 35.11 




Copperside 5 Long's Logging 3 
Wilkinson Canons 6 Legion 3 
Elks 3 Doyles 3 
Woolworth's 6 Gieselman Bruins 3 
Atoms 
Tilden 3 Kinsmen 4 
All Seasons 6 All West Trading 3 
Centennial Lions 2 All West Trading 2 
PeeWee 




THE TERRACE STANDARD 
is now offering a repdnt service 
to it's readers, You can get a 
3x5, 5x7 or 8x10 copy of your 
favorite black and white photo 
from our news files, 
(pdces vary depending on size), 
Stop by our office and look 
through the news file. 
TERRACE 
STANDARD 
4647 LazeUe Ave. Terrace, B.C, 
638-7283 
FREE B IRTHDAY CAKE THURS.  - FRI .  & SAT. 
g . . . . . . .  P .... :, ...... 
' 500wa~ :, / " BIR'n-IOAY SAVINGS \ 
~J lf"~i,,0~il ~.r. " " ' " ' i  
D. 
Semi-GI0ss -~  
Paint 
SALE ENDS SATURDAY,  OCTOBER 31 st  
Topp ing  SHINGLES F luorescent  Leather  
Concrete  s"~b Interlocking F ix ture  Work  G loves  
. . . . . .  t199  ,4449  599s 299 
~L ~=lt=l ~ bundle | | bundle 
~lr  . ~8 Ub bag  15 year warranty =,-  2 Tu lbm So l id  O=k l3r lm One S ize  F l taA I I  
' ( : : I  C ':~,'~ ; ~, : .'+' ~-,.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,:''-'~:;~ ~'~$~:~:~r~:;i::2.~:'~.". , . : ; ~ , : ,~ ' ,~"  . 
J epson  1 O ' "  
M i t re  Saw 
2 6 9 9 9  
. . . . .  W icker  i 
Laundry  Baskets  
499 
I 
6"  P o r tab~:~e 
iili 
' ~ ......... ('i~:~ r',l "~ 3 O C2 ~,~::i L;q M/- ,NY UNADVER-r l  °-~:F~ Ii'.~,.::~ 1 l~! o JR l  - R IoE  oPECIALS  
I BUILDING ~ ~ CENTREI ~-'l'"~ _ I 
OPEN SUNDAYS HWY. 16 EAST 638-8700 
11:0o, 4.:00 TERRACE 
CALL 
638-SAVE 
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'A CTIO]. ADS__ 
 'BUY v"SELL RENT  "TRADE I 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 5 P.M. 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a slat holiday falls on a 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is Thursday at 
5 p.m. for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C, V8G 1S8 
All classified and classified display ads must be prepaid by either cash, 
Visa or Maetercard. When phoning in ads please have you Visa or Master- 
card number ready. 
20 words (first insertion) $5.25 plus 12¢ for additional words. *(Addi- 
tional Insertions) $3.50 plus 9¢ for additional words. $9.95 for 3 weeks 
(not exceeding 20 words, non-commercial) Prices Include 7% G.S.T. 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
1. Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 24, Notices 
2. Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 25. Business 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine Opportunities 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 26. Personals 
5. For Sale Misc. 16. Farm Produce 27. Announcements 
6. Wanted Misc. 
7. For Rent Misc. 
8. Cars for Sale 




17, Garage Sales 28, Card of.Thanks 
18, Business Services 29, In Memoriam 
19, Lost & Found 30, Obituaries 
20, Pets & Livestock .31. Auction Sales 
21. Help Wanted 32. Legal Notices 
22. Careers 33. Travel 
23. Work Wanted 
The Ten'ace Standard reserves the rfght to classify ads 
under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that tt is against 
the provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate un the basis 
of children, marital status and employment when placing "For 
Rent" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference, 
1he Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit, 
classify or reject any advertisement and 1o retain any 
answers directed to the News Box Reply Service, and to 
repay the customer the sum paid for Ipa advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instruotlons not picked up within 10 
days of expzry of an edve~ssment will be destroyed unless 
mailing instructions are received. Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not to send originals of documents to 
avoid loss, 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by 
the publisher within 30 days after the first publication, 
rt is agreed by the aUvert[ser requesting space that the 
liability oi the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to 
publish an advertisement as published shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect fnsertion 
tar the portion of the advertising space occupied by the incor. 
feet or omitted item only, and thai there shall be no llabiflly in 
any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
1. Real Estate 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING WOHKS! You're 
reading this aren't you? 638-SAVE. tfn 
ADAMS LAKE STORE LOCATED AT Adams 
Lake, B.C. V~ hour from Salmon Arm - 45 
1. Real Estate 
LOT FOR SALE IN DEJONG SUBDIV. Approx. 
63'x120'. $34,000. Call alter 5 pm, 
638-1657, 3p27 
FOR SALE BY OWNER: Spend Christmas in 
your new home in the popular Thornheights 
Phase III Subdivision. 2 year old, 1200 so.ft., 
bl.level, newly fenced and landscaped, 
spacious dining room and kitchen with oak 
cabinets, 3 bedrooms up, skylight featured in 
main bath. Asking $124,900. Serious in- 
qulries only. No agents please. 638.0167, 
3p27 
3 BEDROOM SPLIT LEVEL HOUSE, 6 months 
old. 1557 sq.ft,, basement, double garage. 
Modern design. Located in Thornheights Sub. 
division Phase I. $135,000• Call 635.3752 or 
635-3770 3p20 
WHY RENT? FOR SALE BY OWNER large 
eider, family home on V= acre In Usk. Wood 
heat, fruit trees, workshop, handyman 
special, needs repairs. Terms available, 
$24,000. 635.1187 3p20 
FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE WITH FINISHED base- 
ment that ~as an outside entrance, Washer, 
rain. from ~amloops, 10 min. from Shuswap dryer, lridge,.s~ove;aed=drapes included. Ask;~, 
Lakes. Fully renovated with very attractive Ing $65,000. Call 845-7468 or 845-7503!i 
ar~a of growth and territlc climate. Start the LARGE HOME WITH ATTACHED GARAGE and 
New Year on a positive note. Phone rental suite. Quiet area. Phone 635-5015. 
1-679.8904 If n37 3p20 
1 YEAR OLD HOUSE, WITH 3 BEDROOMS up, 
1 down, double garage, tenced and land- 
scaped. Asking $142,000. To view, 3703 
Walnut Drive, Thoroheights. 635.5775. No 
realtors. 5p24 
FOR SALE: 3 BEDROOM BUNGALOW 
"modular"  960 and 1056 sq.ft, 
$24,000-$26,000. Delivered to your lot in 
Terrace Area. Also Atco office trailers 10x40' 
($7,500), 1 0x52'($9,500), 
12x60'($10,500), 8x16 Propane trailer toilet 
($6,500). Excellent condition. 403-264.6122 
or 604-782-1088. 4p25 
10 ACRES IN HOUSTON BY THE Bulkley River, 
Good road. Padly cleared. Call 697-2532 or 
leave a message at 845-3215. 4p25 
FOR SALE BY OWNER: Corner lot In Kleanza. 
Includes 3 bedroom home with approx. 1600 
sq.lt. Has large garden, 3 bay shop & 
workshop. Asking $82,000.. Financing 
available with 22/down. For more into call: 
842.6453. 4p27 
FOR SALE BY OWNER 
BeautiM, newly renovated 2 story, plus 
concrete basement. 4 bedroom home, 2 
baths, large finished rec room, ~replace, 
cathedral ceilings, n,g. furnace, security 
system, new roof and windows. Situated on 
large 75 x 200 lot, landscaped, sundeck, 
roved ddve, carport, ehed, Located in quiet 
neighborhood In Thomhlll close to echocls, 
Sedous Inquldee on~y. Available Nov, 15/92. 
No agents please, 
635-9697 
FOUR BEDROOMS HOME in Topley, patio, full 
basement with half acre, creek, garden, 
greenhouse, R.S.F. with firewood. Reduced to 
$39,900. Call 696.3380. 4p20 
I COUNTRY HOME FOR SALE L 
3 bdrms, fireplace, 5 appliances. 
Large sundeck, on 6 acres with a 
large barn that has hydro & water. 
Riding arena & paddock. Horse 
lovers paradise. Phone 635-2223. 
VACANT - 
CALL NOW!!! 
ONLY $59,000 - 2 bedroom 
home EXCELLENT LOCATION, 






2. Mobile Homes 
12x68 MOBILE ON PAP, 3 large bedrooms, 
addition; sundeck and lenced yard. Newly 
renovated, call 638.8348. 3p26 
10' WIDE BEDROOM MOBILE WITH addition. 
Set up in Sunny Hill Trailer Park on Kalum, No, 
32, Phone 849-5449. Available immediately. 
lp28 
BE IN YOUR NEW 
HOME BY CHRISTMAS! 
OPEN HOUSE 
Beautiful 3 Ix, home in Copper River Eslates. 
Yard is landscaped and fully fenced. $6"/,9~0. 
SUNDAY,  NOV, 1 2 - 4 PM 
4654 Copper  R iver  Rd, 
2 PR IME BUILDING LOTS 
Zoned R7, 70' x 200' on MeDeek, 
$15t500 ea. 
i Dennis J. Lissimore 
co, 638-0268 
(home) 638-8093 
Skeena Mall, Terrace 
WHY PAY RENT? 
Your payment could be as low as 
$450?mo, for this 3 br. mobile with 
over 1,000 sq. ft. plus fenced yard 
and shop $58,900, 
10,64 ACRES ON MERKLEY 




2. Mobile Homes 
LOOKING FOR A BEAUTIFUL NEW home at an 
affordable price? Move into this 3 bedroom 
1991 14x70 modufine, Furnished. $48,500, 
Unfurnished- $47,000. 635-4424 3p28 
3. For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featuring 
1150.1300 sq. ft. plus basement, 2 baths. 
private yard, carport and satellite T,V. 
Houston. Phone 845.3161. 31 tin 
1 BEOHOOM APARTMENT right down t()wn. 
Fridge/stove, security entrance, Paved park- 
Ing. On site management. 635-7957 15tfn 
FOR RENT: ONE AND TWO BEDROOM apart- 
ments. Call 635.5968. 6p23 
FURNISHED ONE & TWO BEOROOM apart- 
ments in Thornhill for single or couple. $340 
plus deposit, $400 plus deposit. No pets, 
references required. Phone evenings, 
635-6950. 4p26 
FOR RENT AT LAKELSE LAKE until May, 
1993. 2 Bdrm house, fully equipped. On 
highway side. $500/month, 798-2250 or 
798-2228, 3p27 
BRAND NEW 3 BEDROOM HOME with N/G 
heat. $850/month. Call 635.5361 Avail Nov. 
1st. lp28 
2 BEDROOM MOBILE HOME LOCATED in 
Skeena Valley Trailer Park. C/W washer/dryer. 
$5251month. No pets. 635-5361 lp28 
TRAILER FOR RENT. LOCATED In Thornhill. 
Available Nov. 1st. No pets. Working person 
only. 5.4949 lp28 
ROOM AND BOARD FOR WORKING Person. 
638-8293. 3p28 
3 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE WITH FRIDGE and 
stove, 3 bathrooms, close to town and 
schools. $675/month, $350 damage deposit. 
No ~ets please. References required. 
Available Nov. 1, t992. 635-4680 or 
638-8410. lp28 
TRAILER FOR RENT: 12x54. All new carpets. 
Must have references. No pets indoors. Phone 
635-6682 lp28 
= 
I OR RENT 
RETAIL OR OFFICE 
5,700 SO. FT. 
CENTRAL LOCATION 
PHONE 635-7459 
3,500 S0.FT. WAREHOUSE 
& OFFICE 
Available immediately - 
Rent negotiable 
Call 635-7249 
4. Wanted to Rent 
3.4 BEDROOM HOUSE URGENTLY needed for 
responsible family with quiet dog. Relerences. 
Needed no later than Oct. 31. Call 638-0091 
after 3:30 pro. 3p26 
SINGLE PROFESSIONAL PERSON needs 1 
5. For Sale Misc. 
FOR SALE: PREFABBED, WOOD Constructed 
utility sheds, garages, workshops, Also trailer 
skirting, decks and fences, joey shacks, snow 
roofs. Dirk Bakker 638-1768 (evenings) 6c28 
THREE QUARTER SIZE SUZUKI VIOLIN with 
bedroom apartment or basement suite in case and bow. Good sound. $175. Full size 
town. Furnished or unlurnished. Call German made Hofner violinwith case. $600. 
635-4429 days, ask for Darren. 2p28 
CLEAN, NON-SMOKING WORKING MALE would 
like shared accomodations with one other per- 
son. Call 635.3521 after 5:30 pro. Leave a 
message. 2p28 
5. For Sale Misc. 
J.D. 350 LOADER. New engine, new tracks, 
etc. $1400.000.C.3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new, $5500. 32 ft house boat 
.lifetime aluminum .has everything & trailer 
• $19500. 82 lade 2.door auto • good cond. 
$1500. 14 ft. Tri.hull spee~ boat - 50 horse 
menk, trailer $2800, Clean Okanagan Camper 
• hyd. jacks, $2000, New Kuboda lite plant & 
battery change $550. Ken Allen 8ox 161 
Granisle. Ph. 697-2474. 19tfn 
PRECISION BAND CUT: Lumber, timbers, 
siding and firewood, We con supply any and 
all demands for size and volume. Will 
negotiate custom sawing, logging and/or pur- 
chase of private wood. Burns Lake. 695-6365 
or 695-6391 tfn4 
FOR SALE: PREFA8BED, WOOD constructed 
utility sheds, garages, workshops. Also trailer 
skirting, decks and fences, joey shacks, snow 
roofs, Oirk Bakker 638-1768 (evenings) 6c23 
1 HORSE - 4 YEARS OLD, WELL trained 
$1,200. 2 saddles. 1 donkey & 1 mule. 
Degelman Rock Picker, $1,500. Land Packet, 
$1200. Phone 692.7072 4p25 
ONE WOOD-BURNING HEARTH HEATER. Call 
635-6634 between 4:30prn.7:30pm. 3p26 
COMPUTER: COMMODORE 18M. 40 mb, turbo, 
duel floppies. $450. Call 635-1316 3c26 
1 LARGE SIZE CEDAR CHEST. 1 chrome table 
and 4 chairs. 1 hide.a-belL, 2 easy chairs. 
Phone 635-5573 3p26 
BEGINNER GUITAR LESSONS. Call Theresa at 
635.1316. 3p26 
STEREO CASSETrE DECK, Electrohome T.V, 
Bedroom suite. Projection screen. Table 
lamps, China cabinet, Floor Fan. Phone 
635-3806. Moving. 3p26 
FOR SALE: 12'x6' UTILITY TRAILER, hard- 
top. 5' walls, H.D. springs, propane hook-up, 
good rubber. Ph. 638-7283 (days), 638.8692 
evenings. Ask for Mike. 3p26 
FOR SALE: ONE ANflOUE double keyboard, 
Hammond Organ with bench. $500 OBO. Call 
635-3600, 3p26 
FULL SIZE, 5 OCTAVE, YAMAHA Keyboard 
and stand. Like new condition. $500 OBO. 
3p27 635-9695. 
, 9,0Q~ sq,ft.,~SH, OP.:"~,,~,; ~r~atellfte1'i~'sfb~n~s'"N'ln'fC:in:h'Ombvideo ~ ' I T ' S  HERB WORLD'S FIRST DIGITAL mini-dish 
• ";'; "; - ;,- I~.ndl  o f fces .  :r~/= ton -L • r-.' ..... ;'" '": . . . .  heat.* "; " " ..store.13T, Siio 6~ dr:~n{J~F~lls, NBE O J I M O D  ~,!dbutors neededlWnte Y,L.P~3p27Box} 
I overfiea~l crane, gas 
"| avai l ,  immediate ly .  STAIR CLIMBER. $275, 638.8100 3p27 
| Call 635-7249 PERSONALIZED CHILDRENS BOOKS. Imagine 
your child as the star el their very own story. 
"My Olnasour Adventure, My Mermaid Adven. 
lure" and more. Hardcover, laser printed. Funl 
$14.95. Call My Treasure, 1.800-663-B00K. 
4p27 
15 CU' FREEZER. G,C. $225. 635-37523p27 
NORMA MAY'S COLLECTIBLES in Telkwa will 
be closed from Oct, 16 to Nov. 30, 1992. See 
you then for X-Mas shopping. Lots of good 
stocking stuflersl 4p27 
TIKKA RIFLE 22-250 CALIBRE Deluxe model, 
M-55 bolt action with 4 shot clip Bushnell 
Sportview 4x38 scope, waterprool, asking 
$1000 firm. Ph. 635-7273 3p27 
4 RADIAL MUD.TERRAIN TIA B.F. Goodrich 
tubeless 31xl 0.5R15LT MS Tires with Rims, 
Good Condition ~sed on a Toyota 4x4. Make 














Specializing 5" continuous, 
steel or aluminum gutters." 
Installation, repairs & 
cleaning. 
SERVING TERRACE, 
PRINCE RUPERT, SMITHERS 
AND KITIMAT 
Window & Door Screen 
Repairs Too 
Call Stove 638-0838 
FOR RENT 
S ERVICE/COMMERCIAL 
888 & 1,320 SO, FT. 
12'xl 2' overhead door, washroom and 
natural gas heat, Central location. 
Phone 635-7459 
CORNER OF KALUM & SCOTT / 
CLOSE TO TOWN AND SCHOOLS I 
Fridge, stove, heat ano hot water includ- 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
ed. Carpeting, storage space, References 
required. 
1 Bedroom Apt. S450,00 
2 Bedroom Act. S525.00 
3 Bedroom Apt. $600,00 
No pets. 










2607 Pear St. 
4. Wanted to Rent 
3-4 BEDROOM HOUSE URGENTLY needed for 
responsible lamlly with quiet dog. References. 
Needed no later than Oct. 31, Call 638.0091 
after 3:30 pro. 3p26 
CLEAN, NON.SMOKING WORKING MALE would 
like shared accomodations with one other per- 
son, Call 635-3521 after 5:30 pro. Leave a 
message. 2p28 
Call 845-7569 4p28 
1991 AVALANCHE KICK SNOWBOARD, 165 
cm freestyle board, used one season. $400. 
Call Houston, 845-7569. 4p28 
DRAFTING BOARD WITH DRAFTING arm 
$500. Fridge in good condition, $300. EZ Lift 
trailer hitch system. Like new, $300 OBO. 
635.2506. 3p28 
SILK LINGERIE WITH EUROPEAN LACE. Many 
items. One of a kind. Last stock before 
Christmas showing only in Kitimat, Oct. 30, 
31, Nov. 13,14. Lower level City Centre Mall. 
For private showing before Nov. 23, contact 
Heather Lundstrom, 632-5442, Chris & Co. 
3p28 
IMAGINE BUYING A COUPON BOOKLET that 
lets you buy 2 for 1. Taoes, CD's plus 
bonuses. For more information write to 
Pakman Enterprises, RR1. Burns Lake, 9.C. 
VOJ 1EO 4pl 
FOR SALE 
We are looking for peopb interested in 
buying fine estate and custom jeweler/. 
Most pieces are unique and one of a kind. 
View by appointment only. 
Call 638-0169. 
6. Wanted Misc. 
IF YOU ARE BUYING or selling children's fur- 
niture, check with the Product Safety Branch 
of Consumer & Corporate Alfairs Canada 
(604) 666-5003~o ensure it meets current 
Safety Standards. The sale of non compliant 
products not only could result in a tragic acci. 
dent but also is a violation of the Hazardous 
Products Act. tin 
WANTED 1950-59 CHRYSLER PRODUCT for 
parts or restoration. 845-3299 4p25 
WANTED QUEENSIZE FIRM MATTRESS. door 
with frame 2'10", child's safety gate, 
automatic cut.off electric heater. 635-4600. 
2p28 
7. For Rent Misc. ] U"*' 1MINI STORAGE 
• Budget priced 
• 24-hour access 











8. Cars for Sale 
1984 HONDA ACCORD HATCHBACK, Good 
running condition, New paint. $3,500 llrm, 
638.8614, leave message 3p27 
1985 SUBARU STATION WAGON 4x4 with 
lever, car stereo, all season tires. Very good 
condition. $4,500 OBO. 798.2483 3p28 
1987 MAZDA 626 LX, LOADED, includes 5 
spd with sunroof. Excellent condition. Asking 
$9,000 or best offer. 638-1896' 3p28 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1986 FORD RANGER XL 4x4, 2,9 Iitre engine 
with rack and canopy. Low mileage. Excellent 
condition, Asking $8600, 635.7400 after 7 
pm. 15tfn 
1986 GMC WRANGLER 4i4: 305, 4 brl, 
4.spd, O/D, AM/FM auto rev. cass, radar 
detector, running boards and much more, 
100,000 hwy. km. $12,000. Call Houston; 
845-7672. 4p25 
1992 TOYOTA 4x4 EXTENDED CAB.'Onty 
7,000 km, amlfm cassette, tilt, bucket seats, 
Asking $21,000. 1.692-7863 eve. Burns 
Lake. 4p26 
1962 DATSUN 4x4. NO RUST. 3" lift kit. Ask. 
ing $4,500. Call 635-6205. 3p26 
1986 FORD AEROSTAR VAN, FULLY loaded, 
sharp looking blue & silver two tone. Asking 
$7,800.638.8082 eve. 3p26 
1989 RAM 504x4 SPORTS CAB, canopy, 
44,000 kin, never been oll pavement, luel in. 
jected, 32 mile highway. $10,000 firm. 
635.5410. 3p26 
1991 SONAMA, EXTENDED CAB, 4x4, am/fro 
cassette, excellent condition. 19,000 km. 
$14,800. Call 692-3850 . . . .  4p26 
1988 GMC SIERRA SL. 4 wheel drive. 
$12,000 OBO. 635-6462 3p27 
3 TON FORD 1979 JEEP 4x4, 1976. 19803/4 
ton Ford. Natural gas, camperized 1953 bus, 
798-2256 or 638-0348 3p27 
t 988 GMC JIMMY, 60,000 kin, excellent run- 
ning condition, clean interior, AMIFM 
cassette, air, cruise, & moral $13,000, Phone 




1977 PROWLER 5th WHEEL TRAVEL trailer. 
26 It, self.contained. 635-7922. 3p26 
1972 TRAVELAIRE TRAILER fully self- 
contained. $6,000 OBO. Call 635-3600 for 
more into. 3p26 
HONDA ODDYSSY DUNE BUGGY. 250 cc, new 
rear mud diggers, great shape. $950 OBO, 
Call: Houston, 845-7569. 4p28 
13. Snowmobiles 
i 1990 POLARIS INDY 500 ,pgi!edxp!~sho~ , 
traBk,padcll~(J,handlthdn~tJ ~arm~fsig~l cdn -~-' 
dillon. $4000 firm. 846:5569 weekei~cls'!' 
leave message, 4p26 
1992 PHAZER LT. PIPE & PADDLES, ski 
skins, cover, $5000 OBO. Excellent condition, 
635-3761 or 635.7903 3p28 
SNOWMOBILE 1989 YAMAHA OVATION. 340 
cc. electric start, like new,. $3,200. 
635-3303 afteT6pm. __  3p28 
D3 CAT PLUS BACKHOE, $16,500. 9 U D6 
Cat, $9,500. JD 350 loader, $12,000. 2-0C3 
Cats, $4,500 each. 9 U & OC3 Cat parts, 2 
• 20' aluminum boats. 1.697-2474, 
1.697-2393. 16ttn 
197503 CAT BACKHOE, $16,000. 1975350 
loader, $13,000. 1980350 cat winch with 6 
way blade, $13,000. 1956 Good 9U D6 Cat, 
$9,500.1-697.2474 or 1.697-23g3 4p25. 
8. Cars for Sale 
CLASSIC 1965 MUSTANG. REBUILT 289 high 
performance engine and transmission. Ex- 
cellent cond, Body completely restored. New 
candy apple red porsche paint. $7,900 OBO 
Includes over $2,000 in spare pads. 
639.9323. 14tfn 
1967 PONTIAC PARISIENNE, Good running 
condition. Excellent body, $1,200 OBO. 
635-5318. 6p26 
19844.DOOR BLUE SUNBIRD, 5 spd, sunroof, 
new clutch extra tires, excellent condition, 
$3,500-0B0. Will consider trade for .tent- 
trailer or small trailer. 635.3504 after 6pro, 
3p26 
1986 TOYOTA CELICA GTS. 5 spd, power 
everything, 140,D00 km. Alberta ear. E.C. 
Asking $6,500. 635.4313 3p27 
1973 KENWORTH LW 924 wl gravel box, log 
rigging, carrier plate for area 18. 1980 Drott 
40, Denis saw head, terms negotiable.' 
Massey Ferguson Model 3165, $6,500. 
Crowler Cat, Oliver model D, $1,500. 1969 
Dodge tandem, ~1,200 obo. 1980 Jeep~ 
Cherokee 4x4, $2,250 obo. 1978 Ford Van 
camperized, $2,500 obo, Phone 692-7072 
4p25 
NEW 16' TANDEM CAR MACHINERY 
trailer. Electric 4-wheel brakes. 7000 GVW.: 
$2150.1-435.3878 4p26 
TWO OF 14' 7200 iNTERNATIONAL Hoe seed 
drills, good condition, comes with fertilizer: 
and grass seed attachments, Call for more in- 
re, 567.4896. 4p26 
1979 225 CAT EXCAVATOR. Good condition, 
$35,000. Ph. 638-1261 3p28 
BAILIFF SALE 
1987 Pontiac Bonnevil le, 3.8L, 
auto, cruise control, A/C, 
lots of extras, 133,834 kin, 
1988 Ford Ranger 2,9L, 5 Speed, 
Am/Fro, 86,542 kin. 
1989 Mercury 135 HP Outboard 
Motor. 
1990 Chew Corsica 4 Dr, Auto, 4 Cyl., 
Am/Fm, Radio 56,791 kin. 
For an appointment to view, cell 
63.5-7649. All sales are on e "am is: 
where Is" basle, no warranties or 
guarantees are implied or given. 
R. Jones 
- - -SUPER SPECIALS--1 
Portland Cement only ....... $8 - '  5Oper  bag i 
/'lt't 3. For Rent 
............ . , . - . . . . . -o .  
r ", NEW SURPLUS LUMBER 
i FOR SALE and Many Other 
, 11=! I Construction Supplies II ~F  . J i .  0¢©ep,ncy . II 
I INCLUDES ALL TAXES AND A "HEARTY NORTHERN BREAKFAST I_ 
• lOneo,, .- o..l -- = ECHO CONCRETE & BRICK 
I i 600 Quebec St., Prince George 562-3181 Fax 562-1768 | _ 635 9191 
I . . _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - J  
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16. Farm Produce 
RED POTATOESFOR SALE, 100 Ibs, for 
$20.00. Will deliver in town. 635.2729 6p23 
GOOD OUALITY HORSE OR CATTLE hay. 600 
lb. round bales. Call 690-7490. @24 
COO0 QUALITY HAY, NO RAIN. $3.50/bale, 
635.3380. 6p24 
HAY FOR SALE, Cummins Ranch on Hwy. 16 
west, South Hazelton. 842.5316 12p25 
EAT MORE LAMB; Available year round. Cum. 
mine Ranch, Hwy. 16 west. South Hazelton. 
842.5316. 12p25 
LOCAL GRASS FED LEAN YEARLING BEEF. 
Raised without antibiotics or growth hor. 
inches. Sides at $1.75/Ib. 635-3380 3p27 
17. Garage Sales 
LOOKING TO MAKE ROOM in your garage? 
Advertise your garage sale in the Classifieds 
638.SAVE. tfn 
18. Business Services 
REBUILT AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSIONS & 
pads, We rebuild standard transmissions, 
transfer cases and rear ends, BeI-AIr 
AutOmotive Auto Parts and Service. Phone 
846.5101 Telkwa B.C. 16tfn 
LEARN TO FLY WITH Coastal Mountain Flight 
Centre. Recreational, business and career 
courses. Start groundschool any Thursday 
night. Ask about our mini.pro shop for aviation 
boOks and novelties. 635-1355 10c27 
TERRA BOBCAT SERVICES: Snow removal, 
earth auger, back-hoe back filling clean-up 
sweeper/collector, levelling residential/com. 




PRESCHOOL & DAYCARE 




19. Lost & Found 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to p~ace a Lost and 
Found Classified, Phone 638-SAVE before 12 
Noon Saturdays, 
LOST: YELLOW LAB, 10 years old, from 
Lakelse Lk, Male, name is Roy. No collar. 
635-2871. 2p27 
LOST: MALE CAT, 3 months old, orange tab- 
by. Went missing COl. 13 about 9:00 pm on 
the 4900 block of Davis. Ph, 635.7962 after 
4:00pro 2p27 
LOST: A SOLD BAND RING with 3 diamonds in 
the Terrace area.,635-9078 leave message. 
Reward offer~ 2p28 
LOST:: PRESCRIPTIONGLASSES with burg~i~/ 
dy 1tames on Hwy. 37 near Water Liiy Bay Rd. 
If found please call Claude, 639.8588 or 
632-4556 (collect). Rewaro offered 2p28 
FOUND: 1992 HAZELTON GRAD RING. Phone 
638-7278 to Identify. 2p28 
LOST OR MISSING: TWO GOLD 1" bracelets. 
Wolf design, $150 reward. Call Mae at 
635-5532 alter 5:00pro 2p28 
20. Pets •& Livestock 
PROFESSIONAL PET GROOMING IN HOME or 
door to door service We come to you, Small 
dogs/cats, large dogs. Apts. Price varies on 
size. 635.3772 or 638-1977 'J~)anna'. 6p25 
TERRACE & DISTRICT SPCA occasionally has 
puppies & kittens as well as adult animals up 
for adoption. Cats & kittens are $30. Dogs and 
puppies are $50. The adoption fee INCLUDES 
the cost to spay or neuter the animal. Terrace 
& District SPCA Is run entirely on a volunteer 
basis, If you are Interested In adopting an 
animal or getting involved, please phone one 
of  the contact numbers: 638.0594, 
638-8868 or 638.7239, Donations welcome, 
tin26 
BEAUI"IFUL. TOY POODLE PUPS, CKC reg, 
Parents White. Ch, background. Wonderful for 
early Christmas giving, Will ship. $600, 
1.971-2477, 1-561.8000 4p27 
THREE POTBELLY PIGLETS, Bottle babies, 
Born mid.September. Ready to go anytime, 
1.694.3789 eve. 4p27 
CKC REGISTERED RO'I'[WEILER puppies, 10 
weeks old, Family raised and selectively bred 
for disposition, conformation, and intelligence. 
From Champion Lines. To approved homes on. 
ly, 847.3110 4p27 
AUSTRALIAN SHEPHERD spayed female faml. 
ly dog. Will give to a good home. Ph, 
635.4600. 3p27 
FOR SALE: BLACK & TAN 
shepherd/husky/bear dog cross puppies. Two 
males, one female available. Ready by Nov. 2, 
798.2267 3p28 
PUREBRED, INTELLIGENT, grey Cairn Terrier 
seeks purebred female Cairn Terrier for possl. 
ble offspring. Phone 635-5268 lp28 
21. Help Wanted 
BACKHOE OPERATOR NEEDED with minimum 
2 years expedence road building. Reply with 
resume to Box 205, clo Terrace Standard, 
4647 Lazello, Terrace B.C. V8G 1S8, 3p27 
21, Help Wanted 
WALK FOR X-MAS $$$ NOW! Update your 
Terrace/Kitimat City Directory in your home 
area. No selling, no experience necessary. 
Paid weekly, approx. 3 weeks work starting 
approx, Nov. 2. Prepare to work min. 30 
hrslweek. Housewives, students welcome. 
Apply in writing giving street address, phone 
number, eto to:8.C, Directories, file no. 200, 
clo Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C, V8G 1 $8 3p26 
RESIDENT APARTMENT MANAGER. Prince 
Rupert. Good people and handyman skills. 
Previous experience ssential. $1600 per 
month plus benefits. Resume to Fax 
274-1724. 3p27 
APPLICATIONS WILL BE TAKEN for full-time 
position with earning opportunity $3001week. 
Will train. 18 yrs & older• Start date- ira- 
mediately. To arrange interview, 5-3066 
lp28 
~qEEDEO: 4 PEOPLE TO SHAMPOO CARPETS. 
Car essential. $8 hr while shampooing. Inquire 
to 4714 Lakelse Ave. Thurs, Oct, 29. lp28 
SEAMSTRESS REQUIRED FULL-TIME, 5 days 
a week, One seamstress required part.time, 4
days a week, Laundry presser, 2 days a 
week. May work into full time position. Apply 
with resume between 9-10am, Mon.Fri at 
Time Cleaners 3p28 
WOOLWORTH ACCEPTS APPLICATIONS for 
employment every Wednesday. For an ap- 
plication & interview please apply in person to 
personnel dept. lp28 
MANAGER REQUIRED FOR RESIDENTIAL ser- 
vices to mentally handicapped person for the 
Terrace Area. Must have min. of 2 yrs. ex. 
perience and demonstrate supervisory skills. 
Present salary range lrom $29,000 per an- 
num plus benefits, depending on experience 
and qualifications. Accommodation possible. 
Closing date Nov.9/92. All replies, fax to 
Thompson Professionals Support Services Inc. 
604-372-7544. 2p28 
WONDERFUL - PROVEN OPPORTUNITY! Work 
out ol your home part-time and earn a full time 
income Phone 564.5430. 4p28 
Cruise Ship Jobs 
Earn $300/$900 weekly. Year round 
positions. Hiring rnen~omen. Free 
room/board, Will train. 




EXPRESSION OF INTEREST 
We are looking for a Network 
Support Specialist on a contract basis 
for the {~jp~qnt  of Fish erie~",and 
Oceans, Prince Rupert, 
Based in Pdnce Rupert and as a 
member of a team of specialists 
supporting a large WAN/1.AN in B,C., 
operating in Digital Pathworks, the 
successful candidate must have at least 
two years of experience with Palhworks 
installation and support, a thorough 
knowledge of PC hardware and 
memory configuration, Ethernet 
hardware, PC software such as 
WordPerfect, Lotus, MS.Wlndows, 
POTools, Harvard Graphics, DOS and 
VAX VMS operating systems, 
Please reply In confidence detailing 
education, previous work experience 
and salary exoectatlons before October 
30, 1992 to: 
DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES AND 
OCEANS, 
RM. 222 • 417 2ND AVENUE WEST, 
PRINCE RUPERT 
VSJ 4G7 
A'R'ENTION: Don Rsdford 
NOTE: The lowest or any bid will not 
necess~ly be accepted, 
III ~1, I I  Fisheries Peches 
and Oceans et Oceans 
Canada. 
23. Work Wanted 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds adver- 
tisers that the human rights code in British 
Columbia forbids publication'of any advertise. 
ment in connection with employment which 
discriminates against any person because of 
origin, or requires a Job applicant to furnish 
any Information concerning race, religion, col. 
our, ancest~/, place of origin or political belief. 
Readers: In ads where 'male' is reterred to, 
please read also as •'female' and where 
'temale' is used, read also as 'male'. 
REPLYING TO A. FILE NUMBER? Please be 
sure you have the correct box number as 
given n the ad, Address to: File , The Tar. 
race Standard, 4647 Lazelle, Ave,, Terrace, 
B.C,, VSG 1S8. Please do not include bulk 
goorls or money to Box replies. 
CARPENTER 12 YEARS EXPERIENCE, Forms, 
framing, siding, finishing inside or out. No job 
too small. Mike Gray. 638.0822 32tfn 
--THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL--I 
PORTLAND 
C E M E N T On,y ...... $ 8 50.r 
PATIO S 1 go 
BLOCKS 8x18 Only . . . . . .  each 
SKEENA CONCRETE PRODUCTS 
3751 Old Lakelse Lake Rd, 
638.8477 . .  
23, Work Wanted 
PIANO LESSONS JUST FOR FUN, or study with 
the Toronto Conservatory Program. (Or. I-X 
and A.R.C.T,) 22 years of qualified teaching 
experience. Certified Kelly Kirby, Kindergarten 
piano teacher, with L.R.S.M.B. Music, M. 
Music, and R.M.T, Call Jesslca Okimi at 
635-1261. 8p21 
CONFIDENTIAL BOOKKEEPING SERVICE. Small 
business or self.employed, Mary at 
635-7474. 12p24 
RESPONSIBLE, RELIABLE MOTHER wants to 
babysit in her own home, near NWCC on 
weekdays. Lots of activities, walks, stories. 
Call 635-2288, 3p26 
I'M AVAILABLE TO BABYSIT in my home, 
Full.time on weekdays only • preferred hrs. 
8:00-4:30. Phone' 635-4220 3p28 
WILL BABYSIT IN MY HOME any day. Pre- 
schoolers (newborn and up). Munroe St. on 
the Bench. 635.5498 3p28 
24. Notices 
PRO-LIFE EDUCATION available to general 
public; videos, pamplllets, lending library, 
dealing with human life issues such as abor- 
tion and euthanasia, Student enquiries 
welcome. Call 635-3646, 5tin 
BORED? LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE, excite- 
ment, perhaps a tropical island? Call Elan 
Travel at 635-6181 and catch the splrlti 2tfn 
ZION BAPTIST CHURCH 
2911 S. Sparks St. 638-1336 
9:45 Sunday School (all ages) 
10:55 Worship Service 
Pastor: non J. Orr 
THE NEW 
Is nowtaldng bookings for the winter 
season. Weddings, Dances, etc, 
626-3210 
Journeyman Carpenter 
Will do finishing, renovations, install 
cabinets, patio, painting. Also will build 
furniture, 
Prefinlshed Hardwood Flooring 
Maple, birch, ash, oak. Available in 
natural and various colors, (No sanding re- 
quired) Siz.e 3/~.x 2V.= or 3%. 
CALL 835-6277 (leave a message) 
CHRISTMAS 
CRAFT SALE 
The Skeena Valley Farmer's 
Market welcomes you to theb" 
6th annual craft sale. 
ThLs year get unique g~s for 
everyone on your ILsL 
Terrace Arena Banquet Room 
Sat., Nov. 28 
I 0  axn t i l l  4 pm 
SEE YOU THBREI  
BCUUdro 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
B.C. Hydro requests offers from conb'actors interested in the 
performance of snow removal and ice sanding at 5220 Keith 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Offers will be received until 3:00 p.m. on November 2, 1992. 
To obtain the required documents please direct enquiries to 




EMPLOYMENT OPPORTU NITI ES 
COMMISSION SALES REP. 
i:ull ' ~tJme position =available, 37:5'h0urs per weel~. Apply in 
person with resume to Manager, Bob Buell. 
SEARS Canada Inc. 
3228 Kalum Street 
REQUIRED 
TERRACE ART ASSOCIATION 
PART-TIME CO-ORDINATOR 
TERRACE PUBLIC ART GALLERY 
Role: to assist the Terrace Art Assodation Board in implementing the objectives 
and strategic plan of the Assodation and to be responsible to the Board. 
Qualifications: * A commitment to the growth of the visual ms in Terrace and 
the surrounding community 
• An ability to work well in a non-profit volunteer environment and to comprehend 
the objectives of the Board 
• The flexibility and ability to pedorm a variety of wide ranging tasks. 
Please send resume and covering letter, by Friday, November 16th, 1992, to: 
Terrace Art Auoclatlon 




Shames Mountain Is currently excepting 
appllcatlons for the followlng posltlons 
full and part-t lme: 




Apply In person only. No phone calls 
accepted. # ] 5-4644 Lazelle, Terrace, B.C. 
S hool District 
v! : 
/ BENCHWO RK/JOINERY" 
/~pplications are invited )for a permanent, full-time 
"cedificated Journeyman (carpenter/benchwork and jolnery) 
in Terrace eight hours per day/five daysper week. 
This is a Union position with a salary of ~;'20;l¢-per hour. 
Applications must be accompanied by letter(s) of~re,ference 




~211 Kehney Street 
Terrace, B_ .C~ . . . . .  --._.... ' 
/ VSG 3E9 ~.  o 
/ 
/ 
i ~ ~ ~'ii~ 
OIF E:I bii 
LOGGING L IMITED 
FORESTER 
Orenda Logging Ltd. requires the services of a 
Registered Professional Forester for it's Forest 
License located in the Meziadin area of Northwest BC. 
-, As Orenda's forester you will report to the' 
Woodlands Manager and administer both the 
silviculture and forest engineering programs of the 
company. Your qualifications for this position will 
include a R.P.F. designation with a minimum of two 
years silviculture and engineering expedence. 
Orenda is a progressive company offering a 
competitive salary and benefit package. 
Your resume should be forwarded in confidence to: 
Woodlands Manager 
Orenda Logging Ltd. 
P.O. Box 889 Stewart, B.C. VOT lWO 
KSAN HOUSE SOCIETY 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
The Ksan House Society is seeking a dynamic individual to guide in the 
delivery of its programming. The successful candidate should 
demonstrate the following qualities: 
(1) Previous Managerial experience, some knowledge of labour 
relations. 
(2) Demonstrated experience in developing and administedng program 
budgets; 
(3) Experience in the human services program delivery area Involving 
formal training, experience or a combination of same, 
(4) A demonstrated commitment o helping others and familiadty with the 
effective use of volunteers. 
(5) Familiarity and/or experience in working with a board, fundralsing 
and proposal wdtJng. 
Certain police records may prejudice appointment o this position. 
Drivers License and suitable insured vehicle required. This position 
offers a highly competitive benefit package with a salary commensurate 
.to education and experience. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "" 
Please forward resumes to: Ksan House Socletyi: p.o. Box 507, 
Terrace, B.C., VSG 4B5. 
:~_£~"  ? Nisga'a Tribal Council P.O. BOX 231, NEWAIYANSH, B.C. VOJ 1AO PHONE (604) 633-2234 OR (604) 633-2601 
FAX (604) 633-2367 
COMPETITION IS OPEN FOR THE POSITION OFA 
SOCIAL WORKER 
OR AS A CONSULTANT TO THE NTC 
RE: SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 
IN NASS RIVER VALLEY 
This position will be responsible to the Nlsga'a Tribal Council 
Central Office. 
REQUIREMENTS: 
1. Must have M.S,W. degree. 
2, Must have several years field experience (actually worked with 
families). 
3. Can work with village society groups and service groups (Band 
Councils, RCMP, Church, Alcohol & Drug Counselors, Medical 
and Nursing StaUons, School Officials, etc.). 
4. Able to establish a network of social worker services with four 
NIsga'a Villages, I.e. teach Band Social Workers, 
Salary commensurate with qualifications and experience. 
COMPETITION DEADLINE: November  10, 1992 
Mail Applications to: 
Personnel /F inance Commit tee  
Nlscle'a Tribal Counci l  
P.O. Box 231 NewAlyansh, B.C. VOJ 1AO 
I 




COMPETITION TH92:3058 $28,690 - $30,800 
In ~_0.f.EO_c=~ this position Is under the general direction of the Regional 
Property Agent and coordinates the processng of all documentation 
concerned with land acquisition and disposal. The successful appllcant will 
respond to complex enquiries and correspondence, produce reports as 
required and provide training and day to day supervision of propedles 
clerlceJ staff, Related duties. 
Qualifications - Grade 12 or equivalent and a minimum of five yearn related 
experience, Knowledge of related Acts and Regulations, conveyanclng and 
Land Title Office Procedures, Knowledge of general office procedures, word 
processing and spreadsheet computer applications; ability to communicate 
effectively ore y and n writing and maintain e high degree of tad/diplomacy; 
work independently and manage a large volume of work; superv sory 
experience and ability to supervise a small staff and prepare and conduct on 
the Job training; valid B.C, DriVer's Llcanos. 
Application must be received by November 18, 1992 to the following 
location: Manager, Personnel Services, Ministry of Transporatlon & 
Highways, 400-4546 ParkAvenue, Terrace, B.C,, V8G 1V4. For detailed Job 
description or further Information please contact: D. Beaumont 638-3579, 
The Pr~ince of British Columbia is committed toemployment equity, j
I k~ 
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OUR. GLOBAL FAMII, 
SUNDAY 
AM - 2 Worship Services 
9:15 & lt:OO 
Child care and Sunday 
School through grade ihree 
PM. Family Bible Scho~ 
6:00 p.m. for all ages 
WEEKLY 
. Pioneer Girls 
* Youth Ministries 
* Home Bible Studies 
* Ladies Time Out 
ALLIANCE CHURCH 
4923 Agar Ave. 
For more information ph. 635-7727 or 635-7725 
Terrace HomeBased 
Bus iness  Fair 
Saturday, Nov. 7 m 
TERRACE ARENA 
BANQUET ROOM 
10:00 A.M TO 4:00 P.M. 
Computers, Toys, Baby 
Items, Clothing, 
Foodstuffs, Books, Crafts, 
Cosmetics, Crystal, 
Shoes, Linens, Antique 
Woodworking, Rugs, Etc. 
Shop at Your Leisure 
*Hot mulled Juice and Coffee Available* 
Sponsored by Terrace HomeBased Business Association 
 TEmCACt STANDARI~ F_ SERVING THE TERRACE AREA 
Ken/Trevor 
Howe 
For a clear record of 
delivery and  a job well 






The carrier of the 
week recelves: 
- Quarter Cheese 
or Blg Mac 
- Large Frles 






Small deliveries end small moves. 
Spedalizing In one & two bedroom oves, 





- Ropab work on chimneys - Block and 
brick laying - Hang drywall - Remodel 
rooms and bathrooms * painting 
GOOD RATES - FREE ESTIMATES 
632-3629 
i ,  




featmtrg famny fad~m from '~ou 
and me Balx". "Jeans North", 'Eue's 
Mens Wear" and 'q'he Glass Slipped' 
To be held It the EII~ Hall, 
Thursday, November 12th at 8:00 p.m. 
Tlckels am $10.00 avallable at 




VENDING ROUTES. BEFORE YOU INVEST, in- 
vestigate! Get the straight facts on vending in- 
vestments from $5,500, Eagle profit systems, 
1.800.387-CASH. 3p27 
I" FOR RENT 
BEAUTY SALON, 
Fully operational, self.contained. Located 
centrally in commercial rea, easy ac. 





Newly decorated Beauty Salon for sale, 
pdced right. Well established clientalle, 





JEHOVAItS' WITNESSES. Is there something 
about he Watchtower that makes you uneasy 
but don't know what it is? It so, you are not 
alone. Phone 1.847.4354 for recorded 
message, tfn40 
ATTRACTIVE CHRISTIAN SINGLE dad, 37, 
with one son, enjoys the outdoors, children, 
travelling and quiet evenings at home among 
other things, is looking for a special partner to 
hold hands on a moonlit beach. Happiness is 
out there, take that step and write with photo 
and phone no. Reply to file 73, 4647 Lazelle 
Ave, Terrace, B.C. VeG 1 $8 2p27 
KNOW SOMEONE IN THE TERRACEIKfflMAT 
area with alcohol/drug problems? Get the 
beautiful tape, "Raised From The Ruins". 
You'll love ill Free/confidential. Call toll-free 
1.800-528-0070. 11p27 
CAUCASIAN MALE SEEKS RELATIONSHIP 
with darker skinned lady. Reply to File No. 1, 
4647 Lazelle Ave, Terrace, B.C, V8G 1S8 
lp28 
MONIOUE - It was marvellous to get back to 
Rome this August to tn] out my newly- 
acquired language skills. Come si chiame quel 
formaggio? Looks like Hydro rates are on the 
rise again - so natural gas is an even better 
deal this year. But, Monique, my polysac- 
chadde, what about.,,us? -NIGEL lp28 
About 
Letters 
The Terrace Standard wel- 
comes letters to the editor. We 
ask that they be signed and a 
phone number be included. 
Letters are subject o edillng 
for reasons of length and for 
good taste. Unsigned letters 
are thrown away. 
WATCH FOR 
,W lllt 1 '  " r,= . • - 
OPENING SOON 
in the new Keith Ave. Mall, Terrace 
EARLY ADVERTIS ING 
DEADL INE 
NEXT WEEK 
Due to the Remembrance Day Holiday next 
Wednesday, The Terrace Standard will publish one 
day early next week. Because of this the deadline 
for advertising display and classified will be 
THURSDAY, NOV, 5 AT 5:00 P,M, 
Thank You for your co-operation and understanding. 
TERRACE STANDARD 
SERVING THE TERRACE AREA -- ~ [ 
THANK YOU! 
The Junior Girls Volleyball Team "Skeena 
Gold" would like to extend a warm Thank you 
to all the following bus inesses who helped us 
to reach our fund ra i s~g goa l~ order to .... 













Spee Dee Printers 







Jim McEwan Motors 
All West Glass 
Dr, Paul Tsang 
(Dentist) 
Tillicum Twin Theatres ` 
Dr, Harry Murphy 
(Optometrist) 
All Seasons Sports I 
Thank you agaJnl 
AUCTION SALE 
Saturday, November 7, 1992, 11 :O0 a.m. 
For the Gov't of B.C. and others. 
at KERR'S PIT. 
Leave Highway 16, 10 miles east of Telkwa 
and follow Kerr Road and auction signs. 
30 Gov't Surplus Vehicles 
1987 Plymouth Sedan 
2- 1987 Ford 4x4 PU 
1986 Ford 150 4x4 PU 
1986 Ford ExCedo PU 
2- 1986 GMC PU 
2- 1985 Ford 4x4 PU 
1985 Chev Suburban 4x4 
1985 Ford Van 
1985 Ford Bronco 
1985 Dodge Van 
3. 1985 GMC 4x4 PU 
1985 GMC PU 
1985 Dodge Van 
2. 1984 GMC PU 
1981 Chev Blazer 
1981 Chev Suburban 
3.1981 Ford PU 
1980 Ford PU 
1987 Chev Astra Van 
1987 Suzuki Samuel 
1986 Olds Delta 2 door 
1986 Ford Diesel PU 
1985 Chev Monte Carlo 
Lincoln 300 amp welder 
Onan Light Plant 
Light Plant 
14 It. Alum boat 
20 It. Alum Riverboat 
2 Snowmobiles 
2 Boat Trailers 
2 SnowmubUe Trailers 
2 Outboard Motors 
Pressure Washer 
Shop Vac 
220 Treated Fence Posts 
Office Chairs 
Office Furniture 
Desks, Filing Cabinets 
Large selection of Computers 
IBM and Wang 





1986 Pontiac Flero 
1985 Buick Somerset 
1967 Tow Motor Propane 70001b Fork Lift 
Plus many items too numerous to mention, Items sold as Is, where Is. 
No guarantees or warranties. All sales are final, 
**** TERMS CASH ***** 
Anyone paying for me]or items with uncedifled cheque may be required to 
leave the Item on the grounds until the cheque clears the bank. 
KERR'S AUCTION 
RR1 Kerr Rd., Telkwa, B.C. • Phone 846-5392 
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch on the grounds. 
NOTICE 
Two events are scheduled for the participants of the 
KALUM SOUTH RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN:  
1 ) Two evening sessions, working toward the formation 
of a possible public resource advisory group, at: 
Northwest Community College - Room 2001 
5331 McConnell Ave. 
October 21 and 22, 1992 
6:30 - 10:00 p.m. 
2) A resource planning workshop, to refine the 
community's preference for integrated resource 
management ,  at :  
Nor thwest  Communi ty  Col lege - Room 2001 
5331 McConne l l  Ave .  
November  7 and  8, 1991 
9 :30  a .m.  - 5 :00  p .m,  
We urge all participants to attend this workshop. If 
you have not prev ously been involved and would 
like to know more about this processor possibly 
participating, please call: . 
Glenn Smith 
Resource Officer, Planning 
Kalum Forest District, Terrace 
638-3290 
Prov ince of 
Brit ish Co lumbia  
Ministry 





Timber Supdy Are~ 
Prodndd Fol'e,ff 
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VIVACIOUS, INTELLIGENT, brindle.grey Cairn 
'Terrier, with sparkling ~ personality and 
purebred lines, seeks female Cairn terrier of 
simUar: Characteristics tor matrimony, and 
eventual offspring.Any exceptional Cairn Ter- 
riers interested can phone 635.5268 and ask 
for 'Hector'. lp28 
I i : i 
Look who's 
having fun at 61! 
Happy Birthday from 
The Family 
• i i ;~ ~ ~,'i , • ,, i ~ 
Oh No/Oh No/ 
Look who's turned 
the big 3-0 
' Happy Birthday! 
I Love Arlene, Brandon, Michael & Missy 
27. Announcements 
32. Legal Notices 
F,'-~ Province of Minislry of 
J British Columbia Foresls 
NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION 
FOR TIMBER SALE LICENCE 
A44862 
Pursuant to Section 1O of the Forest Act~ seal- 
ed tender appflcabono will be accepted by the 
District Manager, Kalum Forest DietricL Terrace. 
British Columbia, up to 8:30 s.m., on the 12th 
day of November, 1992, to be opened nt 09:30 
am on the 12th day of Novemberi 1992, for a 
Timber Sate LJcence to authorize the harvesting 
ol 2,082 cubic metres, more or lass, of timber 
locked in the vicinity ol Rosewood (50 km north i 
of TetrecO)in the Kalum Timber Supply Area. 
TOTAL VOLUME: 2,082 cubic metres, more or 
less i 
SPECIES: Pine: 52% Hemlock: 30%, 
Spruce: 13%, Cedar: 5% i 
TERM: One (t) Year ! 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $io.92 i 
= 
Bidding is restricted to parsons registered in ! 
the Smell Business Forest Enterprise Program, 
Category One (1), ' 
If there is no interest from Category One (1) 
registrants on the auction closing date, then the 
sale may be readvertised Io," oiler under both 
categories. 
Particulars may be obtained from the District 
Munagor at No. 200.5220 Kenh Avenue. Ter- 
race, British Columbia, V8G 1L1, 
J. Perras. 
Spending Authority 
r i I I i i i  i i l  i i i i | 
Welcome Home Baby Alex... J 
Ron & Klm MacDougall are proud to e 
announce the birth of their son I 
a ALEXANDER LEE I 
I born August 28,1992 at 1:51 am, in 
• Vancouver, B.C.- weight 6 lb. 6 oz. I 
l Baby brother for C.J. ' ' , I . . . . .  i 
'-~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  33; 
Mrs .  Char lo t te  
Rob inson  and  
Mr .  Lar ry  Renshaw 
are plea~ed to announce the 







Mr.  & Mrs .  F raser  and  
Gen iene  Suther land  St .  
Wedding to be announced 
at ~ later date. 
( ~  Province ol Ministry ol I 




RE: CHANGE OF NAME 
NOTICE is hereby given that an application 
will be made to the Oirector of Vital 
Statistics for a change of name, pursuant 
to the provisions of the "Name Act" by 
me: 
NAME OF APPLICANT IN FULL: Marilyn 
Elsie Ryckman 
OF 23- 4310 Marsh Crescent 
CITY Terrace, O,C. 
POSTAL CODE VSG 1N5 
PHONE NO. 638-1842 (H) 638.3325 (W) 
as follows: 




!;tVEN NAMES, Liza Lee Hope 
IO 
JURNAME, McOhafles 
L;IVEN NAMES, Liza Lee Hope 
FROM " 
hURNAME, Ryckman 
(;IVEH NAMES, Lance Cort,ac 
= T0 
'~URNAME. McCharles 
htVEN NAMES, Lance Cu,nac 
DATED THIS 6th DAY OF OL:tobst A,D. 
~992, 
Travel 
28. Cards of Thanks 
CARD OF 
THANKS 
The /amily of the late 
Mrs. Kay Peterson 
would like to thank Dr. 
Redpath, Dr. Phillips, Dr. 
st~anyk and the st~ o/~iII~ 
Memorial Hospital for their 
'cindness during her stay there. 
We would also like to thank 
MacKay's Funeral Home and 
the many friends and relatives 
who gave their support during 
this difficult time. 
Lois, D iane & Family 
sIGHTSEEING 
TOURS 
Specializing in customized 
town & country scenic tours. 
Beverley Greening, Owner 
(604) 635-7868 
For Al l  Your Travel Needs 
124 HRS. 635-6181 J 
CHINA TOUR 
Dec. 14 or 28th Beijing. 6 daysAir 











MONBAY - SATURDAY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  10 AM- 4 PM 
. .  . . . . . . . .  nn nt-r I .a l l  Ant I= IM TMI:: RINR AIITRInI:: 
SINGLES CRUISES • all ages. Call Brenda t 
635.2277. 26tfn 
32. Legal Notices 
LEGAL 
Take note that" pursuant to section 2 o! the 
Repairem Lien ActL8 1980 FXS Harley 
Davldson rnotorcydo s8dsI No. 7615958504 
will be sold by private sale st Torrgce Custom 
CyclB, 321! Kalum SL, Terrace, B.C. on Oct. 
29 to satisfy the indebtedness of George 
Wilson in the sum of $6175.19. The unit may 
be viewed Bt Terrace Custom CYCle, 3211 
Kalum SL, Ten'ace, B.C. 
Oflem may be submitted inwritlng to Terrace 
Custom Cycle, 3211 Kalum St., Tefface, B,C. 
Highest or any offer not necessarily accepted. 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
IN THE MATTER OF THE ESTATE OF 
JOHN EDWARD COOK, 
Formedy of Terracs, BdHsh Columbia 
Creditors and others having claims 
against he above estate are required to 
send lull particulars ol such claims to 
Crampton, BrBwn & Arndt, No. 3 • 4623 
Park Avenue, V8G 1V5, Terraco, British 
Columbia, on or before the 30th day of 
November, 1992, after which date the 
assets of the said estate will be 
dislributed having regard only to the 
claims that have been received. 
Madlyn Ene DaM, Executor 
CRAMPTON, BROWN & ARNDT 
Solicitors for the Estate 
You with your cake, you with your bear, 
Hopefully ou won't start loosing your hair, 
Old age ie setting in, nothing more to follow but a toothless grin/: 
So drink and be merry, for th~ birthday could be scary/ 
HAPPY 35th BIRTHDAY 
From ETa/ 
have an excellent opportuni- 
ty to make additional in- 
come in your spdre time. :; 
,,f or somoone  oow 
BACK-UP CARRIERS 
NEEDED i 
Mtn. Vista and i 
Agar, Medeek area: ~ 
4600- 4700 Block; ~ 
Lazel~e 
is interested, then give us a 
call TODAY! • i~ 
BACKUP CARRIERS 
ARE NEEDED FOR 
ALL OF THE UPLANDS 
AND THORNHILL 
AREAS 
















The B.C. Humanist Associa- 
tion s a secular, non-profit 
public education group. Join 
ue for socials, leo~rea end 
dlsousslona, For Information 
leave a message at(604)739- 
9822, 
AUTOMOTIVE 
Engines rebuilt from $995. 5 
ear 100 000 kms wan'anty, 
ond Mechanical serving 
B.C. for 27 years. Phone 7 
days 8 a,m,.8 p.m. (604)872. 
541; Toll.free Mon-Frl 1- 
800.663-2521. 
CANADA ENGINES LTD. 
Quality Rel~llt Engines: cars, 
light trucks. 6 cylinder from 
$995,6 oyflnder from $1095, 
5year, 100,000 Kin, Ltd.war- 
ranty, 7 Days - 560.t050, 1- 
800.665-3670, 868-5828 
even ngs . . . . .  
Cummings Turbo Diesel 
4X4's, Explorers, Vans, 4- 
Runners, Dakotas, starting 
from $169 month, 0 down 
O.A,C We deliver anywhere 
In B,C. Brian or Don ca eot 
1(604)565-3141. 
PORT CHEV OLDE, Diesel 
4x4's, WorkTrucks end Vans. 
Fleet prldng, All makes ave li- 
able, Conlsot John Short for 
business or personal quotes 
st. (604)941.0846 . . . .  
GOVERNMENT SEIZED/ 
SURPLUSvahldea. U,S.and 
Canadian low es $100. 
BMWs, Cadillacs, CheVa, 
Fords, Meroedes, Porsches, 
tracks, vans. AMAZING free 
24-hr, recording reveals how: 
(416)6314666, 
BUILDING SUPPLIER 
DOORSl WINDOWS! Interior 
end extedor wood, metal and 
French doom,woodwlndows, 
skylights, MORE Call¢olleot 
to WALKER DOOR and WIN- 
DOW In Vancouver at 
@04)266-1101, 
I ' II 
BLANKET CLASSIFIED 
ADS 
An advertising "Best Buy"] 
,P ace your ed in over 100 
~s.~:)~pers. for, only: 
BLANKET CLASSIFIEDS 
These ads appear In more than 100 community newspapers In B.C. and Yukon 
and reach more than 3 million readers. 
TO P .I..ACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR BCYCNA AT (604) 669-9222. 
I I I II 
BU81NEBS OPPORTUNITIES 
DRUGRAIDSEIZURES! Buy 
dirt cheap: Cars, Houses, 
Boats, Computers ... Direct 
from U.S./Canadlan govern- 
ment. FREE ILLUSTRATED 
REPORT: Seizures, Dept. 
bc7, #150.1867 West 4th, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6J 1M4 
START YOUR OWN business 
S-large profits. Largestmanu- 
fadurer of punch embroidery. 
CaIVwrito Pretty Punch for 
information on dealership. 1- 
416-662-8116. 10 Plnelands 
Ave., Stoney Creek, ON, LSE 
3A5. 
CAREER TRAINING 
FREE oareer guide to home- 
study correspondence Di- 





Travel, Granton, (5A)-263 
Adelaide West, Toronto. 1- 
800-950-1972.  
fP l /OATION . 
Train to be a "CRM" - CerU- 
fl( Apartment Manager. 
M~ iy Jobs available. Over 
2; lO graduates now work- 
Inl Government licensed 
Ix le-studycourse. R.M.T.I. 
681.6458 or 1.800.665-8339. 
EARN EXTRA MONEYI Learn 
In ,  me Tax Preparation or 
Basic.Bookkeeping by corre. 
aponoenoe. Por free bro- 
chures, no obligation, contact 
U & R Tax,Services, 205-1346 
Pemblna Hwy.,WlnnLcag, MB, 
R3T 2B6, i.800~665-5144. 
Also enquire about exoludve 
franchise terdtaflss franchise 
terfltorlee now available. 
WESTERN CANADIAN 
SCHOOL of Auotloneerlng, 
.next course Nov, ,30 - Dec, 
12/02. For e free brochure 
~ll (403)250-1281 or write 
to. #5, 2003 MoKnlght Blvd,, 
N.E,t Calgary, AB, T2E 61.2. 
RNANCE . 
Government Grants & Loans. 
Billions of dollars are made 
available to new and exle'Jng 
I BO businesses, The Brad 
Book ran show you how to 
get your share, Call now 
(804)753.9424, :.
I II I I I I 
FOR 8ALE MISC. 
NEWI Catalogue loadedwith 
uncommon products of Brit- 
Ish Columbia -many 
handcrafted. Gills, gourmet 
foods, books, games, Jewel- 
tery, leisure & craft products, 
toys, art pdnte, Ohristmas & 
gmetlngcards, art & toy kits, 
soaps b personal care, de- 
signer candles, sculptures, 
unique household items, 
stoneware, novelties, much 
morel Merchandise uncondi- 
tionally guaranteed° Getyour 
copy now1 Only $3 (yoUr 1st 
order gets $5 discount). 
Se~eant's Meroantlle, PO 
Box 2168, Vancouver, B,C, 
VEB 3V7, 
HALFORD HIDE & Leather, 
your mall order leather and 
trapping supply warehouse. 
Write/phone free catalogue, 
8629 - 126 Ave., Edmonton, 




LUTELY POSITIVELY LOW- 
EST PRICESII Water Tanks 
half IXlCe, Pay only $0.52 per 
gallon for tank sizes over 
],000 gallons. 600 gallon 
septle Tank just $549.00. 
Twenty year warranty. Pre- 
mier Plastics. Call today 1- 
600-661-4473. 
LOVE BY MAIL EMPORIUM 
offers e wonderful collection 
~ t pleasure products. Shop y mall, guaranteed privacy. 
Send for your free catalggue. 
Love by Mall 6200 McKey 
Avenue, B/Jmaby, B.C. VEH 
4M9. l y  
GARDENING 
ONESTOP GREENHOUSE 
SHOP, B.C. Greenhouse 
Builders Ltd., 7425 Hadley 
Ave., Burnaby, B.C. VEE 




houses,Solaflums and com. 
piers line of Greenhouse 
Accessories. Telephone 
(604)433-4220, Fax 433- 
1286. 
I II II 'f 
, HEALTH 
CALL NOWI Free Mall Order 
Catalogue from Vitamin Dis- 
count Stores. Please call 1- 
800-663.0747 or In Vancou- 
ver 321-7000 for sit your Vita- 
min needs. 
t'IEAVy DUTY MACHINERY 
PACIFIC FORKLIFT SALES 
LoTFD (EST. 1972). DOZENS 
GOOD USED 
FORKLIFTS AVAILABLE. LP, 
GAS, DIESEL, ELECTRIC. 
WE BUY TOOl (604)533- 
5331 FAX:(604)533.4563 
EVES. TERRY S MPSON 
(604)635-1381. 
HELP WANTED 
Earn up 1o $346.00 per week 
to assemble Christmas Deco- 
'aliens at home. No selling to 
do, no door to door. Work 
available across Canada. For 
more In/o, send a self ad- 
dressed stamped envelope 
to: Magic Christmas, 1500 
130 Sister Street Ste 750, 
3ttawa Ootarlo, K1P 6E2. 
FASHION FORTUNEI Fun, 
Freedom and e Fabulous 45% 
ro fit can be yours by beam. 
g an Independent Dlatrlbu- 
tor selling QUALITY LINGE- 
RIE.CalIMACHERIE, 1.800- 
661-3305. 
KIDS ONLY. Join our national 
team of 400 independent Con- 
sultants, Sell t00%cottonhlgh 
quality children's clothing. 
Flexible hours, high commie- 
dons. Call (403)233-8378. 
LIVESTOCK EGUIPtMENT 
AUCTION SALE, Sat. Nov, 7, 
AI Oemlng's Polar Park, 14 
miles esei of Edmonton on 
8:~3' 14, at 10 a.m. Preview 
e.m. Over 50 odglnal 
horse drawn vehk~les, Many 
rare extras. (403)922-3013. 
MARINE 
Commercial Dlvere/Sea Har- 
vesters. VIIdng Suit Sale. VI. 
king Pro-$1444.32. H.D.- 
$1696.54. Contact Kevln 
North Island Divln g. Box 1674, 
Port Hardy, B.C. V0N 2PC 
949.2664, Fax 949-2600. Mall 
orders, VISA 





$3.70 each additlonalword 
Im I II 
MOBILE HOMES 
BUY FACTORY DIRECT, 
Save Ihouaands on dealer 
mark-up. We'll custom build 
mobile homes to suit your • 
needs. Doubles, singles, 
modulars. Phone for details: 
Noble Homes, Edmonton • 
(403)447-$414/447-2833. ,. 
PEREONAL 
OKANA~Y'G I 'RLS  
• Karen, Sylvia and Tanya - 
have exalting Personal Pho- 
tos For Sate. For discreet In/o,. 
write KAREN, Box 670.GB. 
Kelowna, B.C. V1Y 7P4. 
ADULTS ONLY PLEASEI 
WOULD YOU LIKE to corre- 
spond wllh unattached Chris- 
dan people across Canada 
for companionship or mar- 
rtage? Aehgrove, P.O. Box 
205, Chase, B.O., V0E 1M0. 
REAL EBTATE 
PROPERTIES TO BE BOLD 
for unpaid taxes, Crown Land 
avallab!llty, For I_nforma.Hon 
on both, write: Props rues_, 
Dept. ON, Box 6380, 8,1n. F, 
O.ttaW.a, 1(20 3J1.. 
WE PAY CASH for Ir~ome 
producing properties, any 
size, condition, area or lode.. 





Major ICBC and InJurydalms. 
Joel A. Wener trial awyer for 
24 years. Call collect: 
(604)736-6500. Contingency 




Post-Chdstmas Relaxat(on. , 
Saltslxlng Island tms It all, 
Send Ior An Island For NI 
Seasons (free) brochure, c/o 
Driftwood, Box 258, Ganges, 
B.C. V0S 1S0. F)r~7-993a/ 
(F)557.261S. 
ii ;,LA.KET.LA.IP=', 
I I AOB ' 
II ,dvar slng'Bo=auy'l 
IIResoh more than 3 roll' 
IIIIon readers for only 
I!$195.oo. 
O 
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': VEAL 5 
:*~'; Fresh, Cut from the Leg 
:. 13.18/kg Ib 
~ r 








From'the Shoulder. L 
5.49/kg , ~  Ib 
VEAL 2 69 
Bulk Pack 
~5.93/kg Ib 





~ Reg., Fine ,.,. ,,,_ " mJ  
*Buy One 4..J~" unp Grind. 7.~7 
- "  " '~ earn: 3 BONU"  . - -  
• ~ AIR MILl 
CHICKEN LEGS 
Frozeny ~ "~ ' '"~'- ~ 8 Back Attached BeI-Air. Conc. 
6x 355 mL ,J ~11)'~ 11 Ib Box. Frozen 
I BUY ONE AND EARN.~  Limit I. $8.69 ea. 
/ "3 BOHUS~ "- 
MILES" ~, ~ $1 .74 /  kg. 
' i J'See your neighbou~ood ~ J ~  
• ' ~ ~  el, k.W°rks out to...... Ib 
CHOCOLATE BARS T-BONE STEAK 
Cut from 
Canada Grade A 
Beef. 





Aero, Coffee Crisp 
or Kit Kat 12's 
While supplies last. 
PRICES IN EFFECT... OCT./1992 
WED. THURS. FRI. SAT. 
28 29  30  31 
Advedised prices In effect at your friendly, coufleous 
Terrace Safeway gore, Quantity ~ghls re~ed, 
Some iten~ may not be exactly as shown, 
9 
Free with a 
$25.00 family 




WE ARE ON TH E MOVE!It 
Safeway is pleased to announce the relocation of our Produce 
Department. With the completion of our "West Side" expansion you 
will see a much larger Produce Department, offering greater 
selection, with everyday quality and value. 
i r 
